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ERRATA.

INDEX, page iv.--" To case the fuse," read " To cast the fuze."

PAGE 31.-Line 3, for " one," read "end."

PAGE 37.-Line 10, omit " a," and for "plate" read "plates."

PAGE 52.-For "Figs. 1, 2 and 3, Plate I," read " Figs. 1 and 2, Plate XXI."

PAGE 56.--Lines 4, 5 and 7; for "columbiads," read "smooth-bore guns."

Line 4, insert "12", 10", 8" and 4"'.5 rifle guns."

Line 5, insert " 12 t", 10", 8" and 4//.5 rifle guns."

PAGE 57.-Line 26, omit, after the word "for," "the 8-inch canister, for siege

howitzer and"

Last paragraph, in each line, for "columbiad" read "gun."

PAGE 104.-Line 11, for "powered" read "powdered."

PAGE 115.-Line 1, for "10 lbs. 5 oz." read "10.5 oz."

Line 4, for "44.14" read "14.14."
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AMMUNITION AND MILITARY FIREWORKS.

BUILDINGS.

In large establishments for the preparation or breaking up of ammnu-
nition or military fireworks nine separate buildings are required:

No. 1. Cartridge-ho use, for making cases, and cannon cartridge-bags of
all kinds.

No. 2. Filling-house, for filling cartridges.
No. 3. Packingq-house, for putting up ammunition for transportation or

storage.
No. 4. Storehouse, for materials and tools.
No. 5. Driving-house, for driving rockets, fuses, &c.
No. 6. Mixing-house, for mixing compositions.
No. 7. Furnace-house, for casting lead and making compositions requir-

ing the use of fire. The floors are laid with brick or flagging.
No. 8. C(a.openter-shop.
No. 9. Magqazine, for powder, ammunition, &c.
All these buildings should be at a distance from dwellings, and ablollt

100 feet from each other, and protected by trees and traverses. Those
between which frequent transportation of material is necessary should be
connected by a railway, protected from the weather by a light shed.

The size of the buildings should be regulated by the number of artifi-
cers to be accommodated. In small establishments the number may be
reduced, as the same building may be used at different times for different
purposes.

Mem. 21 1
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Those buildings in which explosives are handled should be constructed
on the principle illustrated in Plates I and II.

These buildings (known, from their deviser, as the Laidley Labora-
tories) are designed to prevent the great loss of life which usually results
from the demolition of a building, as ordinarily constructed, by the explo-
sion therein of even a comparatively small quantity of powder.

The frames, rafters, and purlins are of wrought iron. The sheathing
is of light wood, arranged to resist the pressure of winds from without, but
to yield readily to slight pressure from within.

In case of an explosion, the roof and sides falling off at once, the iron
frame remains standing, and the escape of the inmates from the diebris is
better secured. They have been severely and successfully tested by exper-
iments and an accidental explosion.

The foundation should be of brick, stone, or wooden piles, according
to circunmstances.

The bed-plate is composed of 6" Phoenix beams No. 8, joined at the
middle and corners by a" plates (Figs. 9 and 13), and secured to the founda-
tions by bolts (Fig. 11). Upright posts are secured to the bed-plate by
means of brackets riveted to the ends (Fig. 10). These posts are fastened
in the same manner to a top-plate similar in size and material to the bed-
plate. Rafters composed of l'-iron, 3" X 3", No. 122, and braces, 3" X 4"
and 3" X I", fastened together by rivets, are secured to the top-plate, as
shown in Fig. 6. Purlins of angle-iron are bolted to the rafters. The
purlin A is of wood, to which, and the wooden portion B, the roof-boards
are nailed.

Thlle sides, ends, and roof are made in sections corresponding to the
spaces between the posts and rafters respectively (Figs. 1 and 2).
Wooden pieces are bolted to the posts. To these, cleats are nailed on
the inner side (Fig. 8). Corresponding cleats are nailed to the sections on
the outer side. A rebate is thus formed, enabling the sections to resist a
great exterior force. For the sides, an interior force is resisted only by
the tongues and grooves of the inner lining: For the roof, the pieces B
are lightly held to the purlins by clamps of band-iron.

The peak .of the gable is fastened to the end rafter by short wooden
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cleats. A ceiling may be formed by fastening, parallel to each other, strips
of 1-iron, between which, and end to end, are placed light wooden frames,
covered with canvas or cloth.

Bill of iron for a Laidley laboratory 50' X 23' 6".

Names of parts. f Long. Wide. Thick. Wegt of Total weight. Remarks.
Names ~ ~ · Iat. peeiL'P eaoh piesce.

Feet. Inches. Inches. Pounds. Pounds.
Bearus ................. 25 6 2.75 :333. 3 2, 666. 4 For bed and top plates.

Do ................. 4 23.5 6 I2. 75 313. 3 1, 253. 2 Do.
Do ................. 16 15.75 , i 2.75 '210.0 3, 360. 0 For posts.
Do ................ 4 15.65 6 2 75 9 208.8 834. 2 For corner posts.

T-iron .................. 16 12.71 3 3 89 1, 424 For rafters.
Plates for rafters ....... 8 23.42 3 1 5 120 960 For girders.

Do ................ 32 1.92 3 .25 5. 27 168.64 Forbraces.
Do ...... 32 3. 54 3 .25 9.74 311. 68 Do.
Do................ 16 4.92 3 .25 13. 5 216. 0 Do.
Do .............. 32 4. 08 3 .25 11. 23 359. 36 Do.
Do................. 32 5 3 .25 13.75 440. 0 Do.

Purlius. ................ 16 22.5 2. 5x2.5 .312 115 1,840 Angle-iron.
Do ................. 8 7 2.5x 2.5 .312 1 35.77 286.16 Do.

Corner plates ......... 8 .92 4.5 .625 10. 5 84
Brackets ............. 80 4.5 3 x 3. 5 .375 .3 240 For posts.
Foundation-bolts ....... 18 3 i 1.25 Round. 15 270
Plates for bolts ......... 18 1 4.5 .5 9 162

Inches. i1
Bolts ................. 88 2 1 .75 Round .75 66 For posts and corner plates.
Eye-bolt .............. 12 3. 5 .75 .. do .. 85 102 For girders.

Do ................. 4 7 .75 ..do.. 1. 7 6.8 Do.
Bolts ............ 16 2.25 6.25 l. do... .5 8 For eye-bolts.

Do . .......... 128 1.5 .438 ..do .25 32 For purlins.
Do ........... 60 3.5 I .375 .do ... 2 12 For bolting wood to posts.

Rivets ............... 160 1.25 .438 ..do ,.2 32 For braces.
Do . .80. 1. 25 i .5 1.do .225 18 For bolting brackets to posts.

Rafter. ............. ...................................... .............. ..50

Total ..................... ...... 1.. 5,150
i . ........................... __.

FIXTURES AND FURNITURE.

1. Cartridge-house.-A table for making cartridges for small arms, 12
feet long and 2. feet wide, for 12 men or boys to work at, and the length
in that proportion for any greater number; tables for cutting paper and
flannel, and for rolling cases on; choker for rocket-cases; press for rocket
and port-fire cases; benches for cartridge-tables; stools. Closets should be
partitioned off from these rooms and furnished with cases, drawers, racks,
and shelves for materials and tools.

2. 1dllitq-houlse.-A shelf, 2 feet wide, for weighing on; other shelves
with closets under them; tables with raised borders for filling, folding, &c.;
budge-barrels, or powder-barrels, with copper hoops and covers; stools for
seats; footstools; a step-ladder; stands and gutters for emptying powder-
barrels.

3. Packinq-house.-Tables, benches, and stools; platform-balance.
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4. Storehouse.-Shelf for weighing on, shelves, drawers, and closets;
tables, scales, stools, seats, step-ladder.

5. Driving-house.-Blocks set in the ground or pavement; benches and

stools. In favorable weather, a porch attached to the building, or a tent,
may be used for a driving-room.

6. Mlixiny-housc.-Tables with raised edges; sieves, &c.
7. Furnace-house.-Furnaces; work-benches; platform-balance or large

scales; a tinner's bench and tools, with a vise, an anvil, and a chest for

tools, a smith's forge, shovel and poker, stools, &c.
8. Carlenter-shop.-Tutrning-lathe and tools; carpenter's benches and

tools.
9. 1tJagazine.-Shelves and fiames for boxes and barrels.

FURNACES.

Two kinds of furnaces are used in a laboratory: In the first, the flame
circulates around both the bottom and sides of the kettle; in the second, it
comes in contact only with the bottom; the latter are used for compositions
of which gunpowder forms a part.

Furnaces are built of bricks. The kettle is of cast iron, about 2 feet
in diameter at the top, having a rounded bottom and a flange about 4 inches
wide around the top, or else strong handles to set it by. The bottom is .75
inch thick, and the sides .5 inch. By setting it in an iron plate pierced
with holes, encircling the bottom, a furnace of the first kind may be con-
verted into one of the second kind by stopping the holes.

Furnace for reducing the oxide of lead or dross: This furnace is built
in the open air, on a stone or brick foundation. It is composed of a
cylinder of sheet-iron, 16 inches by 30 inches, lined with refractory clay
from 2 to 3 inches thick.

The interior has a form of an inverted frustum of a cone, ternlinating
below in a basin, the bottom of which is inclined toward a tap-hole. The
fire is made in a furnace, and the draught supplied by a bellows, the nozzle
of which enters at the top of the reservoir. The dross and the charcoal
intended for its reduction, are thrown on the fire from the top of the
furnace. The metal, as it is reduced, flows into the basin, and escapes
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through the tap-hole into an iron vessel and is cast into bars or pigs as
desired.

In the field, furnaces may be built with sods, or sunk in the earth, if
bricks cannot be readily procured.

Furnace built with sods.-Let the kettle rest on a trivet, the feet of
which may stand on any-piece of flat iron, such as the bottom of a shot-
canister, or stand for grape, the bottom of the kettle about 1 foot from the
ground; build round it with sods. The door of the furnace is 10 inches
square;- the flue of the chimney, opposite to the door, 6 inches square, and
commencing about 6 inches from the ground; the first part of the flue
inclined at an angle of about 150, the rest vertical, and placed, if circunm-
stahces permit, against a wall; the top of the door and of the flue may be
supported by small bars of iron.

Furnac'e scunk in the earth.-The edge of the kettle should be about I
inch above the ground, and the bottom 12 to 15 inches above the hearth
of the furnace; the earth is dug down vertically 1 foot from the kettle for
the front of the furnace, and the door is cut out 10 inches square. The
earth is removed and sloped out, so as to give access to the door; the flue
is bored out on the opposite side with a crowbar; it commences 6 inches
above the hearth and comes out of the ground 18 inches from the furnace,
whence it is carried horizontally about 13 feet.

In furnaces of the second kind mentioned above, the trivet may be
omitted, and the kettle may rest on the sod or earth tbr about 1 inch all
round, and the earth rammed in against the sides of tlhe kettle.

PRECAUTION AGAINST ACCIDENTS.

Avoid as much as possible, the use of iron in the construction of the
buildings, fixtures, tables, benches, boxes, &c., of the laboratory; sink the
heads of iron nails, if used, and fill over them with putty, or paste several
thicknesses of paper over them. Before the men go to work cover the
floor with carpets or paulins, which are taken up carefully, after the men
leave, and carried at least 50( yards from the building and there shaken
thoroughly and swept. During the work have the carpets frequently
swept.
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Place the stores in cloth bags in the windows exposed to the sun. Pre-
vent persons from entering with sabers, swords, or canes, &c., Or with

matches about their persons. Direct all who work where there is powder
to wear moccasins or socks, and to take them off when they leave. Direct

the men not to drag their feet in walking.
Make the doors and windows to open and close easily, without fi'iction;

keep them open whenever the weather permits.
Never keep in the laboratory more powder than is necessary, and have

the ammunition and other work taken to the magazine as fast as it is
finished.

Let powder-barrels be carried in hand-barrows made with leatller, or

with slings of rope or canvas, and the ammunition in boxes. Let every-

thing that is to be moved be lifted, and not dragged or rolled on the floor.

Never drive rockets, port-fires, &c., or strap shot or shells in a room
where there is any powder or composition except that used at the time.

Loading and unloading shells, driving rockets, pulverizing materials,

the preparation of compositions requiring the use of fire, and in which the

components of gunpowder enter, ought to be (lone in all cases, when possible,
in the open air or under a tent far from the laboratory and magazine.

Never enter the laboratory at night, unless it is indispensable, and thenl

use a close lantern, with a wax or oil light carefully trimmed. Allow no
smoking of tobacco near the laboratory.

In melting lead, be sure that it contains no moisture; put the pigs in

carefully, and do not use more than will fill the pot two-thirds full.

Use the same precautions in melting fatty substances.

APPLICATION FOR BURNS.

Exclude the air by applying to the burn fresh lard, or bathe the part

burned, and cover it with linen soaked in a mixture of eight parts of sweet

oil and one of hartshorn well beaten together; or paint the parts burned

with white lead and cover with lint; or cover the injured part with lint or

other soft fabric, spread thickly with vaseline containing 1 per cent. of car-

bolic acid.
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MATERIALS.

Laboratory materials are classified as follows, viz:
1st. Those for producing light, heat, and explosion.
2d. Those for coloring flames and producing brilliant sparks.
3d. Those used in preparing compositions.
4th. Those used in making tools, cases, cartridge-bags, and for miscel-

laneous purposes.

MATERIALS FOR LIGHT, HEAT, AND EXPLOSION.

Potassium nitrate (niter), KNO3 .- For use in the laboratory, niter
should be freed from all foreign substances and be reduced to a fine pow-
der or else to very minute crystals. It is best pulverized in the rolling-
barrels at the powder-mills; but it may be pulverized by hand in the
laboratory as follows: Put into a rolling-barrel 50 pounds of dry, refined
niter and 100 pounds of bronze balls; turn the barrel for two hours and a
half at thirty revolutions a minute, striking it at the same time with a mallet
to prevent the niter from adhering to the sides. Separate the balls by
means of a brass-wire screen and the foreign substances with a hair sieve.

Niter may also b)e pulverized by pounding it in a brass mortar, or by
solution as follows: Put 14 pounds of refined niter with 5 pints of clear
water, in a broad and shallow copper pan, over a slow fire, and as the niter
dissolves skim off the impurities; stir the solution with a wooden spatula
until the water is all evaporated, when the nliter will be very white and fine.
Should it boil too much, the pan must be lifted from the fire and set upon
wet sand or earth, and the niter should be stirred until it dries, to prevent it
from adhering to the p an.

P'otassiuum chlorate, KC10,, is a white salt; crystallized in white scales;
anhydrous; not altered by exposure to the air; soluble in water, more in
warm than in cold; insoluble in alcohol; density, 1.989; decrepitates
and fuses at about 500°; at about 720 ° it is decomposed into oxygen anl(
potassium chloride.

This salt is one of the most energetic of oxidizing bodies, because it
parts with its oxygen readily, of which it contains a great quantity (.391f5
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of its weight). Thrown on burning coals, it melts quickly. It explodes by
simple contact with sulphuric acid; mixed with a combustible body, the
mixture may be exploded by friction or by a blow. It should be purchased
crystallized, and should not contain more than one-thousandth of its weight
of chloride of sodium or potassium. Its purity is tested by means of the
nitrate of silver dissolved in distilled water, 73½ grains in one-quarter of a
pint. Dissolve 77 grains of the chlorate in 300 grains of warm water, and
let the solution get cold; the chlorate will be precipitated in crystals. Add
to the liquid about two drops of the solution of the nitrate of silver. After
filtering, the liquid ought not to give a precipitate by the addition of more
nitrate of silver.

JMercury fulJminate, ClNC(NO,2 )1qt. is a gray salt, crystallized in
fine silky needles; soluble in water, 'more so in warm than in cold water.
It is an extremely dangerous substance to operate upon in a dry state,
owing to the readiness and violence with which it explodes. It detonates
strongly when struck by a hard body; but sometimes trifling friction may
serve to produce this effect, even when in a moist state. Heated to 3000
it explodes, evolving a bright flame. It is decomposed, with explosion, by
the electric spark, and contact with strong nitric and sulphuric acids. The
products of detonation are carbonic acid, nitrogen, and vapor of mercury.
It should always be manipulated moistened with at least 3() per cent. of
water.

To prepare fulminate of merculy.-Dissolve, in a glass retort capable of
holding about a half-gallon, 10 ounces of pure mercury in 5 pounds nitric
acid (aqua-fortis), of the specific gravity of 1.40. Tile solution is ma(le by

placing the retort in a water or sand bath of about 12()0, or exposed to the
sun's rays on a warm day. The vapors which come over are very deleteri-
ous, and should not be inhaled. It requires about eight hours to thoroughly
dissolve the mercury. When the solution is complete, pour the liquor into
a wide-mouthed glass vessel capable of holding 8 to 10 gallons, into which
5.675 pounds of alcohol (ethyl), about (61 pints, of the specific gravity of
.85 have been previously poured. Care must be taken to 2poutr the nitrate
of mercury on the alcohol, as the reverse mode of mixing is dangerous. Great
heat is evolved during the effervescence which ensues fiom the mixture, and
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the glass vessels used should be well annealed, and of a form to bear a high
heat without breaking. Carboys of thin flint-glass, without mouth-rings
or any abrupt change in thickness, are best. The operation should be per-
formed at a safe distance fiom the fire, as the vapors of ether disengaged
are highly inflammable. When reddish furmes begin to appear, they must be
reduced by adding alcohol in small quantities.

The proportion of alcohol used in the whole operation varies according
to the strength of the acid and alcohol, and also with the state of the
weather. T he proper quantity is that which is just sufficient to keep down
the reddish times, and is determined by trial with the materials used.

When the effervescence has ceased, the fulminate of mercury is found
at the bottom of the vessel as a brownish precipitate. A small quantity of
water is poured in, and the contents transferred to the washing-tub, where
it is repeatedly washed in soft water, until the water no longer reddens
litmus-paper.

The fulminate is in the form of very small crystals, of a light gray
color and brilliant surface. If the operation be well performed, no metallic
mercury will be reproduced. The weight of the fulminate when dried is
about 14 per cent. greater than that of the mercury used.

If the proper' proportions be not used (or if the materials be not of
good quality), the product will be, instead of fillminate, an impalpable yellow
powder, which is incombustible. When this is observed, the result may
generally be corrected by varying the proportion of alcohol in the mixture.

The fulminate of mercury is kept under watter, in stone jars, whic.l
should be preserved from frost.

A day's work.-In a warm clear day, one master and two assistants can
make, and partially wash, 100 pounds of fulminate in ten hours.

Charcoal. (See Gunpowder.)
Boll brimstone is used for melting, and flowers of sulphur may be used

instead of roll sulphur pulverized. The purity of the flowers is more to be
depended upon than that of the roll sulphur. When mixed with potassium
chlorate, however, it should be washed to remove firee sulphuric acid. Sul-
phur facilitates the ignition and combustion of compositions to which it is
added.

Mem. 21 2
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Gunpowder.--For compositions, gunpowder is mealed, either by rolling
it for two hours with once and a half of its weight of balls, or by beating

it an equal length of time in a leather bag, or by grinding it with a muller

on a mealing-table.
Mealed powder, and pulverized saltpeter, charcoal, and sulphur, are

generally obtained from the powder-mills.
Antimony (regulus of antimony) is a grayish-white metal, very brill-

iant, with a highly lamellated structure. Specific gravity, 6.7; melting

point, 8090. It is easily reduced to powder, and by its combustion with
sulphur produces a strong light and heat, with a blue or white flame. Anti-
mony is never found pure in the shops; that which is sold under the name

of regulus of antimony always contains a little sulphuret of antimony,
arsenic, and sometimes sulphuret of iron.

Lanmpblack is the result of the incomplete combustion of resinous sub-
stances. It is composed of 80 parts of carbon and 20 of impurities. It is

employed to quicken the combustion of certain substances; but before it is
used it should be washed with a hot alkaline solution, to remove all traces

of empyreumatic oil.
Colori¥qi materials.-A flame is colored by introducing into the com-

p)osition which produces it a substance, the particles of which, being inter-
spersed through the flame and rendered incandescent, give it the required
color. Coloring substances do not generally take. part in the combustion,
and their presence more or less retards it. It is for this reason that potas-
sium chlorate, a more powerful oxydizing agent than niter, is used in lieu
of it in compositions for colored fires.

There are a great variety of substances which give color to flames,

the principal of which are strontium nitrate and sulphate for red, barium
nitrate for green, the bicarbonate of soda for yellow, copper sulphate for
purple, copper carbonate and acetate for blue. Lampblack is employed to
give a train of rose-colored fire in the air, and powdered flint glass for
white flames.

Sparks are produced by introducing into the composition .filings or thin

chips of wrought or cast iron, zinc, steel, copper, or fragments of charcoal.
Iron.--Filings and thin chips give very brilliant sparks and stars, the
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effects of which depend on the size of the particles used. The filings must
be made when wanted, or be very carefully preserved from rust.

Cast iron.-Pulverized, it gives very large white sparks, in fireworks
(Chinese fire). Select the white cast iron, or take the pieces of utensils
with thin sides. To pulverize it more easily, heat it to a red heat and
throw it into cold water.

Steel.-In fireworks, filings and small pieces give the most brilliant
sparks.

Zinc is a bluish-white, metal, usually brittle, and its fracture shows a
crystalline structure. Specific gravity, 6.9; melts at 680C; is volatilized at
a red heat, and takes fire in the air, burning with a light flame. At 4000

it is easily reduced to a powder in a mortar. Granulated zinc is used to
produce a bluish flame. An alloy of zinc and antimony pulverized gives
beautiful blue drops. The oxide of zinc (flowers of zinc) produces the

appearance called gold rain. It ought to be purchased in scales, not in a

powder, as in this latter case it may be mixed with foreign substances.
Copperfilings are used to give reddish sparks and a greenish blue

flame.
PREPARING COMPOSITIONS.

Turpentine, spirits of turpentine, Venice turpentine, tar, pitchl, anL(d

rosin, are chiefly employed in the preparation of compositions for producing

light.
Alcohol, whisky, brandy, or vinegar is used in mixing compositions

into which niter enters, as it does not dissolve niter. It should be strong.

To-prevent it being drunk, mix a little asafetida with it.

Beeswax and mutton tallow are employed in mixing conllpositions

intended to produce heat and light.

Gum arabic should be transparent, yellowish-white, brittle, insipid,

inodorous, soluble in water and vinegar, insoluble in alcohol. It is used

in solution to give body and tenacity to compositions, or to make them

burn more slowly. It should be prepared as required, for when in solution

it undergoes a decomposition.
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MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS.

Copper is a red, brilliant metal, possessing great tenacity, ductility, and
malleability. Specific gravity, 8.9; fusible at about 19800. Copper, being
but slightly acted on by saltpeter, is employed for powder measures,
utensils for refining saltpeter, &c. Copper vessels should not be exposed
to a great heat, or used for heating compositions containing sulphur, as the
copper would be rapidly oxidized.

Bronze is used in the laboratory for utensils and implements which
receive blows or act by percussion, and replaces steel and iron wherever
there is danger of an explosion from a blow or from friction.

Brass is an alloy of about two parts of copper and one of zinc. Brass
wire is used for ligatures, for screens and sieves.

Sheet-iron.-Select the softest and most pliable. When it is substituted
for tin, in strapping projectiles, it should be first annealed by heating it to
a dull red heat and letting it cool gradually under warm ashes, not exposed
to the air.

Lead is a bluish-white metal, bright, but tarnishes quickly in the air.
Specific gravity, when pure, 11.48; melts at 600c, and volatilizes at a red
heat. The purity of lead is judged of by its specific gravity. To deter-
mine this, after having weighed the pig, suspend it with a wire in a vessel

of water, so that it shall be completely immersed, without touching the

sides, and weigh it again. Tule weight in the air, divided by the difference

between the weight in air and water, will give the sp)ecific gravity, which

ought to be 11.35 for lead of' commerce.
Lead melted in contact with air is soon covered by a coat of gray

oxide, which rapidly increases in thickness. The formation of this oxide,
or dross, is prevented by covering the lead with powdered charcoal or rosin.

T7o r*educe the oxide of lead.-Put in a kettle about 50 pounIds of lead,

with I, of its weight of powdered charcoal or grease ; cover the kettle,

and raise to a red heat; stir the mass, and add gradually more coal, as it

assumes a yellow color, using in all G of the weight of oxide; dip out the
lead with an iron ladle, and pour it into iron molds or l)ans. After having
obtained in this way two-thirds of the weight of oxide, in lead, throw the

dross into a tub of water, and wash it, to separate the ashes and coal; dry
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the remaining oxide and grains of lead, and put them in a ladle with 1

of their weight of rosin; raise it to a red heat, set fire to the rosin, shake
the ladle, and pour off the lead. A further addition of rosin will produce
more lead; I, of the weight of dross is generally used. Tallow may be
used in place of rosin.

When the quantity of dross is considerable, it may be reduced, in a
similar manner, in a small cupola-furnace.

Plumbers' solder is an alloy of lead and tin, in the proportion of two
parts of the former to one of the latter.

Paper.-Paper for cartridge-box wrappers should be homogeneous and
without any trace of stalks; well sized, even, pliable, with a good body
without being too thick, free from folds or rents.

The sheet when moistened ought to present a uniform hue, without
spots or marblings. Taken out of the water and suspended a moment by
the extremities of the short sides, it ought not to tear from its own weight.
The sheet, crumpled in the hand or pinched with the nails, ought not to
tear in the folds, and when torn the rent should be fibrous.

A strip of paper 4 inches wide ought not to break under a weight of
40 pounds, in the direction of its least strength.

In testing the strength of paper, the two ends are held by two vises of
hard wood. Each vise is couiposed of two rectangular jaws, which can be
brought against each other and held firmly by means of screws, or by
tenons on one jaw passing through the other and keyed firmly to it. A
strip of paper 4 inches wide is cut and inserted in the vises, so that the
length between them shall be exactly 12 inches. The jaws are closed
tightly, and one vise is suspended from a fixed point by means of a cord
or hook, and to the other is made fast the pan of a balance. It is loaded
gradually, with care, until the paper gives way. The strips should not be
taken from the edges of the sheets only, but from all parts, and from the
length and breadth successively, for in these two directions the strength is
very different.

Five sheets are generally taken from each ream, in which only one
sheet can have less strength than that allowed. If this condition be not
fulfilled, the ream is rejected.
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The other papers are tested in the same way, and should possess the
same general characteristics.

Size and weight of paper.

In c hes.X W eight, Proof weight,
pounds. pounds.

No. 1. For musket-cartridges ................................................. 13 X16 .... 40
No. 2. For mnusket-artridge wrapper ........................................ 18 X20 36 101

16 X14 21
18 X16 27

No.3. Cartridge-boxwpper................................................ 20 X20 373
24 X20 45 1

No. 4. Port-fires and rockets............ ................ ...................... 19 X28 65 180
No. 5. Fixed ammunition ................................ ............ 23JX24 60 225
No. 6. Cannon-cartridges .................. .................................. 19 X23 70 315
No. 7. Fireworks ............ .......................... ... 13 X16J 20 85

The several kinds to be packed in bundles; No. 3 in bundles of 1,000
sheets each, the others in bundles of 500 sheets; all without folding. The
dimensions given above are such as the sheets are required to have when
trimmed for use.

Tow should be entirely of hemp or flax, clean, dry, sound, free from
stalks and foreign substances.

Merino or serge, for cartridge-bags, should be made entirely of wool;
it should be strong, closely woven, twilled, and not frayed; the width
should be even in the same piece; that I yard wide is convenient and the
most common. The colors are to be preferred in the following order:
green, gray, yellow, blue, red, white; reject black, which is almost always
burnt and weak.

Canvas.-Take the strongest and closest woven; used for sacks for
fire-balls.

Twine should be strong, smooth, and well twisted, .03 inch thick
for sewing fire-balls, &c.; from .06 inch to .08 inch for fixing ammuni-
tion, &c.

Rope should be even and well twisted, pliant without being soft, made
of hemp of good quality, water-rotted, and entirely freed from stalk. Its
size should be uniform throughout its whole length. That most commonly
used in the laboratory is white-hemp rope, from 1 inch to 1.5 inch in girth.

Thread.-Saddlers' thread, of flax, three strands; used with paper boxes
for revolver cartridges.

Woolen yarn is used to sew cartridge-bags.
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Glue should be hard, dry, transparent, of a brownish-red color, and
free from smell.

TO PREPARE PASTES AND GLUE.

Flour paste.-Sift the flour and mix it with 8½ times its weight of
water; heat it gently, stir it, and let it boil for three-quarters of an hour;
when it becomes ropy pour it into bowls and pass it through a sieve before
it is quite cold. The flour yields 7 times its weight of paste. Time re-

quired to make it, one hour and a half. It is best made of rye flour.
Starch paste.-Mix wheat starch with twice its weight of water, pour

it gradually into 63 times its weight of boiling water and let it boil for ten

minutes, stirring it all the time; then proceed as before. Starch yields 8
times its weight of paste. Time required, one hour.

Paste for pasteboard.--Mix the flour or starch with 12 times its weight
of water; this yields 9 times the weight of flour and 11 times the weight
of starch.

Paste mixed with glue.-The addition of jit of glue makes the paste fit
for pasting sheets of parchment together or for pasting paper on wood.
Dissolve the glue separately and pour it into the cold water with which the
flour or starch is mixed.

Cheese paste is made of fresh white cheese and quicklime. Pound the
cheese in a mortar with boiling water; let it stand and decant it; repeat
this operation three or four times. Pound together 3 parts of this cheese
thus prepared and one part of quicklime, moistening it with pure water till
the paste ropes like honey. Prepare only a little at a time. It is used in
pasting parchment and parchment-paper.

These different kinds of paste should be used cold. A supply for not
more than two or three days should be made at one time; but it may be
preserved longer by adding alum in the proportion of ' of the weight of

flour. rThe depredations of rats may be prevented by dissolving a like

proportion of colocynth in the water with which the paste is made.
Glue is dissolved in its own weight of boiling water. A glue-pot with

a water-bath should be used to avoid burning the glue. Remove the pot
from the fire as soon as the glue is entirely dissolved.
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SIEVES.

Sieves are made of brass wire, hair, or silk, and may be square or

round in shape.

50 meshes in 1 inch, or 2,500 in a
No. 1. 1 square inch, a single hair in one

direction, 2 in the other.

25 meshes in 1 inch or 625 in a

No. 2. square inch, 2 hairs side by side
Hair sieves for mixing/ comnpo- in each direction.

sitions.
12.5 meshes in 1 inch or 156 in one

No. 3. square inch, 3 hairs side by side
in each direction.

No. 4 180 meshes in a square inch, brass
wire.

Brass sieves ought to be used only for dry materials.

A silk sieve of 120 meshes to the linear inch in used in preparing glass

dust for priming-compositions.



PAPER AMMUNITION FOR SMALL-ARMS.

There are two kinds of cartridges used in service, the ball-cartridge, made with
a single elongated ball, and the blank cartridge.

BALL-CARTRIDGES.

MAKING BALLS.

Lead balls are made by compression, by means of machines for that purpose.
Balls thus made are more uniform in size and weight, smoother, more solid, and give
more accurate results than cast balls.

The lead is first cast into round cylindrical bars, .58 inch in diameter for the cal-
ber .58, and 21 inches long, and then rolled to .46 inch in diameter; length, 25 inches.
These bars are fed to the machine, which cuts off a part sufficient for one ball and trails
fers it to a die, in which the ball is formed, with cavity and rings, the surplus metal
being forced out in a thin belt around the ball in the direction of its axis. The balls
are trimmed by hand, with a knife, and are then passed through a cylinder-gauge of
the proper size.

A. day's work.-One man can make with the machine 30,000 balls in 10 hours,
the bars of lead being prepared for him. One man can cast 1,500 bars in 10 hours,
and can trim and roll 2,000 bars in 10 hours. A boy can trim and gauge 5,000 in 10
hours.

Bullet-molds are provided to cast balls where the pressed balls cannot be had.
The mold is so constructed as to trim the balls by a single operation before they

are taken from the mold.
TO GREASE THE BALLS.

Place them on their bases on a tin frame capable of' holding about 50 balls, and
immerse it in a melted mixture of one part of tallow and eight of beeswax, kept warm,
until the cylindrical part of the ball is covered. Remove the frame and let it stand till
the grease hardens. Three frames are required for each boy.

TO CUT THE PAPER.
WORKMAN.-1 cutter.
MATERIALS.-Paper and pencil.
IMPLEMENTS.-I cutting-board, 30 inches square; 1 iron ruler, 33 inches long; 1

lever, I cord, 1 large knife, 1 sandstone, 1 trapezoid, of hard iwood or iron.
Cut the paper first into strips of a width equal to the length of a trapezoid, and

then into trapezoids, using the pattern as a guide.
The paper and ruler are kept from moving by means of a lever, one end of which

is fixed and the other is moved by the foot by means of a cord and treadle.
The knife is held in both hands.
From 6 to 8 reams may be cut at a time in this way.

Mem. 21- 3
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A cutting-machine like that used by book-binders facilitates the operation when
many hands are employed.

When only a knife and ruler are used, about 12 sheets are cut at a time.
TO MAKE THE CARTRIDGE.

WORKMEN.-1 master, 10 boys.
IMPLEMENTS FOR EACH BOY.-2 boxes to hold cylinders, 20 inches long, 8 inches

wide, and 4 inches high, in the clear, made of ½-inch boards, without a cover; they are
placed on their sides, their backs inclined against the partition in the middle of the cart-
ridge-table, the front resting on cleats nailed to the table; 1 former, cylindrical, of hard
wood, of the same diameter as the ball, 6 to 7 inches long, one end pointed almost as
much as the ball, and marked with a shallow groove 4 inches from the end; 1 sabot or
frame, tacked to the table, to hold balls, placed at the left hand of the boy; 1 spool of
thread, turning on a vertical spindle fixed in the table near the balls ; 1 choking-string,
made of four or five cartridge-threads twisted together, about 9 inches long, with a
wooden toggle at the end, fastened to the edge of the table at the right hand of the
boy; 1 knife blade, 1~ inch long, hooked, driven into the front of the table below and
near the choke-string.

To FORM THE CYLINDER.-Lay the trapezoids oni the table with the sides per-
pendicular to the bases, toward the workmenu, the broad end to the left. Take the
former in the right hand and lay it oil a traplezoid, tile groove in the former against
the right edge of the paper, bringing the pointed end ½ inch from the broad end of the
paper; envelop the former with the paper; then, with the fingers of the left hand laid
flat upon tilhe paper, turn the former and roll all the paper upon it; hold it with the
left hand and, with the choking-string ill the right, take one turn around the cylinlder
at about 4 inch from the end; hold the former firmly in the left hand andl draw gently
upon the choking-string, pressing at the same time with the left forefinger upon the
projecting end of the cylinder, thus folding it neatly down upon the end of the former.
Having choked the cylinder close, carry it to the right side, and with the thread in the
right hand, take two half-hitches firmly around the palrt that has been choked; cut the
thread on the knife-blade and press tile choke in a cavity in thle table; place the former,
with a cylinder on it, on a seconldl traptezoid; put a ball over the end of the former i
roll the paper on the former and the ball; hold the cylinder in the left hand and( choke
and tie it as just described for the inner cylind(er; withdraw the former, pressing the
cylinder with the left hand, and place it in the box.

A day's work.-A boy call make 80() cylinders ill 10 hours.
'10 FILL THE CYLINDER.

IMPLEMENTS.-I charger, made of a cylinder of wood or brass pierced with two
holes through its length, holding the exact charge of powder; a funnel attached to one
end of the cylinder, and a discharge-pipe to the other. The holes in the cylinder are
made to communicate and shut off, alternately, from the funnel holding the powder, and
the discharge-pipe at the lower end, by a reciprocating motion given to the cylinder by
the hands.

Fill the funnel with powder; insert the discharge-pipe in a cartridge, holding the
charger in both hands, and turn the cylinder; the charge of powder is deposited in
the cartridge; insert the pipe in the next, and turn the cylinder in the opposite direc-
tion, and continue in the same way for all the rest.
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Cartridges may be filled with a copper charger made to hold the exact charge,
pouring the powder by means of a small funnel, which is inserted in the cartridge.

To PINCH THE CARTRIDGE.-Take the cartridge in the right hand, strike it lightly
on the table to settle the powder; flatten the empty part of the cylinder and bend it
flush with the top of the powder at right angles to the cartridge, the oblique side of
the trapezoid on top, the cartridge standing vertical on the table; fold the flattened
part in the direction of its length, with two folds from the exterior, meeting in the
middle; bend this folded end back on itself and strike it on the table to set the folds.

TO BUNDLE CARTRIDGFS.

UTENSILS.--1 box without ends or tot), width equal to five times the diameter of
the ball, height equal to twice that diameter, and length that of the cartridge. It is
tacked to the table, the sides parallel to and near the edge of the table.

Put a wrapper in the box, the long side perpendicular to the edge of the table,
the middle of the paper in the middle of the box; place, parallel to the sides of the
box. two tiers of cartridges of 5 each, the balls alternating; bring the short ends of
the paper together and fold them twice close down on the cartridges; insert a package
of caps in the end of the bundle next to the ends of the lower tier; fold the wrapper
on the ends and tie the bundle, first in the direction of the length, then its breadth,
with the twine fastened in a single-bow knot.

CASES FOR PERCUSSIO'N-CAPS.-These are rolled on a former, .54 inch in diame-
ter, choked at one end and tied. Twelve caps are put in, and the case is closed by
twisting the open end of the case.

PACKING CARTRIDGES.-Cartridges are packed in boxes containing 1,000 each.
Five tiers of bundles are laid flat in a single row along one side of the box; the rest
are placed on edge, the caps alternately up and downi.

Blank cartridges are packed in boxes containing 2,000 each; the bundles are
placed on end, the caps alternately up and( down.

PACKING-BOXES.-The boxes are made of white-pine boards, dovetailed and nailed
together, and are furnished with wooden brackets or handles nailed to the ends with
wrought nails clinched on the inside; the lids fastened with six 1.75-inch screws. They
are painted different colors, to indicate the kind of cartridges. The boxes should be
lined with strong paper, and the bundles of cartridges must be packed closely, so as
not to shake in transportation. Each box should be marked on each end with the
number and kind of cartridges, and on the inside of the cover with the place and date
of fabrication.

BLANK CARTRIDGES.

MATERIALS.-N-o. 2 paper; paste; powder.

Cut the paper into trapezoids, as for ball-cartridges; roll the trapezoid on the
former one turn; fold down this much of the paper oil the head of the former with the
left hand; roll the rest of the paper; fohl down the rest of the paper; touch the fold
with a little paste on the finger; press the end of the former on a ball imbedded in the
table for the purpose; remove the cylinder tromu the former; place it in a box to (try.

Fill the cylinders, as descriebed, for ball-cartridges.
A day's work.-One boy can make 2,000 cylinders in 10 hours.
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PACKING MUSKET-BALLS.

Balls are packed in boxes with tow or saw-dust, to prevent their bruising. The
boxes are made of 1-inch boards, and contain 1,000 balls.

They are marked on both ends with the number and kind of balls, and on the
inside of the cover with the place and date of fabrication. The cover is fastened with
six 2-inch screws, and the boxes must be hooped with iron for transportation. They
are not painted.

Cartridges for smnall-arms.

Kind of cartridge ........................ Expanding-ball. Blank. Elongated ball.

Kiiad of arm ...... K ind ...... .......................... ... . .. 9

Caliber...... ........................... i e.. .58 .58 58 .58 .44 .38 .54
all ............... Diameter ........ inches.. .5775 575 . ...... .5775 .46 .39 .56

CVharge of powlerig ......... 5........ ..... 6.. 60 50 60 40 30 17 50
(fleight ........ incbes 4.12 4. 12 3.75 4. 2.75 2. 4 3

Tapezoid ....... Long base .... ..... 4... ..0 4..0 4..16 4. 0 3.25 2.5 3.25Bundles .......f....~ IHeight .......... 0 . . do . . . ... 2 9|°9 2 5' 8(Short base ......... do -- 2.5 2.5 .5 2. 5 1.6 1.6 225
Number of trapezoids in one sheet .. . 16 j 16 24 16 30 40 24

(Length .......... inches.. 9 9 ......... 8 7.5 10
r Width .......... do 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5 4. 9 6.8raDpper ............... do ..... 9.17.... .. 4 . . .......... 5 ......rNumber in one sheet.... 6 6 6 12 4
Color ................ Ordinar Red.....Ordinary Blue....Ordinary Blue .... Ordinary

color.
Thread for 1,000 ............................ ones.. . 5 ......... . 5 .5 .5 .5

,eight of 10 cartridges ....................... do... 135 13 ........ 5 6 5 13. 5
f Length ....... inches.. 6 2.5 .......... .4 2.3 2.20 2. 6

Bundles cf 0 .......... Width .............. o... 2.9 2.9 ....... . 9 2.0 1.9 2.5
Depth ............. do.. 1.15 1.15 ........ 1.15 .85 .85 1.1

Size of packingboxes o Length ............ do.. 14.75 ......... *15.5 .......... 13.1 t 10.5 14.75
f 00 tWidth .............. do... 10.75 ....... 1.0 4.6 3.8 8.9

for 1,000 cartridges. De6.38 .......... 6.25 ........ 3.5 I 1.25 5.2
Wdeight of box packed.....................pounds.. 98 ..........--...... ..... 28.5 16.5 78
Color of box .................................. Olive.... Gray.... Olive... ellow Olive Blue .... Olive

For 2,000 cartridges. Contains 600 cartridges; box made of .75-inh boards.
If the balls be packed in tow add 1 inch to the depth of the box.

PERCUSSION-CAPS FOR SMALL-ARMS.

The cap for small-arms is ma(le of copper. It is very slightly conical, with a rim
or flange at the openr it a o slits, extendingd about half the height of the cap.

The cap is charged with fulminate of mercury, mixed with half its weight of niter,
the object of the niter being to render the ftlminate less explosive aild to give body to
the flame. To lrotect the percussion-powder from moisture, and also to secure it from
falling out, it is covered over, in each cap, with a drol of pure shellac varnish.

The copper for making the caps is obtained in sheets 48 inches long a.d 14 i.nches
wide, weighing 3 pounds; a variation of 4 ounces, more or less, is allowed. The
copper should be pure, free from seams, holes, or blisters, well annealed, and as evenly
rolled as lossible, with straight and smooth edges.

The copper. is cleaned by immersion in a Iickle made of one part (by measure)
of sulphuric acid and forty parts of water; it is scoured with fine sand and a hand-
brush, and washed clean in running water; after which it is well dried in clean sitaw-
(lust and rubbed over with a cloth slightly oiled; it is then ready for the machine.
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The fulminate of mercury is prepared in the same manner as described under the
head of metallic ammunition for small-arms, and 2 assistants can make and partially
wash 100 pounds of fulminate in 10 hours.

To PREPARE THE PERCUSSION-POWDER.-Take about 2 pounds of the wet
fulminate in an earthen dish, drain the water from it, and spread it on sheets of blot-
ting-paper until it is sufficiently dry to assume the granular form and retain only 20
per cent. of moisture. In this state add to it 60 per cent. of its weight of refined
pulverized niter, and thoroughly mix the ingredients on a wooden table with the hand
and a wooden spatula, and pass it several times through an iron sieve, No. 3; spread
it on sheets of paper in quantities of i pound each, and dry it in the sun or in a room
warmed by flues. When quite dry, pass the i-ponnd parcels through a fine hair sieve
by rubbing it with the hand, and put each parcel in a separate box made of paper
varnished on the inside and outside with shellac varnish and having a loosely-fitting
over. The boxes should be kept in a small magazine standing apart from other

buildings, upon shelves covered with cloth to prevent friction in moving, and be issued
one at a time to the person having charge of the cap-machine.

MAKING AND FILLING THE CAPS.-Both of these operations are performed by
the same machine. The sheet of copper is adjusted on the table of the mlachine. The
hopper is filled with the percussion-powder, and the machine put in motion. The star
or blank is cut by a punch and transferred to a die, where it is formed into a cap by a
second punch. The cap is caught in the notches of the revolving horizontal plate, and
carried first under the hopper containing the percussion powder, where it receives its
charge of ½ grain, and then under a punch, which presses the charge firmly into the
cap, and lastly to the drop-hole, where it falls ijlto the receiving-drawer.

The hopper is supplied from time to time from the J-pound box, while the machine
is at rest, using a small copper scoop for the purpose, and the box returned to its special

loset, at least one yard from the machine and above its level, before the machine is
put in motion.

As a cap is occasionally exploded under the punch in charging, all dust of per-
cussion-powder should be frequently removed, and only a small quantity of percussion-
powder kept in the hopper. The receiving drawer should be emptied after each sheet
of copper is completed; 2,314 are made from each sheet 48 inches long and 14 wide.

A day's work.-The average work of 10 hours, including all necessary stoppages,
is 31,000 caps for each machine.

To PREPARE THE VARNISI.--Dissolve 1 pound of the best gum shellac in 1 quart
of rectified alcohol containing 95 per cent. of pure spirit. The solution is made most
eadily at a temperature of about 1200. It must be stirred frequently until all the

gum is dissolved. It is made and fit for use in four hours.
The varnish is best made and kept in glass vessels. One quart of alcohol and 1

pound of shellac make 1.46 quart of varnish. A small quantity of alcohol is occasion-
ally added to thin the varnish when it is used. Eighteen quarts of varnish are required
for 1,000,000 caps. Two quarts of alcohol are required for thinning the varnish.

To VARNISH THE CAPS.-The caps are put into holes in counting plates made
of sheet-brass, 15 inches by 12 inches, .05 inch thick, held in a frame of brass rods
.35 inch square. This is quickly done by taking a parcel of caps on the plate and
shaking it sidewise; the caps settle themselves in the holes. When the plate is filled,
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the defective caps and those which have lost their charge are easily detected by the
eye, and are replaced by perfect ones. The plate is placed in its bed in the varnishing.
machine, which is worked by hand, and each row of caps is brought in turn under a
row of wires, which are alternately dipped into a pan of varnish and then into the
caps, leaving in each a drop of varnish.

The quantity of varnish placed in each cap can be regulated by the size of the
wires, or by the depth to which they enter the varnish. The caps remain in the plate
30 to 40 minutes, when the varnish is sufficiently set to allow of their being turned
into a tray for drying. These trays are of wood, 18 inches long, 12 inches wide, and
1 inch deep, ard contain 2,500 caps. The caps remain in the trays for 3 days in a room
heated to about 100°. They are then put into bags, and kept at the same temperature
for 10 days longer before they are packed in boxes.

A day's work.-One boy can count and varnish 7,000 caps per hour.
PACtLNG.-The caps are put in bags of strong cotton duck, 10,000 in a bag, and

ten bags are packed in a wooden box. The box is lined with thick paper, the bags are
packed in tow, and the cover is fastened with six 2-inch wooAl screws.

BAGS AND PACKING-BOXES.-The bags are 6 inches in diameter and 13.5 inches
deep. They are made with circular bottoms, like cartridge-bags for field-service.
They are marked with the number of the bag, the contents, the place and date of
fabrication.

The packing-boxes are made of 1linch white pine, dovetailed; they have brackets
for rope handles on the ends, are painted olive color, and marked on the ends with the
number and kind of contents, and on the inside of the cover with the place and date
of fabrication.

Interior dinmensions.-Length, 28.75 inches; width, 12 inches; depth, 8.5 inches.
Weights.--Of 1,000,000 caps, 994 pounds.

Of bag with 10,000 caps, 9.625 pounds.
Of packing-box, 25 pounds.
Of box packed with 100,000 caps, 1 7 pounds.

MATERIALS REQUIRED FOR 1,000,000 CAPS.

For the caps.-1,300 pounds of sheet copper, of which about one-third is returned
in scraps.

For the powder.-42 pounds mercury.
336 pounds nitric acid.
382 pounds alcohol.
24 pounds niter.

For the varnish.-10 pounds gum shellac.
12 quarts alcohol.

For bags.-31 yards of cotton duck, .75 yard wide.
For boxes.-150 feet white-pine boards.

NoTE.-Experience has shown that it is not safe to try to wash the percussion-
powder from partly filled caps. A lot of unvarnished caps, imperfectly filled, being
soaked in water for several days became coated with a substance much more explosive
than the original fulminate.

The percussion-powder must be burned out, and the cap polished by rolling in a
dust-barrel.



MAN•UFACTURE OF METALLIC AMMUNITION AND
CANNON PRIMERS.

BUILDINGS.

For the manufacture of metallic ammunition for small-arms and fric-

tion and electric primers for cannon on a large scale, the following build-
ings are required:

No. 1. Fire-prooffactory with L, the basement being provided with
machinery adapted to the manufacture of primers, &c., with a separate
room containing necessary grindstones, emery-wheels, &c., and tumbling-
barrels.

The first story being fitted up with all the machines, tools, and benches
of a first-class mlachine-shop, for manufacture and- repair of the machines
and tools employed in the works, with necessary office and. engine rooms,
and well furnished with presses and cabinets for surplus tools, standard
gauges, specimens, &c. A room in L, with all appliances for wasling
cases, and a large and conveniently arranged drying-rooml over the engine-
boiler.

The second story contains all the mnachinery necessary for drawing,
trimming, heading, and forming cartridge-cases, with a sep)arate room in L
provided with machines and tables for making paper p)acking-)oxcs; print-
ing-presses, type-fonts, &c., for printing.

No. 2. Fire-proof factory for manufacture of bullets, with separate
rooms for charging cases and inspecting and packing finished ammnlnition.

No. 3. Blacksmiths' shop and stacks for forgings and small castings,

and annealing furnaces for tools, &c., with a separate room for annealing
and pickling cases.

No. 4. Carpenter-slop, for making boxes, tools, &c.
23
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No. 5. Paint-shop.
No. 6. Retort-house, for manufacture of fulminate of mercury.
No. 7. Magazine, for powder.
No. 8. Small magazine, for fulminate of mercury and friction-powder.
No. 9. Storehouse, for storing cartridges, primers, etc.

METALLIC AMMUNITION FOR SMALL-ARMS.

The modern center-fire metallic cartridges may be divided into three
classes: the solid attached head, the solid head, and the folded head.

There are two varieties of folded-head cartridges, the reinforced and
non-reinforced.

As regards priming, the above-named classes are divided into outside
and inside primed cartridges, and may be designated respectively as re-
loading and non-reloading cartridges.

They are generally made from sheet-copper or brass, the latter mate-
rial having more elasticity and the former more uniformity and durability.

Manufacture.-Sheet metal of the required thickness, from .025" to
.09", is used for the various kinds of cartridges. This is fed to a double-
acting die and punch, which cuts out a disk and forms it into a cylindrical
cup at one operation. The cup is reduced to a cylinder of the required
length in from four to six operations by dies fnd punches, and is called
drawing or reducing.

The cylindrical shell is trimmed to a standard length in a machine
called the case-trimmer.

After washing, the shells or cases have a flange formed at the closed
end by pressure in a special machine called the header.

The headed case is tapered to a standard size. The open end is made
cylindrical for the length the bullet enters it, so as to inclose the latter
snugly; and if it be inside-primed, like the present service cup-anvil car-
tridge, the anvil is inserted and fastened at the same time by crimping the
case around its edge.

Priming is done in a machine called the primer. For outside priming
a percussion-cap is used, made in the ordinary way. Priming of fulminate
of mercury should Lmot be deposited on brass, as it forms an amalgam and
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deteriorates the metal and priming. Shellac varnish is used to protect the

surface of brass. No injurious deterioration from this cause has been

noticed in the use of copper.
Bullets are made in a bullet-machine from a cast slug or rolled bar; the

last is considered the best; they are trimmed by a machine called the bul-

let-trimmer. The diameter is required to be up to standard with no mini-

mum allowance, and they are sized at the lubricating machine by passing

through a die. The form, width, and depth of grooves must conform to

the standard with very little variation. The weights should not vary more

than two grains from the standard of 4()05 grains.

The lubricant should be free from acid reaction, and of vegetable

origin as bayberry or Japan wax, and filled into the grooves by a machine.

Loading, or assembling the case, powder, and bullet, is done in a ma-

chine called the loader, by one operation (as in the Frankford arsenal

loader), or by several operations known as plate-charging. The bullet

should be perfectly concentric with the case at the time of insertion. The

charge of powder should be as uniform as possible, with not more than two

grains variation from the standard weight of 70 grains.

Inspection -All cartridges should b)e wiped clean and gauged as to

diameter, length, and diameter and thickness of head. Those should boe

rejected showing any defects in material, or bad workmanship. Eacll car-

tridge should be weighed to detect loss of' parts or deficiency in weight of

powder. A special automatic weighing machine is used at F'rankford

arsenal.

DETAILS OF THE MANUFACTURE OF THE CENTER-FIRE METALLIC-CASE CAR-

TRIDGE, CALIBER .45".

The successful invention of the self-primed metallic-case cartridge has

greatly simplified the construction of breech-loading small arnms. Prior to

its introduction and use, the prevention of the escape of flame throughl the

joint of the breech was of difficult if not impossible accomplishment, and

complicated arrangements of the breech mechanism had to be resorted to,

with, at best, unsatisfactory results. The metallic cartridge overcomes this

difficulty, being itself a perfect gas-check renewed at every round, prevents

foulness and wear of the mechanism, and exercises the most vital functions
Mem. 21 4
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in the life of the arm. So important an element is it, that it may be said
that with a perfect cartridge the most indifferent breech arrangement can
be used with safety and efficiency.

Its advantages, other than that already indicated, are llany: Its coim-
pleteness and simplicity, being self-primed and used as a whole in loading;
its strength and safety, withstanding the roughest usage and thoroughly
protecting the powder and fulminate; its accuracy, because of the coinci-
dence of the axes of the bore and bullet; and, added to these, the absolute
impossibility of using more than one cartridge at a time.

That adopted by the Ordnance Department is known as the center-fire.
Trhe superiority of this system over the rim-fire is so marked as will un-
doubtedly lead to its universal adoption. By concentrating the percussion
composition in the center of the head, the quantity used is reduced to a
minimum, to less than one-fourth of what is required to prime the entire
circumference in the rim-fire, and this smaller quantity is so much better
protected as not to be at all liable to accidental explosions. The central
portion of the head has more elasticity than the rim, and is better able to
resist the strain upon it from the sudden action of the fulminate, besides
having the additional advantage of permitting the reinforcing of the rim,
thls strengthening the weakest portion of the cartridge-case.

'rlhe United States regulation center-fire metallic cartridge consists of
the following parts, viz.:

The case.
The cup anvil.
One-half grain of percussion composition.
Seventy grains of musket powder, and
A lubricated (lead 16, tin 1) bullet, weighing 405 grains.

The caliber is .45" for the Springfield rifle and carbine, the revolvers,
pistols, and small Gatling guns of late models. The .50" caliber is used
with the 10 barrel .50" caliber Gatlings; and 1" caliber with the larger
Gatlings.

The case is the copper tube which forms the receptacle for the powder
charge, the percussion composition, and( the bullet. Its exterior confoinma-
tion is designed to facilitate its ready extrtaction from the chamber of the
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gun after firing. Besides the rim at the closed end, which is intended pri-
marily to assist extraction, the case is tapered from the rear to a point
where it seizes the bullet, whence it merges in a right cylinder.

The cup-anvil is a small metallic cup, of sufficient rigidity to resist the
blow of the hammer communicated by the firing'pin, and of such form as
to insure the passage of the flame to the powder charge upon the explosion
of the percussion-composition. It is provided with a circular recess or
cavity into which the percussion composition is deposited. Two little vents
at the extremities of a diameter of this recess direct the flame to the charge.
The cup, when charged with the composition, is placed within the copper
case, pressed snugly against its closed end, and crimped firmly into posi-
tion. Cups were formerly nade of sheet-iron tin-plate, but they are nlow
made of copper.

The bullet enters more than half its length into the case, in order that
the lubricant in its grooves may be entirely covered and protected. To
render the cartridge water-proof the edge of the case is crimped hard against
the bullet.

THE CASE.

THIE COPPER.

r'The sheet-copper for making the cases is No. 22, wire gauge, ob-
tained in strips 335{ inches long, 3.3 inches wide, and .03 inch thick. The
ends of these strips are cut at an angle to avoid waste, and each strip gives
material for 40 cases. (l)ne pound of cot)per will make 40 cases, * scrap.
in the selection of sheets for making the cases, such only should be
chosen as appear to have been rolled in a careful manner. They must
be free from the slightest seams, blisters, or flaws, and of an even thick-
ness throughout, well annlealed, and trimmed to the foregoing dimensions.

The best copper ores are mined on the shores of Lake Superior. 'The
Minnesota mines and the most app)roved brands of I)etroit smelting should
be selected in preparing metal for cartridge purposes. It is not pure as
received troil the mills, being alloyed with 5 per centum of spelter.

I)OUBLE-ACTION PRESS.

The first operation in drawing the tubes is performed by the double-
action press.
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The strips of copper are prepared for the press by straightening their

ends alnd edges, if necessary, with a hand mallet, and oiling both surfaces.
The strips are then fed to the press by hand, a small stop on the die-plate

regulating the length of feed.
The first shape giveni to the future cartridge-case is that of a flat circu-

lar disk, 1.63 inch in diameter, cut from the copper strips fed under the

double punch of this press. This punch is essentially a punch within a
punch, the exterior one cutting the disk clear from the strip, while the inte-

rior one descends and forces it through a tapered die, giving it a shallow,

ctup shape, about 1 inch] in diameter and .5 inch deep. After passing
through and beyond the tapered die, the cup expands slightly and is stripped

from the interior punch as the latter ascends.
Two rows of disks are cut from each strip, one disk at a time. 'I'hey

are cut and cupped at the rate of' 65 a minute. Experience has proven

that a width of strip giving only two rows of disks is better than a width
'givillg three or more rows, the f'ormer being rolled to a more uniform

thickness and sub.ject to less percentage of waste.

SINGLE-ACTION PRESSES.

III order to draw the cups to the dimensions required for the finished

cases, they are subjected to the action of' four additional punches and dies
of decreasing sizes, so as to gradually elongate the cups while reducing
their diameters. These draws are made by single-action presses, having

each a single punch and die.
The first press elongates the cllup fi'om .92 to .95 of anl inch, and

reduces its diameter to (according to the maximum thickness of copper and

wear of tools) about .7 of an inch.
The second press elongates it fronm 1.15 to 1.2 inch, and reduces the

diameter to about .65 of an inch, thus lengthening out the cup into a tube.

These tubes at this stage are annealed after a process to be presently
described.

The third press elongates the tube from 1.75 to 1.8 inch, and reduces
its diameter to .55 of an inch.

The fourth press brings the tubes to the required exterior diameter of
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.501 minimum and .503 maximum of an inch, the extreme permissible va-
riation of which is .002 of an inch; but they are left of unequal lengths
and with ragged edges.

These presses are fed at the rate of 65 tubes a minute, by placing
them upright on a revolving horizontal plate provided with guides and
stops.*

ANNEALING.

The tubes are annealed after the second draw, as stated above, to re-
store to the metal its ductility, the previous operations having rendered it
hard and brittle. The number of annealings required during the entire
process of manufacture, will dlependl on the quality of the metal used ; with
the best copper, only one is necessary. The annealing is (lone by placing

the tubes in a perforated iron cylinder, heating them red hot in a chalcoal
fire, revolving the cylinder meanwhile to equalize the heat, then plunging
them into a solution of one part of sulphuric acid and fifteen parts water,
and, afterward, thoroughly washing in several changes of water to remove
all trace of acid. The acid solution (pickle) is intended to cleanse the
metal from any scale, or oxide, occasioned by the alnnealing. They
should be kept in a slightly acid bath until ready for use, when they are
washed and oiled.

TRIMMING MACHINE.

The finishing draw having left the tubes of unequal lengths and
ragged edges, it is necessary, in order to facilitate the subsequent steps of'
nlauufacture, and to insure uniformity in the finished cartridges, to remove
the ragged edges and reduce the tubes to an uniform length.

This is done by means of the trimming machine. Tile tubes are
placed in the trough of this machine, whence they are taken ali) by a
revolving mandrel, against which, and just inside of a shoulder upoll the

*Great care must he taken in the preparation of the dies and punches for these presses. The dies shoull be made
with as hard and smooth a surface as possible, otherwise they will turn out inferior work and wear very rapidly. To pro.
vent them from splitting, they are made hard inside and soft outside by imbedding them in powdered charcoal in a east-iron
box, heating them in a furnace to a eherry red, then passing a stream of salt water through them until cold (t bushel salt
to 20 gallons water). The inner surfaces are afterward smoothed with a lead mandrel, and thoroughly polished with cro-
cus cloth. The very best steel should be used; flat bars of Hobson's steel for dies, and best Sanderson's steel, in octagon
bars, for punches.

The punches are made by being brought to a cherry red in a charcoal fire; Nos. 1 and 2 being then dipped in water
Nos. 3 and 4 in sulphuric acid, and all cooled in oil. The temper is afterward slightly drawn to permit them to be straight-
ened if necessary.
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same, the edge of a circular cutter is pressed. The tube, when brought to
position by the mandrel, is cut clean and even by the cutter, a stripper
removing the tube and scrap after each operation.

To allow for the metal that is used for forming the head or rim, the
tubes are cut a little longer (about . 13") than the headed case.

The tubes are trimmed by this machine at the rate of 8o a minute.

REMOVING THE OIL.

In all the operations p)reviols to and succeeding the annealing, lard
oil of the best quality is the lubricant used. But as the smallest particle of
oil will impair tile efficiency of the percussion composition, it is of the last
importance that all vestiges of it be removed from the interior of the tube
before the percussion composition is inserted.

The flattening of the closed end of the tube by the next operation
would, if the oil were not previously removed, retain a greater or less
quantity of it in the interior fold of the rim, from which no subsequent
process could entirely remove it, and from which it would be liable to

exude in the finished cartridge, to the destruction of the percussion com-

position.
The present unleaded condition of the tube, therefore, affords the

most favorable opportunity for removing the oil, which is done by washing

the tubes in a solution of 1½. pounds potash, 1 pounds soda, and 5) gallons

of water, temperature 1200, for seven minutes, and afterwards rinsing themn

thoroughly in clean warm water, using a revolving wire barrel partially
immersed in it.

HEADING MACHINE.

Tile head or rim of the cartridge-case is next formed by the heading

machine. This machine. consists of a horizontal die, countersunk at one

end for sizing (diameter and thickness) the head, a feed-punch to insert the
tubes into the die, and a heading punch to flatten the closed end of the
tubes into the countersink. The bumper may be reversed, and the die left

without countersink. This l)lan has been recommended.

The tubes, which are a little longer than the headed case, are fed into
the inclined trough of the heading machine, whence they are taken up on
the feed-punch. A shoulder on this punch, at a distance from its extremity
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equal to the inner depth of the headed case, prevents it from extending to
the full depth of the tube, and a surplus of metal is thereby left at the closed

of the tube for the formation of the head.
The feed-punch inserts the tube into the die, and holds it there, while

the heading punch moves forward by a powerful cam, and presses and folds
the unsupported projecting portion of the tube into the countersink of the
die or recess of bumper, as the case may be, forming and accurately sizing
and shaping the head or rim.

The headed case being left in the die as the feed-punch recedes, is
pushed out by the succeding tube and thrown by a flipper into the recep-
tacle below.

No oil is used in this operation, the moisture of the tubes from the
recent washing sufficing as a lubricant.

The machine is fed at the rate of 65 per minute.
The cases are now finished; but to be certain that the oil is entirely

removed from them, they are again washed in the alkaline solution and
dried thoroughly in a drying-room, at a temperature of about 125 ° Fahren-
heit.

TEE CUP-ANVIL.

THE DOUBLE-ACTION PRESS.

The cup-anvil is made of copper, by a double-action press, similar to
the one for cutting and cupping the disks for the copper cases.

Copper sheet-metal strips, 25 inches long-, 2.5 inches wide, and .045
inch thick is used. One pound will make 176 cups, J scrap.

The sheet-metal for cups must be free from all defects, with a bright,
smooth surface, and uniform in thickness throughout, and unannealed.

The cups are cut and formed by this machine at the rate of 45 a minute.

CUP-TRIMMING MACHINE.

The cup anvils, as they come from the double action press, are of the
right diameter, but too long, and with ragged edges. The cups are reduced
to an uniform height by cutting off the ragged edges in the cup-trimming
machine, which consists of a revolving rose cutter, made of a number of
small cutters,'that can be changed and sharpened at pleasure.
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The cups are fed to the cutters through a vertical trough, and are
trimmed at the rate of 30 a minute.

CUP-VENTING MACHINE.

The vents are punched in the trimmed cups by the cup-venting ma-
chine, which is provided with a two-pointed punch and corresponding dies.

The cups are fed by hand on a revolving circular plate, at the rate of
70 per minute.

CUP-IMPRESSION MACHINE.

The circular depression in the bottom of the cup, which serves as the
receptacle for the percussion composition, is formed by the cup-impression
machine.

The cups are fed through a vertical trough at the rate of 90 per minute.
The trough has a flat pan at the top, into which the cups in quantities are
emptied, and where they are arranged so as to present the proper end to
the punch in passing through the machine.

This machine not only forms the recess, but gauges the cup at the same
time.

The cups thus completed are well washed in an alkaline solution, to
remove all traces of oil, and then thoroughly dried.

THE PERCUSSION COMPOSITION.

The percussion composition consists of-
Fulminate of mercury, by weight -..------------- 35 parts.
Chlorate of potash, by weight .-.. ............... 16 parts.
Glass dust, by weight -......................... 45 parts.
Gum arabic, by weight -.-----.....- 2 parts.
Guin tragacanth, by weight .- ..-..... .. 2 parts.

These are mixed without danger by using the fulminate in a moist
state, the water having been entirely drained from it. The chlorate of
potash being well triturated, and the glass dust properly prepared, the
ingredients are put into a China bowl and thoroughly mixed, using a small
steel spatula for the purpose. The dissolved gums will contain sufficient
water to reduce the composition to a thick paste, it being used in the
machine of this consistency.
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Glass dust 'for the percussion composition is prepared for use in the
following manner: Broken French plate-glass only is used. Trhe glass is
washed clean and dried; it is then broken into small pieces, put into an
iron mill or rolling-barrel, running from twelve to fifteen revolutions per
minute, and ground for a time; after which it is sieved by shaking through
hair sieves of 50 meshes 'to the inch to remove the lumps, and what
remains is sifted on hair sieves of 120 meshes to the inch to remove the
impalpable powder. What is left on this sieve is free from dust and lumps,
and is of good grit and ready for use.

PRIMING MACHINE.

The percussion composition, of the consistency of thick paste, is
deposited in the recess of the cup by the priming machine, a very ingenious
piece of mechanism, which performs this important operation with the
greatest accuracy and certainty, and with perfect safety.

Its principal parts are, first, the central revolving spindle, with four
tubular feeders at its head, which deposit the percussion comlposition in
the cups; second, the magazine on the right; and, third, the circul'ar plate
on the left, on which the unprimed cups are fed to the machine.

The four tubular composition feeders at the head of the spindle con-
sist each of a small depending stem, down which a closely-fitting tube is
made to slide, the lower edge projecting a little below the end of' the stenm.
By the revolving motion of the spindle these tubular feeders are brought
successively over the magazine and over the cups to be primedl.

At the moment a feeder is presented over the magazine, whiclh is a
shallow dish containing the percussion composition, the lmagazillne rises
until its metal bottom is in contact with the tube, a slight shaking mnotion
of the magazine during its progress serving to deposit compactly into the
open projecting end of the tube a sufficient quantity of' composition for tile
priming of a single cup. The magazine then recedes, while the revolving
spindle carries the charged feeder to the circular plate on the left, which
presents the cups for priming. The motion of this plate is from left to
right, while that of the spindle is from right to left, whereby the feeders
and cups are made to meet and leave each other in opposite directions.

Mem. 21 5
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The plate is provided with eight upright movable stenls, on the ends of
which the unprimed cups are fed.

As the cups and feeders are b)rought, by the revolutions of the plate
and spindle, in a vertical line with each other, the cups are raised by their
stenls so as to receive the percussion composition exactly in their circular
recesses from the tubes of the feeders. The tube, at the mornent of con-
tact with the cup, slides up its depending stem and frees the composition
from its end, which is pressed by the upward motion of the cup snugly
into the circular recess. The feeders and cups in parting leave each other
horizontally in opposite directions, so that the percussion composition is
sheared off evenly and smoothly with the bottom surface of the cup. A
specific quantity of composition is thus deposited in the recess of each cup
at each operation.

The principal difficulty heretofore encountered in perfecting a machine
of this kind is entirely overcome by the use of this peculiar feeder.

This machine primes at the rate of 38 per minute.

TAPERING .MACHINE.

The tapering is performed in two operations: first, by forcing the shell
through dies made in three cylindrical sections of graduated dimensions;
second, while the composition is still moist in the circular recesses of the
cups, the latter are put into the headed cases and crimped into position,
the cases being tapered and reduced at the same time. The first operation
prevents the case from wrinkling or folding; the second completes the
tapering.

The tapering machine consists of four vertical tapered dies, with stems
projecting from their centers, on which the cases and cups are fed, the
crimpers which work from the sides of the dies, and the descending punch
which forces the cases into the dies.

The primed cups are placed on the ends of the stems projecting from
the dies, and the cases are placed over them. By the revolution of the
horizontal plate on which the dies are placed, each die is in succession
brought under the descending punch, which forces the cases into the dies
and presses their heads hard against the primed cups, while the crimpers
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move forward fronm the side and bite the cups snugly and firmly into place.
The central stern rises out of the die as the latter leaves the punch, and
the case is removed by a spring extractor.

The section of the case which is to envelop the bullet is not tapered
by the machine, but reduced to the form of a right cylinder whose inner
diameter is the same as that of the bullet. This gives the bullet a securer
hold in the case and helps to make the cartridge water-proof.

THE BULLET.

TIHE LEAD.

The United States elongated service-bullets are made by compression
by means of machinery adapted to this purpose. They are uniform in size
and weight, smoother and more homogeneous, more accurate, and give
better results than cast and swaged bullets. The alloy for bullets should
be pure soft lead of commerce, of specific gravity about 11.35, which is
increased by pressure to about 11.45, and which melts at 600° Fahrenheit
and volatilizes at red heat, and in proportion of 16 parts of lead to 1 of tin.

Tile lead is first melted and skimmed of dross-amounting to 5 per
centum in good lead-and cast in iron molds into cylindrical bars, .50 of
an inch in diameter and 20 inches long. These bars are passed through
rolls which reduce them to .38 of an inch in diameter and increase their
length to 36 inchites. The surplus lead, if any, is trimmed off in rolling.

A man will cast in a! day of 10 hours 1,500 bars of lead.
A man and boy will roll and trim in a day of 10 hours 3,000 bars of

lead.
]RULLET MACHINE.

''The blars are fed to the bullet machine through a vertical tube above
a horizontal cutter, wlVicli cuts at each stroke a length sufficient to form a
single bullet and transfers it to the die,d in which, by means of a vertical
pl)nchl, tile billet is formed with its grooves. Thle surplus lead is forced
out at the junction of the dies in the direction of the longer axis of the
bullet, and at tile jinctionl of the p)unchl and dies at its head.

* The dies and punheHs tor the bullet illahines aTe made with great care of the best cast steel. The dies are cut
out with cherries to the form and dimensions of the bullet and have as hard and smooth a surface as it is possible to give
them. They are hardened in pure cold water and the temper drawn to a light straw color. They are made in such a man-
ner that only small portions of their faces. just surrounding the base of the bullet, may be in contact while the bullet is
being formed.
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A bullet mnaclinle will make in a day of 10 hours about 25,000 to
27,000 bullets.

Best lard oil is used on the lead bars to lubricate the dies.

BULLET-TRIMMING MACHINE.

The operation of trimming the bullet is performed by the bullet-trim-
mi'ng machine. The bullets are fed by hand into a revolving perforated
circular plate whence they are forced by a punch through trimmers which
ol)en from the point to the base of the bullet, and which conform to its
shape, a cutter at the same time passing over the base. After this they are
forced by the punch through the gauge under the trimmer. The best lard
oil is used with these machines.

Tile bullet must not vary more than two grains above or below their
prescribed weight.

A boy will trim and gauge in a (lay of 1() hours 15,000 bullets.
THE LUBRICANT.

The lubricant for bullets is made of-

Bayberry! tallow, by weight- .. ... 8 parts.
Graphite, by weight ............-.... 1. .. . ... I part.

The latter must be of the best quality and free from grit. The bullets
should be lubricated by machinery whenever possible, as the grooves are
more surely and completely filled and more closely packed by mechanical
pressure.

Experiment has shown that one of the best lubricants for use with the
gun, and in the lubricating machine, is Japan wax. It gives a very small
per centunl of fouling and works freely in the machine. It is generally
cheaper than the above lubricant and has been in use several years.

LUBRICATING MACHINE.

The lubrication of the bullet is done by the lubricating machine. The
lubricant is molded into cylinders of about 10 inches in length. These
cylinders are fed to the machine through a vertical tube, pressure being
applied to keep the supply constant. The bullets are placed by hand in a
perforated revolving vertical plate and forced by a punch through a sizing-
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die fixed in the bottom of the tube, which is pierced with small holes. The
lubricant, is forced through these holes into the grooves of the bullet, filling
them completely.

In cold weather an arrangement for slightly warming the lubricant
should be provided.

A boy will lubricate in a day of 10 hours 15,000 bullets.

LOADING.

LOADING MACHINE.

The cases are now loaded with powder and bullet by means of the
loading machine, which consists of t revolving circular plate' with holes
or receivers, and a hopper and powder measure. The cases and bullets
are fed on revolving plates, 35 a minute; the former are lifted into the
receivers, passed under the hopper and measure for a charge of powder,
and then under the bullet-feeder for a lubricated bullet. In order to
insure a full charge in each cartridge, the machine is provided with a bell
which gives notice to the operative of any failure in this particular. The
edge of the case is then crimped on the bullet in a very simple nmanner.
The receivers are smaller at the top where the bullet enters, than at the
bottom where the case is received, the diameter of the former being only
equal to that of the interior of the open end of the latter. After the bullet

has been pressed into the case, the cartridge is lifted so that the edge of the
case is forced into the conical surface of the receiver between its larger aind
smaller diameters.

The powder is placed in a pasteboard hopper, about two feet above the

machine, and is fed to the cases throungh a paper tube one inch in diameter;

the hopper and tube stand inside of a large conical shield of boiler-iron.

During the process of manufacture, accidents are only possible with
the loading machine; and, consequently, every precaution has been taken

to provide against their occurrence. As the machine is now made and

arranged, the explosion of one cartridge may communicate fire to the few

charged cases near it without danger. The entire charge of powder in the

hopper may be thus exploded without the possibility of injury, either to

the operative or to the machine, as the hopper and tube offer but a slight
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resistance to the action of the gases that expend their forces in every direc-
tion without affecting the stability of the protecting shield.* This has been
proved by experimentally exploding full charges of two and a half pounds
in the hopper itself. But the explosion of a cartridge in the operation of
loading is of very rare occurrence. Out of the many millions loaded at
Frankford arsenal in the past ten years, a trifling number only have ex-
ploded prematurely, resulting in no damage whatever.

After loading, the cartridges are wiped clean and put up in paper
)ackages and packed in wooden boxes for storage or issue.

BLANK CARTRIDGES.

The blank cartridge consists of a copper case, 80 grains of muske
powder, a cup anvil, and i grain percussion powder. The copper for blank
cartridges is rolled in strips 35 inches long, 3.2 inches wide, and .028 of
an inch thick; each strip will cut 42 disks. The process of manufacture
of the cases, &c., is the same as for the ball-cartridges; t the cartridges are
then wiped clean, and the open end touched with shellac varnish. They
are afterward put up in suitable paper boxes, which are packed in wooden
boxes for transportation.

PACKING.

The cartridges are pu)t iup in paper boxes holding 20 rounds. Each
box is arranged for two' rows of 10, the rear row being higher than the
front, each alternate cartridge having its rim below that of the other, for
facility in loading and close packing. The frtames and skeleton divisions
of the boxes are made of straw-boards, the shapes of each part being cut
with punches and dies, and such as require it being creased for folding.
The frame of the box is covered with stout paper bearing a printed descrip-
tion of the contents, and projecting far enough over to paste down the lid

*A magazine outside of the loading room, above the roof, constructed like the loading-machine hopper, is now used
to draw the supply of powder for use of loaders, holding 100 pounds of powder.

IThey are filled by the loading machine, receiving sufficient pressure to hold the charge firmly as they are
delivered from the machine, the open end of case partially closed on the charge.
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securely. For convenience in opening the box, a piece of strong twine is
fastened at one end of the box and pasted along the inside of the seam of
the lid, the loose end projecting a few inches.

Three girls will make in a day of 10 hours 700 paper boxes.
The cartridges are packed, for storage or transportation, in wooden

boxes, containing fifty packages each. These ammunition-boxes are
painted, and the description of contents is stencil-marked on the ends, the
date of fabrication branded on the sides, and the place of fabrication on
the interior of the lid.

CARTRIDGES FOR GATLING GUNS.

The cartridges used for the Gatling guns, caliber .F50" and .45," are
the service rifle-musket cartridges of these calibers.

The cartridges used for the 1-inch Gatling gun are of two kinds: an
elongated bullet-cartridge, and a cartridge of fifteen buck-shot in groups
of three, with a hemispherical bullet. This ammunition is made by
machinery similar (but suited to heavier work) to that used in making the
caliber .45" and .50" cartridges, except that the long cases require six
drawers and three annealings, and the short cases five drawers and three
annealings. The copper is in strips 36 inches long, 6} inches wide, and
.04 inch thick. One pound will make eight long cases, or eleven short
cases, a scrap; the copper for which latter is 5J inches wide.

Anvils are made of sheet-copper strips 24 inches long, 121 inches wide,
and .055 inch thick, unannealed. Thirty pounds of metal will make 2,000
anvils.
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Machines required to make 100,000 bullet-cartridges a day.

Machines.

FOR CASES.

4 Double-actiou presses ... ... ................ .2 ................ ........ ..... ... 28,000
16 Single-action presses .. ..... 26, 00..........................................0..........................
6 Trimming machines ................ ................................................................... 18, 000
4 Heading .............................................................................. ...... 26, 000
7 Tapering .................................................................................................. 16, 000
7 Loading ...- -.............. ............................... ............... ............................... 16, 000
2 Anneahng furnaees .......................................... ........... ............. .................. ......

Wash-tubs, barrels, trays, &c ........................................... .....................................

FOR CUPS.

5 Double-action presses ......... 2.................. .................................................. 20, 000
4 Vent-punching machines ...................... ......... ......... '2S, 000
6 Trimming machines ...................................... ............................................... 18,000
4 Impression machines ......................................................................... .... 28,000
7 Priming machines ............... ............ 0 ......... .............. ......................... 1,00

FOR BULLETS.

*, Bullet-machines .................................................... ................... ...................... 25,000
7 Bullet-trimmers .......................... 16, 000
7 Bullet-lubricating machines .................................................................................. 16, 000
2 Sets of rolls .......................................................................

Lead-pots, molds, &c .......................................................................................

FOR PAPER BOXES.

1 Paper-cutter ........................... ......... ......................
2 Creasing machines. ..........
6 Single presses ................. .......................................................... ....
1 hPrinting-press ............................... ....................................................... ..........

Type, &c., wooden formers, paste-kettles, brushes, knives, &c ............................................... .........
6 Weighing machines ...........................................
6 Inspecting machines .............................................. ......... ................... ..........

*One as a reserve.

Materials required for 100,000 blank cartridges.

* 2, 390 pounds sheet.copper; scrap one-third, .03 inch thick. 1, 028 pounds tarred bolards; scrap, 10 per cent.

t 575 pounds sheet-copper; scrap one-third, .045 inch thick. I quart varnish.

1, 145 pounds musket-powder (80 graills to each cartridge). 800 feet lumber.

7? pounds percussion-powder. 4t gross screws.

3'2 pounds nails, 8d. 25 pounds paste.

4 pounds nails, wrought. 1i pounds putty.

15 pounds paint. 45 pounds paper covers.

1 pound twine. :3 pounds glue.

* 42 cases to one pound. t i26 cases to one pound.
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Dimensions !f the Springyield-rifle cartridey, caliber .45".

| i Variations al-
'i " c, lowed,

Names of parts. .. ' I;|

6 E Max. I Mill.

CASE. Inche Inches. inches.
Total lengtl ... .. ....................------- ................................. 2.105 2.105 .2.103
Length of cylinder at front ................................... ................................... .660 .670 .650
Diameter of cylinder inside ....................................................... .458 458 .458
Thickness of head ................................................... 070 .070 .068
Diameter of head .................. ........................... .610 .610 .600
Diameter of body at head ................................. ............................... .505 .505 .504
Diameter of body at front ........................................................................ .480 480 .480

BULLET.
Total length .........-- -T .............. .................. ....................................... 1. 110 1.
Iiameter of cylindrical part ....... 4.................. .......... ........................... .458 .458 . 458
Diameter of conical part (maximum) .445 . .445 .445
Depth of grooves ................................................................................ .030 .030 .030
WVidth of grooves ......... ....................... ......------. ..................... .1`25 .. ' .5 .125 . 125 .125
Width ef lands .......... ........................... ................ .................... 083 083 .083
Length inserted in case .......... .................................. ........ ................. 645 .655 .fi45
Length outside of case ........................................................ ............... .465 .465 .455
Weight, grains . ........................................................................... .... 407 .403
Alloy (16 lead, tin) ..................... ........................................ .. ....................
Lubricant (Japan wax in grooves) ..................................... ........................

CARTlRlDGE.
Total length ................................................................................... 2. 570 2. 570 2. 560
Weight of powder ............................................................... grain .... 7 '2 69
Initial velocity. .............................................................................. feet.. 1, 350 1, 310

The carbine cartridge is the same as the rifle, except-
The weight of powder charge is 55 grains.
The initial velocity is 1,100 feet.

3laterials fbr 10,000 cartridcles for Gatliny gun, 1-inch caliber.
1, 255 pounds sheet-copper, long cartridge; scrap one-third. 15 pounds paint.

912 poundslld slleet-copl)per, short carIridge; cI.rap onethild., 3 pounds glue.
305 pounds sheet-copper, scrap one-third. 141 pounds lubricant.

5, (00 pounds of lead for each. 437 pounds tar-boards.
470 pounds musket-powder. 30 pounds nails, 81.
11i ounces percussion-powder. 800 feet lumber.
45 pounds paper covers. 4 gross screws.

- pound twine. 11 pouuds putty.
4 pounds nails, wrought, 2i.

Mem. 21 6
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Dnimension. and weightss of musket-cart rilqe, caliber .50".

Parts ofl-. True. MAax. Min. Grains.

CASE.
Inches. fI Inches. Inches.

Extr em e le~gth of case ....... ........... ........................................... .15 ....... ........ ........
Diameter before tapering --------- .5-- - -........................................ I 63 .561 .
I)iameter under head, after tapring ..................................................... . 561 .561.
Diameter at open end, after tapering .................................................. ........ .543 .541 ........
D)iameter at head ...................................................... 6 ................. - 665 .660 .-
Thickness of head ..... 0...... ....... .. ......... ...................... .05 .......................

CUl'.

IHeight of't clup .... 0 --- · ·------------ --------- ·------- ...................... ...
Diameter of cup .......................................................................... 7........! 57 .526.
Diameter of recess ...................................... ................ ............ .15 ........ ...........
Depth of recess ...................................... ................... 02 ............ .025
I)iameter of vents ...................................................................... .0 ....... ...............

BULLErT.

Length of bullet .......................................... ...... ................ . 00 ......................
I)iameter of bullet .......................................................................... 515
Len gth ef finished cartridge ................ ........................................ .
Weighlt of case..........................130....... 285 ........ ...
Weight of cup ..................................................... ....... ................. ............. 30
Wveigllt of powder ........................................................... 7.......... ........ ...... 70
wejgh of percussion composition ................................. ..................... i ........................ 5
Weight of bullet si op to ............................................................................. .W eigh of b llet ----- ---- ----- ----- ----- ---- ----- --- - ----- ---- --- . ..... ..... - - . . ... .. ....... . . 45
Weight of finished cartridge . ........................................................................... ........ 680. 5

IBLANK CARTRIDGE.

Length of case ......................... ............... ............................... 1.5 ........ ................
W eight of case.135W e g to ase ........ ...... ............................................ .. . .. . . . . . . . . ....-- -- ---- -- -- 13
Weight of finished cartridge ..................................... .....::.: ............ . : ' ' ....... 215

Dimensions and weights f Gatling 1-inch cartraidge.

Parts of- True. Grains.

CASE.
Inches.

,xtreme length ......................................... ..................................... 4 ................
Diameter blfore tapering ...................................... .................. ......... . 02 ...........
Diameter of head ................................................................................ 1.... 16 ................
Thickness of head ................................................................................ .10 .

H~eight of cup .................................. ................ .................. ................ 30.... ........

CUP.

H eighter of cup .................... 0................... ........................... .... .
Diameter of rcessup ........................................................................... ..........
Diameter of recess .................................................................................. . .............

Diameter of vents . ........... ...................... ...................................... 07 ...............

BULLET.

Length of elongated . ...................................................... .1. 90 ...............
D)iameter of elongated ...................................... ............. ...........................
Length of hemispherical bullet. ..Length of hemisplberical bullet ................................ --- .......... ............ .................
Diameter of hemispherical bhullet ............................................................. . ...............
Diameter of hucksot ............................................................................ 45 . ...............
Length of long cartridge ................ 4.6................... .. 4.0.............. ................ 4.
Length of short cartridge ... ................. .................................... ................. 3. 90
Weight of long case ............................................................................... .. 687
Weight of short ase ............................................................................... 450
Weight of cup . ................................................................ 0......................
W eight of powder .............................................. ................................... . . . . ' 325
Weight of percussion powder .......................................................................... ·5
Weight of elongated bullet ....................................... .................... ........ 3, 500
Weight of hemispherical bullet. ....... ........................................................ 1, 074
Weight of buck-shot ................................................... ............................. 138
Weight of finished cartridge, long ....................................... ozs. 290 grs.
Weight of finished cartridge, short ......................................................................... 9 ozs. 35 grs.
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Weigqhts qf caliber .50" cartridges, jbr transportation.
Lbs. oz.

Of one paper package containing 20 minusket-cartridges ............................................................. 2 '2
Of one box packed with 50 paper packages, containing 1,000 musket-cartridge ... ................................... 118 4
Of one paper package containing 20 blank musket-cartridges .................................................... 12
Of one box packed with 50 paper packages, containing 1,000 blank musket-cartridges .............................. 47
Of one paper package containing 5 cartridges for 1-inch Gatling gun, elongated bullet ............................. 3 1
Of one box packed with 20 paper packages, containing 100 1-inch Gatling-gun cartridges ............................. 70
Of one paper package containing 5 cartridges for 1-inch Gatling gun, buck and bullet .............................. 3
Of one box packed with 20 paper packages, containing 100 1-inch Gatling-gun cartridges............................ 72

Dimensions of revolver cartridge, ball, caliber .45".

Totallength of case........ .................................................... ........................... 1.11 inch.
Total length of cartridge .................................................................................... 1.42 inch.
Diameter of case at head ......................... ....................................................... .481 inch.
Diameter of case at front ....................... i.......................................................... .480 inch.
Diameter of head ........................................................................................... .52 inch.
Thickness of head ................................... ..................................................... ..06 inch.
Diameter of bullet ................................ -- ---- .. ........................................... 458 inch.
Length of bnllet ...- ic..................h-............-....-................................. .69 inch.
Weight of bullet. ............................ ................................................................. 230 grains.
Charge of powder (musket) .................................... ...... ........................ 28 grains.
Total weight of cartridge ..................-.....- ...... ..... ........ ................ 343 grains.

M]aterial for service metallic ammunition.

Bullet, canister and~Sheet-copper. i ball. !
*0

Lead 16; Lead.
t £ tini. L .

Designation. Ren:alks.c~~~~~ o ,o Rcmr

i~~ ~~m ~ o~ _~ g ..

r; ;H · 5 i ; 4

IImJn. Lbs. L bs. No. Lbs.[Ls.Lbs. l LbsLs Lbs. Lbsq. Lurcat
tridges'a b.ls 005

Crbievle ball-cartridges, cal. .45 3632. 3 I 03 25 1 85 , 36i 6...I ...... i u nut fmrir,:5Iats

Rifolver blan k. carbringe 4b S Chlorank of' pot 16 parts, c- 8

a. 3 532.26 028 14.3/4. 7 .5 . . ......... ' ll 4 ...

Ei~
Pi j;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i

__ ~ a

-, - ---

SlC~~idetlA ~~. a048 .! ndI carbinate lflanl 1 35 7Pt1, 45 parts1
tridg. , cal .45.5.

I'-rirnisr cempas-itien.

R~evolver b~all-cartridges,. cal. .45 35:2. 6 ;.025 15 5 21) 36 .1- ·1-5 4 I Inirninaleto f mercuryy ISpaR-.l H
Rlevolver blank cartridges, cal. J5i2.6 '.02 14.V 4.7 .. 1. . - - - 4 8 'r hiuralote of. potLassa, 16 Parlts.

.45.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I I laegls (!1,45prsGatling gun, ball. cal. 1" - 365. 2. 04 91 30 500 . . 4 7 U arabic, 2 parts.
Gatling grin, canister, cal. 1"... 366. 5 .04 125 40 :00 1501.5 .7 ... i7 G tragacmntn, 2 ,arts.

Ij.~~~~~ ~ ! , · n J;W ater to formt a paste.
Cup-anvil for rifle and carbine. 252.5.045 5. .- -25:2.5~ 1 .L5:. 1.6' -- -- --- -- ..... i~
Cnp.anvil for revolver- 5........ 2. 5 035 4.... 6 1 Copper tir cases is annealed

Cup-anvil Icr Galing, cal. I' 24. 51 Copper for anvil is unannealed.Cuip-anvil for Gatling, cal, l". .241.5 1.055 30 110 ........

NorE.--The cartridges are packed in paper boxes mtade from No. 40 straw-board, 24 by 30 inches, and mranila paper
wrapper having printed label. Pasteboard partitionis inside the box separate the cartridges from one another, a;s shown ill
annexed drawings.
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Dimensions, material, &c., of wooden packiftq-boxes, for service metallic anmu-
nition.

Widti n81 loof Screws Cut-nails, r t Color
imiensionsn insidsej boaids. 1'2", No. 13. painted. ll o

bf'i= i a a ~t e i :n" N|eoDeignIn In Ination. No i Lb

Ritie ball-c a r tr i d C -a ,!
Carbine baflcactrdges, I ' - Ical. 45 . 14 2 6,, 15 15y 12 0 3 Olive Olive 50l 107

I d
cal. .45 ... .... 14* 12 6,9 15 15 9 8 4 12 20 3 ..do . Blue. 50 ... 00 105

Rifle and cal bine blank i
cartridges, cal..45 .. 13f! h 9c, f 15 12 i .75 i 8 20 d3 . do .do 50 . ... 1,000 4l

Revol Ver, ball, cal. .45 --. 13 ,' 5 112 |12' 6. 4 8 0 3 ..do .IOlivei... 10 1,200 71
Revolvcr, blank, cal. .45.- 12 61 5 15 15 i6 2 8 1'2 3 .do lo .... 1,200 31
(Gatlinggun,ball, cal. 1".' 16a 12* 5j 15 151 9. 5 S 16 20 4 do .do .... 40 200 140
(atling gun, canister, r

cal. 1". ............... 14 12 5 1 12 9 8 6 12 20 4 .do JRed.... J 30 150 107

Boxes are made fromi red-knot white-pine boards, planed both sides, }d inch thick, corners halved togeth;er and secured
witl glue.

Ilialnles 1i inec wide across ends ofl' box, bevelehd at ends, andl under-cut for gripping.
Two screw -holes, each in top anld bottom, countersulnk i. ilCh deep, 1 inch diameter, for sealinlg.



AMMUNITION FOR FIELD AND MOUNTAIN SERVICE.

The ammunition for field and mountain service consists of-
Shot for the 12-pounder gun.
Shells for the 12-pounder gun, 12-pounder mountain-hlowitzer, and 3

and 3*-inch rifle-guns.
Case-shot for the 12-pounder gun, 12-pounder mountain-howitzer, and

3 and 31-inch rifle-guns.
Canisters for the 12-pounder gun, 12-pounder mountain-howitzer, and

3 and 31-inch rifle-guns.
l'he projectiles are attached by straps of tin to a wooden sabot, to

which is also fastened the cartridge-bag containing the charge for the 12-

pounder and the mountain-howitzer, making together, a round of fixed

ammunition. In rifle-guns, the cartridge is not attached to the projectile.

CARTRIDGE-BAGS.

The cartridge-bag is a cylindrical bag with a circular bottom, made of

merino or serge. The material should be composed entirely of wool, free
from any mixture of thread or cotton, and of sufficiently close texture to

prevent the powder from sifting through; that which is twilled is preferred.
Flannel is used when the other materials cannot be conveniently obtained.

TO CUT TIlE CLOTH.

IMPLEMENTS.-TWO tables; patterns, of hard, well-seasoned wood, or

of sheet-iron or tin, for the rectangles and bottoms; shears, chalk, or

colored crayons.
A marker and assistant spread out the cloth on the table in two thick-

nesses, and make it fast at each end of the table on three or four hooks

driven in the ends of the tables, or by means of weights, drawing it suffi-
ciently to take out the folds, and no more.

They mark out the rectangles and bottoms with the patterns and ruler,

so disposing and combining them as to cut the cloth to the best advantage.
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The length of the rectangle (development of the cylinder) should be
taken in the direction of the length of the stuff, as it does not stretch in
that direction. The selvage, if there be any, ought to be at the mouth of
the bag. The cutter takes a piece thus marked to another table, and cuts
out the rectangles and bottons with a pair of shears. The bottomns may be
cut out with a hollow punch of the proper size.

SEwINo,.--Marks for the seam are traced on the rectangles and bottoms
by means of patterns of the lroper size. The seam should be at least a
half-inch from the edge. The bag is sewed with woolen yarn, with a back-
stitchll, 12 to the inch. The edges are turlned down on the same side of the
seam and basted, to prevent the powder from sifting throughl; the edges
of the bottom are basted down upon the sides. Bags may be sewed advan-
tageously by the sewing-machine. Bags for fixed ammllunition are sewed
to within 3 inches of the mouth for 12-pounders; all others Iup to the
mouth. A bag is given as a model to sew by.

Cartridge-bags, when filled, should pass through the small shot-gauge
of their caliber; those used for patterns should be thuls verified. The
empty bags should be measured by laying the bag, flattened out, between
two marks oft a table, showing the width of the pattern-bag; a variation
of 0.1 inch, greater or less, is allowed. Reject those sewed with too large
stitches.

Bags for practice or blank cartridges may be formed by sewing together

two rectangular pieces with semicircular ends; the cloth is marked for cut-

ting and sewing, with stamps made of 1-inch boards of the dimensions of
the cutting-stamp, with a strip of tin or copper fastened to the edge of the

board, and projecting about I inch perpendicular to the side; another strip,

parallel to the first, is inserted in a groove I inch from it; the edges of these

strips are made rough to retain chalk or paint used in marking. A handle
is placed in the middle of the face opposite to the nlarking-strips. Widtlt
of cutting-stamp for 12-pounder, 7.6 inches; lelngth, including semicircular
ends, for 12-pounder, 10.5 inches.

PACKING.-Cartridge-bags are preserved from moths by being packed with

pounded camphor and black pepper, or dipped in water with arsenic dis-
solved in it, or a solution of sulphate of copper, 1 pound of sulphate to 25
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pounds of water; or they may be sealed up in bundles of fifty in cases
made of cartridge-paper, carefully closed with strips of thin paper pasted

over the seams. Each bundle is marked with the number and kind of bags
They may be preserved from moisture by being enveloped in water-proof

paper.
SABOTS AND CARTRIDGE-BLOCKS.

Sabots anld cartrlidqc-blocks are made of poplar, bass-wood, or other

light, close-grained wood; it must be well seasoned and should be clear

of knots and splits.
rThe assistant saws the scantling to the proper length for a sabot,

roughs it out, and marks its center. The turner puts it in a lathe and turns,
first, the exterior and grooves, an-d then the cavity for the projectile.

Th'le holes for the liandles are bored with a bit, and countersunk on the
inside to receive the knot on the end of the cord. Distance between them,

for shells is 1.5 inch; for canisters, 2.3 inches. Length of cord for handles,

for shells 12 inches; for canisters, 20 inches; diameter of cord, .15 inch.

The cartridge-blocks and satlots for shot and spherical case-shot for

guns have one groove. Sabots for gun-canisters and moluntain-howitzer

shells, spherical case-shot, andl canisters have two grooves. All the grooves

are .3 inchll wide and .15 inch deepl. They are .8 inch apart, from center to

center, for guns, and .5 for the howitzer. T'he corners and bottom of the

grooves are slightly rounded.

The dimensions of finished sabots and blocks are verified with applro-

priate gauges.
A day's wortk.-One man can make 350 sabots for 12-pounder gull, or

300 sabots for howitzer, or 60() cartridge-blocks, small charge, or 70() car-

tridge-blocks, large charge.
STRAP'S.

Straps are made of' sheet-tin. For shot there are two strap)s c'rossinlg

at right-anlgles, one passing through a slit in the middle of tlie other; for

shells there are four straps fastened to a ring of sheet-tin pierced with foul

slits, through which the ends of the straps are passed and folded down on

the under side.

The sheet of tin is first cut to a length equal to that of the straps, anid,
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if the straps are for shot, a line is drawn, dividing it into two equal p)arts, to
mark the place for the slit. The straps are cut with circular shears. If'
such be not at hand, the width of the strap is marked on the sheet, cut with
tinner's sheals, and straightened on a bench with a mallet.

The slits are made with a cold-chisel on a block of lead, and a strap
not slit is passed through and set flat by a blow of the hammer.

RINGS.

Rings are cut from sheet-tin by means of two punchles, the first having
the diameter of the exterior, and the other that of the interior of the ring.
The slits are made with a cold-chisel, and the required concavity to fit the
ball is given by hammering on a block of lead having a conc ave surface.
The ends of the straps are passed through the slits, folded down, and set
flat. Dimensions of rings: exterior diameter, 3.25"; interior dianmeter,
1.75"

STRAPPING SHOT AND SHELLS.

IMPLEMENTS.--One bench; 2 pans, containin nails .55 inch long, with

strong, flat heads .2 inch diameter; bo;res and barrels, for straps and sabots;
4 hammers, for straplping; 1 comumon hammler; 4 punches; slhot-gauges, of

each caliber; 1 yafcge for each caliber, .04 inch greater than the largest
shot-gauge, throughl which the shot should pass after it is strapl)ed; tow or

rags, for wiping balls; 1 lwheel-barrovw; 1 pauldin, if the shops have not a
plank floor.

A helper knocks off the scales fiom the balls with a hamlmer, cleans
and dries the interior of the shells, if requisite, wipes the balls, and gauges
them, both before and after they are strapped.

The workman sitting astride the bench, places the shot or shell in the
cavity of the sabot, the roughest part of the shot down, the fuse-hole of the
shell on- top, in the axis of the sabot. The ball should rest on the bottom
of the cavity (it can be told from the sound, by striking on the bottom of
the sabot with a h1ammler); if it do not, the sabot is rejected. The work-
man places the junction of the straps in the axis of the sabot, or the ring
concentric with the filse-hole of the shell; beginning with the strap which
is not slit, he forces the end of it into the groove of the sabot with the back
of the hammer, punches it, and nails it; he then draws the other end tight,
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punches it, and nails it, in the same manner. He disposes the other strap

perpendicular to the first, nails it to the sabot as he did the first, cuts off

the superfluous length, and with the hammer and side of the cold-chisel

sets the straps in close to the ball at the top of the sabot.

A day's work.-Two men can strap in 10) hours 130 shot, or 75 shells,

cutting the tin from the sheet.
THE BOXER MODE.-Bore a hole, .2 inch in diameter, .15 inch deep, ill

the shot; enlarge the bole at bottom. T'ake a copl)er rivet, .2 inch in diam-

eter, hollow out the end, leaving the length of the rivet .25 inch greater

than the least thickness of the sabot; bore a hole in the centre of the sabot

for the rivet, with a countersink for the head; place the shot ill the sabot,

the hole downl; insert the rivet in the sabot, making it enter the hole inl the

shot; strike the hlead of the rivet a blow with a hamiller, to upset tile eld

of the rivet and fitsten the sabot.

ANOTHER MOD)E.-If tin or sheet iron cannot be l),oclurecd, straps may

be made of strong canvas, 1 inch wide, sewed at the poillt of crossing. The

part of the ball whichl is to be inserte(l in tile sabot is dippl)e in glue; time
straps are also glued to the ball; the ends are doubtled into the groove and

secured by 2 nails in each enwd. Another mnetllod is to wrap rod tile ball

a band of canvas 1 incll wide, one-half of which is glued to the ball, the

other to the sabot; or the shot imay be kept in place by merely tying the

cartridge-bag over the top of it.

CHARGING( SHELLS.

MATERIALS.-Rfei Or ,sUlSet powder; pla#s; Jfitss; c/alk.

IMPLEMENTTs.-Olle fiicl; plowdcr-tmnlstrcs to hold the required e(l i(mrges;

1 'wooden straiqht-edye; larice bowvl; fuse-w (rch.

The shells having been prolperly cleaned, dried, tapped to receive the

plug and the fuse, and attached to the sabot, are placed in two rows. Thlle

workman fills the measure with pow(ler, strikes it level with the straight-

edge, and pours it in the shell ; the assistant holds the funnel, and marks

the shell with chalk when filled, to prevenlt mistakes. The assistant screws

in the plug. The workman puts a little white lead on the threads of tile

filse, punches 4 or 5 small'holes in the tin disk; and screws the filse firmly

into the shell, the assistant holding the shell to prevent it from turning.

Mem. 21 7
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CASE-SHOT.

T'he shot having been cleaned and inspected, tile upper plart of the

fuse-hole is tapped to receive the fitse; the small hole is tapped to receive
the plug.

TO FILL TIIE SHELLS.

MATERIALS.-Spher i(CIa l(leade balls, caliber .;9 inch ; sldphrlr or rosin;

linseedl oil.

UTENSILS.-One kettle; 1 1(71c; 1 iron funlnel, the neck chased with the

threads of a screw, to fit the small part of the fise-hole.
FILLING THE SIHELL.-Cover the lead balls with linseed oil, and fill the

shell with them, pushing the upper balls aside with a stick, to get in as

many as possible. Warm the shell gently, and screw the neck of the fun-

nel into the fuse-hole; plour in the melted sulphur, filling the shell.
To MAKE TILE CHAMBER' FOR IIIHE CHAR(E.-Chuck the shot in a lathe;

screw the funnel into the fuse-hole to plrotect thle thllreads from being injured

by the auger, and with a common screw-auger bore a hole in the axis of
the shell to the bottom. Diameter of the auger, .75 inch.

Lacker the shot and strap it; paint it red.
Tj9o CHIARl(E THE SHOT.--Fill the chamber with mlusket-powder, ram-

ming it slightly with a wooden drift arnd light mallet; screw in the iron plug,

leaving its top flush with the bl)oton of' tile large plortion of the fise-hole,
andll lay over it a thin leather washer with a hole in the center; fill the hole

in the plug and washer with rifle-powd(er ; puI)l1ch four or five small holes

in the tin disk in tile bottom of the fuise; put a little whllite-leadl on the

threads of the filse, and screw the fuse firilyv into the shell.

Fix the case-shollt the samle Is round(1 shot.

CANISTER.

A canister for field service consists of a tin cylinder attached to a

sabot, and tilled with lead balls, eleven to the ponnd.

C(ani.ter fbr thle mountain-howlitzer are filled with lead balls.

MATERIALS.-Sheets qftin, .02 inch to .025 inch thick (double tin); soft

solder; rosin; culots of rolled iron, .25 inch thick; covers of sheet-iron, .07
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inch thick for the guns and 12-pounder howitzers, and .1 inch thick for the
24 and 32 pounder howitzers; .sabots; tacks.

Canister for rifle-qlutls have metal sabots, and are filled with lead balls.
ITTENSILS.-Patterns; tracinq-point; shears; cylinder of hard wood; imal-

let; gaauqes; furnace; solderinq-iron; hammleer; punch.

To MAKE THE CYLINDER.--The workman marks out the rectangle on the

sheet with the pattern, cults it, and traces the line for the lap. le draws a
line parallel to the long side of the rectangle, .4 to .5 inch from it, for the
length of the slits. It is then bent round the formner, the edge brought to

the line of the lap, clamped and soldered.
If lumps of solder be left, they are filed down. The cylinder is made

round and gauged on the exterior with the large shot-gauge of the calil)er,

and the interior with a cylinder of a diameter .02 inch less than that given
in the table, which should enter the canister. If it be not of the right size,

it is unsoldered and soldered over again.
The slits are made and the sabot inserted and nailed with (; to 8 nails.

Before filling the canister, dip the tin cylinder into a lacker of beeswax
dissolved in spirits of turpentine, to prevent it firom rusting. Coat the
plates with paint or coal-tar.

FILLING CANISTERS.-The workman, sitting astride the bench, l)latces the

canister upright in front of him; inserts the iron bottom and places it flat
on the sabot; puts in a tier of balls; fills the intersticeswitll dry, sifted saw-

dust; packs it with a l)ointed stick, so that the balls will hold by them-
selves, anlld throws out the loose sawdust. HIe p)laces another tier of balls,
each ball lying in the interval between two balls of the lower tier, and
proceeds in the same manner until the canister is filled; covers the upper
tier with sawdust; l)uts on the cover, pllaces on it one of the iron bottoms
fiurnished with a handle, and strikes it with a small mallet in order to coml-

press the sawdust; then removes this bottom, ' and turns down the slit
pieces of tile canister over the (over with a hammer. In the canister for
the 12-i)ounder gun the center ball of the last tier is omitted. When the
canister is finished verify its diameter with the large shot-gauge of the
same caliber.
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SAWYER CANISTER.

so XXt
(Figures 1, ;, dt4. Plate -)

The Sawyer canister-shot for all guns and howitzers consists of a

casiiig, A, of malleable iron, in one piece, in the form of a hollow cylinder,

having one en(l closed by a head east therewith, throughll which head is

formed one or more small holes, a, througlh which a portion of the gas

occasioned by thle explosion of the chlarge of' powder enters, driving for-

Nward the small iron balls, andl disengaginog the metal cover b, i)laced in the

forward end of the casing to hold the contents in p)osition till fired. T[he

casing has, cut through its walls, one or more series of oblique slits, c (, the

en/d of each slit sliohtly overlaplpino' the end of the next slit in the same

series, thus nearly severing the casing into two or more sections, said sec-

tions i)einl' held too'ethler only l)y the narr1vow l)ars of metal d d1, between

the contiguous ends of twvo slits, r c, as sllown in Fig. 1, which bars are

slufficiently strong to withstand the ordinary shocks of handling and trans-

portatioll, but not strolng enourgh to resist the shock of the explosion of the
chlarge of lowdler in the gun, s, that whllen the shot is discharged from a

gun the cover b is stripped from the month of the casing, and the casing is

broken into two or more sections, fiomni w-hich the sniall shot e are more
readily and completely discharged than they *vwould be if the casing

remained intact.

CYLINDERS AND CAPS.

For the greater security of field ammunition, the cartridges are cov-

ered with paper cylinders and caps. The cap is drawn off at the moment

of loading the piece, and in using solid shot it may be lplaced over the shot

to diminish the windage. A cylinder and a cap are formed together by

fi)lding the paper over a, former, which allows a lap of about .75 inch for

pasting. Thlle requisite length for the cylinder is cut off from the smaller

end. Tlhe rest fornms the cap, which is chlloked at the end fiom which the

cylinder is cut oin a cylindrical former, which has a groove around it, mark-

ing the length from the ronnded end for cutting the cap. The former

shouldl be lbored through the axis with a .5 inch hole, to facilitate drawing

off the cap.
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The caps for shells are black; for spherical case-shot, red; for shot,
not colored.

FIXING AMMUNITION.

IMPLEMENTS.-Barrels for powder; 1 fifunnel; 1 set of powder-meacsures;
1 straiqht:edqe, to strike the measures with; barrels; tubs, formed of barrels
sawed in two, or boxes, for the cartridge-bags; 2 paulins; 2 benches; 12
chokinq-.sticks, ( with holes in them and 6 slit; 6 knives; 6 hand-barrows
with 4 legs and a box, and paulins to cover them; caliber-gauges for the
cartridge-bags and for fixed ammunition (they may be made of wood); 6
stools; 1 wheel-barrow; 1 mallet; 1 copper chisel; 1 copper drift, or a wrench,
to open powder-barrels.

FIXING SHOT OR CASE FOR SMOOTHBORE FIELD GUNS.

The bags should be filled in the small magazine or filling room. The
assistant holds the pipe of the funnel in the mouth of the bag with both
hands, the bag pressed close against the pipe. The gauger heaps up the
measure with powder, strikes it level with the straight-edge, and pours it
into the finnel When ablout 25 l)as are filled the gauger takes a filled
b)ag with one hlamnd, s(ulleezinl, the bag, Ul)tl the powder; lie oives it a blow
with the other hand on the top andl bottoml of the bag, twisting the month

of the l)ag (own upon the p)owder at the samne time; he then tries it with

thile small gauge through which it should pass with not more thanl .25 inch

play; should it not do this, the bag is emntied and rejected. These liags,
filled and gauged(, are placed upright in a tub or box and carried by the
gaugers into the finishing room, where the men are l)laced in pairs, sitting
astride on a bench facing each other. One of thel oplens a blag and levels
the powder, the other inserts the sabot of a strapped shot square upon the
powdel and draws up the end of the bag' over the shot; the first man
passes about 4 feet of twine through the pierced stick an(l makes two
turns and a double hitch with the 'end at the top of the sabot; lhe nmakes a
knot in the end of the twine, inserts it into the slit in the other choking
stick, and tightens the double hitch by rolling the twine on the sticks and
bearing upon the sabot; lie then takes out the end of the twine from the
slit, ties it in a hard knot, which lie tightens with the assistance of the
choking stick, and cuts the twine off near the knot. The second man
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turns down the mouth of the bag over the sabot and the first makes a sim-
ilar tie in the groove; he makes another tie below tile sabot, tile twine
being lodged between it and the powder to prevent the latter fronm sifting
in between the bag and the sabot; lie thenl runs the paper cylinder over
the cartridgre ,and sabot, leavinl about two inches of the end of the car-
tridge uncovered, and lie makes a tie sinilar to the others ill the groove of
the sabot. tle now hol(ls the shot in the left han(l andl examines it, strik-
ing the sabot with the right hand, if necessary, to bringr it straigrlt; if the
shot be properly fixed, the sabot and the bag will have the samle axis; the
seams should be between two straps, andl the knots should be neitller oi
the seams nlor on the straps.

The assistants pass the cartridgles through the large gaulge which is
.04 inch larger than the large gauge for the shot. If the size be correct
they put on the pal)er cal), lay the cartridges onl their sides in the blox of
the halld-barrow, aild carry theml to the magazine. Those which will not
pass through thle gauge are llan(ed back to the fixers, who cut the strings
and put them up anew.

Canisters *fbr smooth-bore fiel'l-qyrs are fixed ill tile sale llnner as
shot, except that the first tie is mnade in the upper gr)oove of tile sal)ot; the
cylinder is tied ill the lower groove. The caps nlmst be cut sonmewhat
shorter than those for shot-cartridges.

;For the mlointafin hoitzcr.-Thlle sabots having l)ut one groove thle
first tie is omitted and the cartridge is covered with a cap onlly.

When the shot is attaclled to the sabot by a sing'le bandrti of callvas, or
when it is placed in thle sabot without Lany strap, thle cartridge-balg is dlrawn
over it and tied on top;. for this purpose the bag sllhoul(l have an additional
length of from 2. to 3 inches.

When sabots cannot be obtained, place u)pon tle po(wdle a layer of
tow about .2 inch thick, forming a bled for the shot; tie tlle bag over the
shot and around the tow; the bag requires to be 1 inch longer than for
strapped shot.

PACKING FIELD AMMUNITION.

Packing-boxes for field ammunition are made of well-seasoned stuff
(generally white-pine), 1.25 inch thick, dovetailed, with the tenomn oni the
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ends. The top of the box is fastened with six 2-inch screws; the box has
two handles of 1j inch rope attached to brackets at the ends.

The boxes are painted on the outside different colors to indicate the
contents of the box. Those containing shot are painted olive; shells, black;
spherical case-shot, red, and canisters, a i-qht drab. The kind of ammuni-
tion is marked on each end in large white letters. The place and date of
fabrication are marked on the inside of the cover.

MANNER OF PACKING AMMUNITION-BOXES.

FOR SMOOTH-BORE GUNS.-Shot, spherical case and canisters, fixed.-

Laid in two tiers across the box, the shot or canisters, alternating with the
cartridges at each side. The shot or canisters of the upper tier rest on
those of the lower and not on the cartridges.

Canisters are packed in the same manner, omitting the strips of wood
in the bottom of the box.

FoR 12-POIJNDER MOUNTAIN-HOWITZER.-Shells and case-shot, fixed.-

Placed upright, the balls down, resting on strips of wood as for the other
howitzer.

Canisters are packed in the same manner, resting on the bottom of
the box.

FoIR RIFLED GUNS.--Shells and case-shlot.-Placed upright, the balls

down, resting on strips of wood as for the howitzer. The iron part of' the
balls rests against strips of wood 4 inches wide and .25 inch thick, nailed
to the side and ends of the box at the bottom, and similar strips placed be-
tween the rows of the balls to prevent the soft metal cups fi'om bearing

against the box or against each other and being bruised; the cartridges are

placed on top of the projectiles.
Canisters are packed in the same manner as the case shot, omitting the

strips of wood on the bottom of the box.

In all the boxes the small stores are placed in the vacant spaces on top

of the ammunition.

A layer of tow is placed in the bottom of each box, and the whole con-

tents are well packed in tow, filling the box so as to be pressed down by

the cover. About 3 pounds of tow are required for a box.



AMMUNITION FOR SIEGE AND GARRISON SERVICE.

Ammunition for siege and garrison service consists of cartridges of
sizes varying according to circumstances, and the followving projectiles, viz:

Shot for 15, 10, and 8-inch l = (mlodel 18G1).v-, % '? ~>,W ' i
Shells for 15, 10, and 8-inch lS, and 13, 1(, and 8-inch, and

Coehorn mortars, and 8-inch siege-howitzer. v , X 5 " -

Spherical case-shot and canister for 10 and 8-inclI I·441':e!' s, and 8-inch

siege-howitzer.

The shells and spherical case shot (except for the 8-inch siege-howitzer)
are attached to sabots; the other projectiles are not strapp)ed.

CARTRIDGES.

The charge of powder for siege and garrison guns is inclosed in a cart-
ridge-bag made of mnerino, rawr silk, serg'e, cotton or )apller, or of paper wit]l

woolen bottoms. Ba(gs made of woolen or silk materials are preferable,
as they are not so liable to leave fire ill the gluns, and are more durable;
but they are much more costly.

Merino or cotton bays are cut in two pieces, in the form of a rectangle,
with senli-circular ends, and sewed together to form the bag, as described
in making bags for field-service. (See page 45 for manner of making and
preserving them.)

Paper bags.-The paper is cut into rectangles to form the cylindrical
part of the bag, the length of the rectangle being the development of the
cylinder, allowing .5 inch on each side for the lap, and into circles for the

56
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bottoms. The sides of the rectangle are lapped and sewved witll woolen
yarn; one end of the bag is slit wviith longitudinal cuts, 1 illell long, .75
inch apart, and these strips are plasted on the paper bottoml over a cylinddri-

cal form ; or a circular piece of merino is sewed in tile end of the paper bag
forming the bottom.

To close a paper bag after being filled, the open end is folded down
about .75 incl wivde, and this fold is rolled on itself down to the l)owde'r,

and the part which projects beyond the cylinder is turned in onl tile top of
it. Two turns are takeii with strong twine aroulld the cartridge ill tile di-
rectioll of its lengthl, !)0 apart, and then tied.

<For mortars, cartridge-bags may be made inl tile same mannler as for
gulls, their dimensions corresponding to those of the chamber of the monrtar.
But as the charge is generally poured loose into the cllhamber, the bag being-
used only for carrying it to the mortar, a gun cartridge-bag of any conveil-
ient size may be used for mortar-service.

bor ricochet firiny, or other occasions when very small charges are re-
quired, a cartridge-bag for a pliece of an inferior caliber may be used. ()r
else, after the charge is poured into the bag', place on it another bag filled
with hays, pressing it with the hands to reduce the dianmeterl; after having'
shaken this bagl down and rolled and flattened the empty p)art of tile two bag's,
tie them with woolenl yarn, like a bundle of musket cartridges, placill, the
knot on top.

}'or plrovin! ordnaice, cartridge-bags mnaay be mnade cottol clotll.
They should be of the full diameter of the bore or chamber.

SABOTS.

Sabots are required for :e - l r all
shells and spherical case-shot for smooth-bore gulls.

For canisters and the smaller guns, the sabots are turned inl a lathe;
for the larger calibers they are sawed from thick pine or poplar planks, and
the cavity cut in a lathe, or the cavity is first cut by a tool of the l)ol)er
curvature and tile sabot afterward sawed out with a circular saw.

A day's work.-One man can make 35.0 sabots for a 10-inch -.. ..
in 10 hours; or 400 sabots for an 8-inch 'C .f4ntd .. ·

Mem. 21 -S
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STRAPPING SHELLS.

The straps are cut and made as prescribed for shot for field-service,
changing their dimensions. Two rings or loops of tin, .38 inch diameter,
are attached securely to the slit strap of the howitzer and columbiad shells,
for the purpose of attaching a handle made of cord .15 to .25 inch thick.
A slit is made in the strap through which the ends of the tin loop are passed
and soldered on the under side of the strap. For the handle, pass a piece
of marline through both loops and tie the two ends together, leaving such
length that the hand can embrace both branches.

Tlhe shells are placed in the sabot, and the straps put on in such a man-
ner that the fuse-hole may fall in one of the angles, between two straps,
and that the axis of the filse-hole mav stand at an angle of about 450 with
that of the sabot. The eyes of the shell should not be covered by the straps.
l'lhe stral)s are fastened at each end with 2 nails in the side and 2 in the
bottoml of the sabot.

In loading the piece care must be taken to place the fuse-hole in the
upper part of the bore.

CANISTERS.

They are made and filled like canisters for field-service, except their
dimensions, and, instead of being attached to a sabot, the lower end of the
cylinder is slit with longitudinal cuts, .5 inch long an(l fiom .25 to .3S
illlh apart, according to the calil)er. T'I'lle strips thus foinled are turned
down over a cast-iron bottom plate .5 inch thick.

The cover for these canisters is of sheet-iron, .1 inch thick; it has a
handlle 3.75 inches long by 1.75 inch wide, made of iron wire No. 9,
fastened to the cover by a strap of sheet-iron 2 inches long, 1.75 inch
wide, secured by two rivets .15 inch thick.

Canisters for 8-inch siege-howvitzer are attached to sabots made to con-
forlm to the bore.

GRAPE.

A stand of grape consists of 9 shot, put together by means of 2 cast-
iron plates, 2 rings, and 1 bolt and nut.

The square of the nut is 2 diameters of the bolt; its thickness 1 diam-
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eter. The head of the bolt is countersunk flush with the bottom of the
lower plate, which has a slot to prevent the bolt from turning when the nut

is screwed on. Each plate has on the inside 3 beds for the shot, of a depth

equal to half the thickness of the plate. They are made in the form of a
spherical segment, the curvature of which is the same as that of the shot;
their centers are on equidistant radii, midway between the edge of the bolt-
hole and that of the plate. In the upper plate are 2 holes .25 inch diam-
eter placed opposite to each other at .5 inch from the edge of the plate to
receive a rope handle.

For the 8-inch siege-howitzer the stand of grape must lbe attached to a

sabot as for canisters. The sabot may be fastened to the lower iplate with

screws, or the bolt may be made long enough to pass through it, or else the
sabot mnay be inserted into the piece separately from the stand of grape.

FILLING SH8ELLS.

WORKMEN.-1 man to fill; 1 helper.
MATERIALS.-Powder; cylinders of rock-fire; loaded Jises; Jfse-plugs:

tow.
IMPLEMENTS.-1 pair of shell-hooks; 1 handspike; 2 hand-hammners; 2

scrapers (pieces of sword-blade); 2 jtow-hooks; 2 pairs of pinccrs; rags; 1

chisel and 1 mallet, to clean the shells and break up any hard substances
that may be found in the interior; 2 searchers, for sounding cavities; shell-
gauges; 1 grate, to dry the shells on; I fuse-sawv; 1 gimlet; a ring of rope,

or a hollow block; 1 funnel; powder-measures; 1 tub or vessel for powder;
2 baskets, for the composition and fuses; I raspt; 1 fuse-setter; 1 mallet; 1
fuse-reamer.

The shells are cleaned inside and out, gauged, and examined that they

have no defects that would cause their rejection; that the fuse-hole is not

defaced; if there be water in the cavity, the shell is dried by gentle heat
and cooled slowly.

To FILL SHELLS FOR GUIJNS OR HOWITZER.-The helper places the shell

on the block or ring of rope, the fuse-hole uppermost; inserts the fuse-plug
and drives it in till the top is flush with the surface of the shell. The prin-
cipal reams out the hole to its proper size, the helper holding the shell to
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prevent it firom turning. The hlell)er inserts tile pipe of the finnel in the
fuse-plulgo, and the principal pours in the powder and closes the hole with

a: wad of dry tow rammed ill securely, leaving a portion of it projecting out.
When cylindlers of rock-fire or other combustibles are used, they are

inlsertel hetore the fuise-plug is driven.

To FILL MORTAR-SHELLS.-Shells Lae generally filled and the fuses

driven in the battery-mag;azines as they are required.

'I'he hlelper p)laces the shell on a ring of rope and inserts the pipe of the

funlrel in the fiuse-hlole; the princip)al pours in the bul'sting-chlarge, intro-

(Illces the cylinders of rock-fire, and t)ushes them aside with a small stick,

that they may not be in the way of the filse wheln driven in. He then
illserts the filse, which should enter to witlhin half all inch of the top, and
with a mallet and fuse-setter drives it so that the endl of the futse shall pro-
ject not more than .2 illch.

TIo (';T TIE FlUSE.-'lThe fuse is cut to the prol)er lengtlh, according to

the rang'e, before it is driven into tile shell, by resting it in a groove made

in a block to receive it andl hold it stead-y, the saw runningti in a cut made

for it; or the filse nmay le )oredl tliroligh to thie coil)osition with a gimlet,

at thle proper lelnlth.

rIO FIRE 12-PO)INDER SHlELLS F'ROIl MORTARS OF LAR(t'E, CAI,IBER.-ThiS

killnl of fire is intended only for short distances, as ill the defenlse of a

Ibreacll, and sulpersedes the use of the stone mortar.

'Take a strong tub or lhalf-barrel, provided with two strolng rope handles,

alld addl a second bottoln oni the outside, brinlging it flush with the ends of

tlhe staves to whlich it is nailed.

To this bottom lnail anothler, made of a single piece of wide 2-inch,

planik otf sufficient lelngth to support tle enls of' the staves. A block of

liglit, dry woodl, of tile dialleter aned lengtllh of the bore, is attached to the

.bottoml of tile barrel or tllb by I;ails, and the lower enld of the block which

ges N lnext to the charge is coverede with hlleet-iroil.

T'ih(l filses of the shells are cu .t, driven, lilcal)p)ed, anld the shells placed

ill tile l)alrrel, the futses tulrld (lown. Whlen the bottom tier is finished a

seeCOiid one is laid, andl(l so on to the last, which is covered over with hay,

whllicll is lrantlIIde( ill to( keep the projectiles in place.
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The charge of powder is put in the mortar, the proper elevation and

direction are given, and the barrel or tub, loaded, is raised by the handles,
the block wiped clean and introduced into the bore and set home.

WADS.

Wads are used to prevent the ball from rolling out in firing at a

depression.
MATERIALS.--Junk or hay; marline.

IMPLEMENTS.-One wad-nmold, with two holes for each caliber, made of

cast-iron cylinders set in oak, or of two strong pieces of oak strapped with
iron and joined by a hinge; I drift for (litto; 1 mall.

To MAKE \\ADS.--Tlhe hay or junk, after having been picked, is com-

pressed by being beaten in the smaller mold, until it assumes the requisite
dimensions; it is then taken out, b)y raising the upper part of the mnold, and
wrapped dlosely with rope-yarn passed over it in the direction of the axis

of the cylinder, and fastened by a few turns round the middle of the wad;

after which it is placed in the large nlold and again beaten with the mall

a-nid drift; the lianleter of tle Wa(l wlieii finisied is verifiedl by a wooldel
gauge correspond(li ng to tie large gauge of' tlie slhot.

I1in-rq-,ad.s or ,roomets are to l)e preferred( where the object of a wad is

merely to retain the ball in its place. They colsist of a ring of rope-yarn,
about.7 inch thick, with two lieces of strong twine tied across it at right
angles with each other. The size of the ring is the full diameter of the bore,

in order that it lmay fit tight. These wads may be attachedl with twine to

the straps or to the balls, or they illay be inserted, like other wads, after

the ball. These wads may be made of straw formed into rings of the proper

size and wrapped with twine and tied to the ball.

SABOTS OF SHAVINGS.

In positions where the pieces of sabots might prove dangerous to our

own troops, as in firing over their heads when making an attack, sabots

made of thick shavings of' soft wood or pasteboard are used. For this pur-

pose select black-walnut, pine, or fir, not too dry, and as free as possible

from knots.
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Pieces of the proper length and width are dressed out, and by means
of a coarse plane, shavings are cut .06 inch in thickness. Each shaving is
rolled in a circle on a cylinder of iron, in which a longitudinal groove is cut.
One end is thinned down, moistened and inserted in the groove, and the
shaving is rolled on the cylinder, the smooth side turned outward; one man
turns the cylinder by a crank, making three revolutions, the other holds the
shaving so as to roll it evenly on itself, pulling it tilght.

The different turns are then tacked together, tile tacks being riveted on
the inside against the iron cylinder; the end is thinned down with a rasp,
and the sabot taken from the cylinder is immersed in a warm bath of thin
glue. Pasteboard may be used instead of shavings of wood. The sabot
is attached to the shell by means of four pieces.of tape 1 inch wide. Each
piece is folded around the sabot, and the ends sewed together; the seam is
turned on the inside of the sabot, and is made fast to it by tacks, the four
pieces of tape being attached to the sabot at the extremities of two diam-
eters perpendicular to each other. The sabot is laid down on the table and
the shell placed in it, the fuse-hole down; the ends of the tape are then
drawn together and tied on top of the shell with a piece of strong twine.



FUSES.

FUSE-PLUGS.

Fuse-plugs are made of brass or of close-grained wood, well seasoned.

They are turned to a size a little larger than the fuse-hole, but of' the same

taper, 2.5 inches long; a hole is bored through the axis and reamed out to

receive the paper fuse, and the large end is counterbored and tapped to

receive the water-cap.
If wooden plugs be used, a short, hollow cylinder of brass, .5 inch

long, .15 inch thick, is. inserted in the recess before the plug is driven, and

afterward tapped to receive the water-ca).

The water-cap is a brass plug, .5 inch long, .6 inch in diameter, chased

with 12 threads to the inch. One end has a shallow recess cut in it, .1 inch

deep, larger at bottom than at top; a hole .1 inch in diameter is bored

through the middle of the cap, and a hole is bored from either end into

this transverse hole, but meeting it at points .25 inch or mnore apart; these

and the recess in the end are filled with mealed-powder paste.

Dimnensions.-Diameter of hole at bottom of recess, .53 inch; at small

end, .4 inch.

Fuses for projectiles may be divided into three kinds-

Time-fuses.

Percussion-fuses.

Combination-fuses.

The time-fuse se.ves to explode a projectile during flight, or at the end

of a given period of time after its discharge from the gun.

The percussion-fuse, rifled guns, serves to explode projectiles at the

instant of striking a resisting object.
The combination-fuse serves to explode a projectile either during flight

or on impact.
63
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TIME -FUSES.

The time-fuse is composed of a column or ring of fuse-composition,
driven or pressed into a suitable metal, wood, or paper case. The propor-
tions of the composition vary according to the time it is intended to murn.

The service time-fuses comprise three varieties, viz:

Wooden-case mortar-juses.
Metal-case (Bormann) fuses.
Paper-case juses.

FUSES FOR MORTAR-SHELLS.

The hard, close-grained woods are best adapted for making fuses;

beech or ash is generally used. It should be dry, sound, free fioln sap,
knots, worm-holes, or shakes.

To TURN THE FUSE-PLUG.-The hel1p6er saws the pIlank into lengths equal

to that of the fuse, and then into prisms, taking off the edges, and centering
it on each end. The turner puts the fuse-plug thus roughed out in the lathe,

turns its exterior, and graduates it, by means of a steel gauge, into inches
and tenths of an inch, conmmencing at the bottom of the cup. Wheni a
number have been turned, the turner puts each fuse-plug into a chuck, bores

it, and makes the cup with a tool for that purpose.
The fiuse-p)lugs should be carefully inspected, and verified with gauges,

and those rejected which have splits, knots, or worm-holes, or which have
not the proper dimensions.

A day's work.-One turner can turn 500 fuse-plugs, or turn and bore

250, in ten hours.

TO DRIVE FUSES.

MATERIALS.-Empty fuse-plugs, fsese-coSposition, dry; lealed poulder,
dry; paste; paper.

UTENSILs.-Driving-blocks, with holes of the size of the fiuse-plug;
benches; mallets, for the 13-inch, 10-inch, and 8-inch fuses, weighing 1

pound, for smaller fuises, weighing A to : phoulnd; steel dHisjts, shod with co l)er,
the shortest with a mark .2 inch from the end; copper ladles, to contain
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sufficient composition to make a height, when driven, equal to 1 diameter
of the bore; copper-pans; brushes.

PREPARATION OF THE COMPOSITION.-The composition for 8 and 10-inch
light mortar-fuses, is 2 parts of niter, 1 of sulphur, and 3 of mealed powder;
for 10 and 13-inch heavy mortars, 2 of niter, I of sulphur, and 2j of
mealed powder. The composition must be thoroughly ground and mixed
with a muller, or in a leathern barrel, with brass balls. The time of burn-
ing will vary according to the quality of the materials used (especially of
the mealed powder) and the degree of their admixture. Trials should be
made with each composition by driving several fuses and getting their time
of burning. 'I'There should not lie any great variation in the times of burn-
ing of the different fuses of the same composition. Fuse-coml)osition
should be prepared only a short time before being used, and should be pre-
served in close vessels in a dry place.

DlrIvING.-'The workman is seated, his driving-block in front of him,

and a bench to hold a pan of composition at his right hand. lie takes a
fuse, cleans it of all foreign matter, inserting the drift to the bottom of the
bore. He then drops the filse-pllug into the driving-hole, takes a ladleful
of composition, passing the drift along the edges of the ladle to strike off'
the surplus; poturs the composition into the fuse-plug, strikes it two gentle
blows with the mallet, inserts the drift, pressing it down on the conpl)osi-

tion, giving the fuse two slight blows to settle the comp)osition. The work-
man strikes the drift 21 blows in volleys of three, raising the mallet about
one foot each blow, and moving the drift after each volley. Ite piuts in
another ladleful, and contillues as tfor the first. Care should be taken to

put in equal charges of composition each time, and to give to each ladlefiul
the same numnber of blows and with the same force.

Fuses may be driven by pressure in a screw-press.
PRIMING.-Fuses are all driven to the same height by imeans of a mark

on the short drift, or the composition is l)ored out with a gouge to the samle
depth. They are primed with mRealed powder for about .2 inch, driven
with the same force as a ladlefill of composition. The cup is filled with a
paste of mealed powder and spirits of wine or strong whisky, and laid
aside to dry; it is then covered with a small piece of paper, over which is

Mem. 21- 9
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pasted a cap of strong, water-proof paper, marked with the number of sec-
onds the fuse burns to the inch.

TIME FUSES FOR GUNS.

The fuse consists of a paper case charged with fuse composition; it is
inserted, at the time of loading the gun, into a brass or wood(le plug pre-
viously driven into the fuse-hole of the shell.

TO MAKE THE CASES.

MATERIALS.-Log-paper, or thin drawing-paper; isinglass.
UTENSILS.-Pattern of wood, in the form of a rectangle joined to a trap-

ezoid; iron .former, .35 inch diameter; knife; glue-2ot; brushes.
IMAKING THE CASE.-The paper is cut to the proper size by means of

the pattern. The whole length of the strip must be determined, by trial,
for each kind of paper, to give the case the proper diameter. The strip is
rolled hard on the former, beginning with the large end, and is glued after
the first turn. When the case is dry, it is smoothed with a fine file or sand-
paper.

PREPARATION OF THE COMPOSITION.-There are different compositions
used, one inch burning 2.5, 5, 1(), 15, and 20 seconds respectively. Their
time of burning is subject to considerable variation, according to the quality
of the ingredients, and the manilpulation in mixing them; the exact propor-
tions must be determined by experiment.

The composition is carefilly mixed as described on page 65, and sev-
eral fuses are first driven and their times of burning determined, and the
Iroplotionls varied, if necessary, to produce the required result.

Tro DRIVE THE FUSE.

MATERIALS.-EWpqtyJ cases; fise comp)osition. Two pounds of compo-
sition are required for 100 fuses.

UTENSILS.-Brass mold.s in two parts, which are held together by a
wedge or cam; the molds have holes for 4 or 5 fuses; steel drifts, .35
inch diameter; knife; nmallct, weighing J pound.

DRIVING.-The mold is put together and secured; the empty cases ale
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inserted and drivengrently in; their upper ends, projecting above the mold,
are slit with a knife into four parts. The composition is put in and driven
as described on page 65, giving 15 blows to each ladleful, which will make
.25 inch in length of the fuse.

They are next primed by covering the larger ends with shellac var-
nish and dipping them into rifle powder; when the priming has set, the
entire fuse, except the primling, receives a coat of shellac varnish.

The fuse is stained the proper color, according to the composition used,
and the number of seconds that one inch will burn is marked on each fuse.

CUTTING.-The fuse is inserted in an iron gauge, the bore of which is

the same size and taper as the fuse, and its width is the true length of the
fuse-2 inches. The projecting ends of the fuse are first sawed off with a
fine saw and then trimmed with a knife.

'lhecy are packed in wooden blocks (poplar), bored to receive 5 fuses
each, and these blocks are wrapped in various-colored paper, to distinguish
the different times of burning, having a printed label setting forth the kind
of fuse, and place and date of manufacture, &c.

The fuses are applied to projectiles, by inserting them in wood or
metal plugs, which are driven or screwed into the filse-hole of the projectile.

For sea-coast service, the paper-case time-fuse is inserted in a metallic
plug fitting the projectile. The metallic plug is fitted with a screw-cap,
called a water-cap, having a crooked passage, through which, by suitable
pAnning, flame is communicated to the fuse, and the escaping gases are
intended to exert sufficient pressure to prevent the entrance of water to ex-
tinguish the fise, especially with spherical projectiles.

The insertion of the fuse in the rear end of the rifle projectile has been

proposed to dispense with the use of the water-cap, but the enormous force

exerted on the projectile, while in the gun, has been a serious obstacle to

the practical use of a rear fuse.

FUSES FOR SMOOTH-BORE FIELD-GUNS AND MOUNTAIN-HIOWITZERS. (Plate.)

A fuse for shells and spherical case-shot for field and mountain service

is that known as the "Bormann fuse.'" It consists of a circular disk of soft

metal, containing an annular space charged with mealed powder. The outer
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circumference of the disk is chased with the threads of a screw to secure it

in the shell. The annular space for the composition is concentric with the
outer circumference, and connects at one end by a hole with a small maga-
zine in the center of the disk, filled with rifle-powder, and closed on the

under surface by a thin disk of tin. The fuse is charged from the under

side, by pressure, and a ring of the same metal is pressed firmly on the

composition.
The composition is thus securely protected fromn accidents, and the filse

is screwed into the shell in the laboratory. The mletal covering the comn-

position on top, being left thin, is easily cut with a knife or cutter at the

moment of loading, and the composition explosed at the required point to

the action of the flame. The graduations into seconds and quarter-seconds
are marked on the upper surface of the disk.

The time of burning of the whole length of' fuse is 5 seconds.

TO CAST THE FITSE.

A[ATrERIAI S.- TiIn and lead in equal parts; ,rosin; tallow.

UTENSILS.-Molds for the filse; noolds for the ring; hacksaww; nippers;

mallet; kettle; ladle.
CASTINa.--Melt the lead and tin together; heat the molds so as not to

chill .the metal in casting. Fill the mold with the melted metal, and tap it

gently with the mallet to make the metal fill the small parts. Cut off the

gate with the saw, and the ends of the ring with the nippers.

It has been found convenient ill opening and closing the molds to

attach the two parts of the mold for the filse and also for the ring to the

jaws of a bench-vise, so that both molds are opened and closed by the same

movement of the screw. The filse-mold is kept hot by means of iron disks,

which are heated and hung on the arbor which supports the molds.
A nlold of more approved pattern has been devised, by which the cast-

ing is expedited.
TO CHARGE THE FUSE.

MATERIALS.-Mealed ])owder ; musket-powder; rifle-powder; disks of tin

UTENSILS.-A strong srewe-press; annular charger the size of the ring;

annular drift; flat drift; round drift.
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Take the mold in which the fuse was cast, place the fuse in the parts
of the mold containing the screw and the upper or graduated side, and
secure the mold by a ring driven on it.

Draw up the piston, and fill the charger by pressing it into the mealed

powder contained in a shallow pan; place the charger over the groove

and force down the piston, transferring the powder into the fuse; insert the

button in the magazine and the pin in the priming hole to preserve their

shapes; place the ring on the powder, and, with the annular drift, force it

down by means of a strong screw-press, bringing the ring flushl with the
surface of the fuse; rivet the ring in its place with another drift; withdraw

the button and the pin, charge the priming hole with rifle-powder, and fill

the magazine with musket-powder; cover the magazine with a disk of tin,

and rivet it in place by means of; first, a flat drift, and then a round one,

which turns down a part of the metal of the fuse over the disk.

Remove the fuse from the mold, place it in a screw-chuck made to fit

it, and turn off in a lathe the lower surface smooth and to the proper

thickness.
The powder of the fuse is now perfectly sealed up from the air. The

fuse should be varnished.

| Wooden fuses.

Dimensions and weiWghts. Pafuses.

13-inch.J 10-inch.
i
8-inch.

Whole length ......... .................................... inches. - 10.8 9. 4 6. 3 2
At top- --- ---- ------ .......... . ... do.... l. 75 . 7 1.5 53

Fuse. - -Diameter At bottom .................................. ...... ... do.. 1.25 1. 0 . 4
Of bore .. d.................. . .. ...... o 4 j .4 .3 3 .35

First cone - ; Length . .... ..... ........... do 2.... 2.,5 1. 25 ........
First coneDiameter at lower end .............................. --- -- --- - -- -- - -- --- 1.15 ........
Depth ................... (.....6.---- ---------.-------- ---------- 41 . 6 .5 4

u Depth ..................................................... .... 1. 0 .5 ......
Di aeter t bottom .n1.e . ' ....

Thickness of wood at bottom of fuse ................... - --- -- - ----- ------.do.... 1] , ( 9 .9
Length of composition ............... 8.. ..------ -_ ------ ------- ---- ...... .. 0 1 5.0 2. 0

Diameter . .... ................... :- -- ....................lo.... .36 .27 - .27 .3
Drifts...... Length, exclusive of handle.. :iSetnid .(............ do .. O.... ..0 ....rSecond --- do ................. 4do': . . 4 4 ..

.... Of composition for 100 fuses.. ............................ pounds.. 8 4 2.5 2
Welght . ...Of 100 fses conlplete. ..... ........... ...... (................. 1do ... 54 33 16

W hole length ................ 1..hes . .................... ...... 19
Paperfor the case..... Length of rectangle............................... ......do ... ........ .......

Paper c t- ) Width of rectangle .................. .... ................ . ............... . 2.5
i Width of small end . ................. . ..............do ....

Borman l Jtse.
Diameter of fuse, including threads .. .... ...... ................................................. 1.65 inch.
Numb of Thickness. toh45 inch.
Number of threads to the inch .------------------............. 12
Diameter of plug, including threads............................................................................ ------------- ---- 1.07 inch.
Thickness for field-guns ........................ ........ ....................................................... 3 h.
Number of threads to the inch ................................................................................ 1'
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PERCUSSION-FUSES.

Many varieties of fuses have been used in service, under the names
of percussion and concussion fuses.

Among the simpler ones, the Absterdarn, Ilotchkiss, Parrott, and Schenkl

may be named. They are much alike in their general features.
They consist of hollow metallic screw-plugs to fit the filse-hole of the

projectiles. A loosely fitting plunger is inserted in the bore.of the plug, the
front end of which is closed by a screw-plug or cap. On the forward end
of the plunger, a percussion cap, or rather (letonatingo device is arrangbed, to
be exploded, and communicate fire to the bursting charge, through an open-
ingl at the rear, by the plunger striking the plug or cap when the motion of

the projectile is arrested.
Various safety devices are used, having sufficient strength to prevent

the plunger being thrown forward by shocks in transportation, &dc., but
weak enough to be broken by the shock of discharge, or impact of the pro-
jectile, as the case may be.

HOTCHKISS PERCUSSION-:FUSE,

Consists of a metal body, A, closed at the front end with a screw-cap,
B; it has a conical hole at the rear, which is closed with a lead plug, C

(the safety plug), pressed in very tightly, so that the pluhg projects a little
through the base of the body-case, toward the inside.

The plunger D is composed of lead, cast into a brass casing, to

strengthen it and to prevent the lead being upset by the shock of discharge.
Two brass wires, F, cast into the lead, on opposite sides of the plunger, hold
it suspended in the case, the wires going through the hole in the bottom
of the case, and being held securely in position by the safety-plug. The
plunger has a nipple cast into the lead, and is primed with an ordinary

percussion cap; in its axis, it has a powder-chamber, G, containing the
igniting charge.

The operation of the fuse is thus: The safety-plug is dislodged back-
ward into the interior of the projectile by the shock of discharge; the
wires then being not held tight in the hole, the plunger is disengaged and
rests on the bottom of the fuse-case, and is free to move in the line of axis.
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When the flight of the projectile is suddenly retarded by its striking any
object, the plunger, in consequence of its inertia, is driven forward, and the
primer strikes against the screw-cap, thus igniting the powder in the channel,
and so firing the bursting-charge of the projectile.

Recent trials have been made with this fuse, of which several thousand
have been fired, with less than one-tenth per cent. of failures.

COMBINATION FUSES.

Many varieties of combination fuses have been proposed and tested,
but without satisfactory results.

This kind of fuse would be best adapted to general service if perfected.
If a perfect combination fuse can be made, none other would be

required, as it would have the properties of the other two, capable of use
separately or combined.

Granting certainty of ignition of the time element, only one kind of
filse would be required for all kinds of service.

A good one should possess, in one structure, the properties of the most
perfect time and impact fuses. It should be simple in construction, safe to
handle and transport, and easily applied ta the projectile.

It is the opinion of many who have given the subject much study,
that no fulminate or friction composition should enter into its construction,
except perhaps to insure the ignition of the time element of the combina-
tion. Certainty of ignition by the gases in the gun, is not always attain-
able, especially with rifle projectiles and breech-loading cannon which have
but slight windage; therefore some form of inertia igniter is necessary.

Such igniters are simple and easily made, and may be arranged for
attachment to the fuse at the last moment before loading the gun, thereby
avoiding all risk of accident in transportation, &c.

The above conditions exclude all but a few of the devices subjected
to trial, and the subject is still unsettled and under test. No one variety
of the many offered for test has given sufficiently satisfactory results to
warrant its adoption.



STORAGE AND PRESERVATION OF AMMUNITION AND FIREWORKS.

Storehouses and magazines should be kept in the neatest possible
order, the stores arranged, as much as possible, bye classes, kinds, and cali-
bers, and labelled. They should be ventilated from time to time, in the
middle of the day, in fine weather, particularly those which contain amnmu-
nition and fireworks, which are injured by moisture.

Provide cloth. blinds for all windows exposed to the sun.
Leaden balls are generally kept in cellars, on account of their weight;

the boxes should be kept as dry as possible, and so p)iled as to admit the
circulation of air about them.

Cartridlqes for small-arms are kept in magazines, the barrels or boxes
being piled 3 or 4 tiers higli at most.

Fixed amnlmunition fjor cannon.-If not in boxes, it should be placed in
piles fo-:rmed of two parallel rows of cartridges, with the sabots together,
in 4 tiers for 12-pounlder; chock the lower tier with strips of wood fastened
with small nails; put a layer of tow 2 inches thick between the shot; let
the piles rest on planks, if there be no floor, and cover them with paulins;
have the place swel)t, and the cartridge-bags brushed off. Leave a passage
of 18 inches between the double rows, and keep them 2 feet firon the walls.

Fixed ammunition should not be put into powder-nlagazines if it call
b)e avoided; it should be kept in a dry place, above the groun:l-floor if
practicable. The store-rooms should be always aired in fine weather; the
piles should be taken down and made up again every six months at most,
the bags examined and repaired, and the damaged cartridges broken up. A
ticket on each pile should show the number and kind of cartridges, the
additions to the pile, and the issues.

Canisters.-Piled up like fixed amnmunnition, in 4 or 5 tiers. Empty
canisters in 10 or 12 tiers, the bottoms and covers separately.

7')
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Cartridge-aqgs, filled.-Like fixed ammunition, or packed in boxes or
barrels.

Cartridqe-baqs, empty.-In bundles of 50, sealed up in paper cases, care-
fully closed with strips of thin paper pasted( over the seaims.

Paper cartri(dge-ba.(y.-IIn bundles, or packe( in boxes or onl shelves, in

a drvy place, with pounded camphor and black pepper or tobacco, the flannel
bottom dipped in a solution of the sulphate of copper.

Loaded shells should never be put into magazines, except from absolllte
necessity; powder is not well preserved in them. They should be p)iled on
the ground(-floor of a secure buildingr, on llank-lls, if tile floor be not l)oar(ed,
in 6 tiers at most; tile fuses of the lhiwer tier, ill tle vacant spaces between

the shells; those of the other tiers, turned d(ownward, like the fuse-hloles of

empty shells. Thle pile should be ceovered( with a pautlin.
Use the sa one precautions against moisture and accidents as in a pl)w-

der-nagazine.

Canister-shot.-Keep themn, tlhe differelt kinds, together, in bills or

boxes.

Slow-mnatch.--l a dry place, such as a garret, in boxes or barrels, or
piled on the floor.

Mem. 21 10





BREAKING UP SMALL-ARM AMMUNITION.

PAPER CART'RIDGES.

In breaking up small-arm ammunition, the tables should be arranged against the
sides of the room, and in tront of them, on the floor, boards one foot wide are secured
on edge, so as to leave a space of three feet between them andl the tables, inside ot
which the workmen stand and the scrap paper is thrown. By these means the center
of the floor remains clear, and should be kept wet.

Each workmian should be provided with small woo(len boxes or copper pals, one
for powder, one for caps, and one for bullets.

The tables should be kept as clean as possible, counter-brushes being provided
for that purpose.

A square col)per box, with screw top and a capacity of about 14)0 poutllns of lpow-
der, is placed at one side of the room ; into this the men empty the powder obtained ;
a large copper funnel, 18 inches wide at the top, is used to pre~vent the powder trolr
spilling on the floor. When the box is full, it is carried to the magazine on a hand-
barrow, the contents packed ill barrels and piled up.

One man is detailed to collect, count, and pack the caps, sweep the floor, and
keel) it wet, &c.

Powder should be removed from the tables and emptied in the box very fre-
quently.

About 200 box s of cartridges are brought from the storehouse at one time

and piled in a shed for that purpose adljacenlt to the workshop. The boxes should be
opened in the shed.

No more cartridges than are actually neede(l to work on, one box for each manil,
should be allowed in the shop at a time.

A space on the table three feet wide is allotted to each man, a partition one tfoot
high being the dividing line.

The box containing cartridges is placed on the table to the left; about 20 pack-

ages are opened at a time, the cartridges emptiedl into one end of the bullet-pan, which
should set directly in front of the workman.

Take a cartridge with the thumb and forefinger of the right hand, remove the
bullet and drop it in its pan, and empty tle powder in the receptable intended for it.

Buruside's, metallic; Maynard's, metallic; Smith's, foil and rubber; Gallagher's
paper and wrapped metal, and all other metallic cartridges are broken up by the hand-
breaker, unless it be a cartridge otherwise provided for.

Brass shells, before being packed, should be taken to an open place on the
75
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ground, some distance from the buildings, spread out two or three inches deep in a
space about 10 feet square, and sprinkled with .a little powder; a match is then applied,
and any powder which may chance to be in the shells is thus burnt out.

Brass shells should never be soaked in water, especially those lined with paper,
for they are never afterward thoroughly dried until melted itn the crucible.

The hand-breaker is composed of brass and wood, and is 7 inches long. The
blade is of brass, * inch thick, 1 inch wide and 4 inches long; oak handle 1 inch
square, edges rounded, and 5 inches long. A slot 2 inches long is sawed into one end
of the handle; into this slot 2 inches of' the blade is inserted; two holes are bored
through for rivets that firmly secure the blade in its place. A hole of the size to suit
the ball of the cartridge to be broken up is drilled through the projecting end of the
blade about j inch from the end.

In using this instrument hold it firmly in the left hand over the bullet pau; in-
sert the bullet end of the cartridge in the hole and pry upward; the bullet drops out
and the powder is disposed of as previously directed.

When breaking up shell-cartridges with a wad between the bullet and powder, the
bullet should be removed from two or three hundred before working at the powder.
A small brass pick and scraper combined is used, with the edges and point sharpened,
with which the wad is removed and the interior of' the shell scraped.

DESCRIPTION OF MACHINE FIOR BREAKING UP METALLIC CARTRIDGES.

The machine consists of a box, drawer-frame, drawer, magazine, firing bolt, and
firing bolt bar.

The box, 2 feet wide, 4 feet long, and 3 feet deep, is lined with k-inch boiler-
iron. The lining should taper inward toward the bottom from both ends and sides,
forming an oblong shaped funnlel, the bottom opening being about 1 foot wide by 3
feet long. At each end of the box insi(le, screwed on about the center, is an upright
cleat, oak, 2). inches wide by 2 inchles thick; it extends from the bottom edge of the
box to within 1 inch of the top. A rabbet 1 inch deep and 1, inch long is cut out of
the front of the cleat at the top; the shoulder thus tornled serves as a rest for the mag-
azine, and the topl of the cleat answers the same pIurpose for the firing-bolt bar. The
cleats are covered with the same kind of iron as the box is lined with. The iron should
be cut in strips and screwed on. The front is covered first, the covering extending
fiom the bottom of the rabbet to the lower end of the cleat. Cover the sides the
same way, except that the stril)s extend to the top edge of the box; this will form a
receptacle at the top end of the cleat, and serve as a slide for the magazine anid bolt-
bar that will prevent them from shifting out of place. The cover of the box is made of
the same kind of iron as the lining, and in two parts, forming front and back covers;
they rest on cleats screwed on the ends of' the box inside, and extend from the top
edge of the perpendicular cleat to the front and back of the box, the lower end being
about 10 inches below the top edge of the box; the covers thus rest on an angle of about
450. The top edges of the cover shohld fit snugly against the sides ot' the firing-bolt bar,
but not so as to prevent its being taken out and replaced freely. The back cover may
be made fast, as it is not necessary to remove it; the front one, however, has to be
removed at every discharge of the magazine, and for this reason has to be a little
loose. Oak strips 1 x 2 inches are screwed on the tops of' the covers at the lower and
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upper edges to prevent the iron from warping; the upper one on the front cover also
serves for a handle.

The magazine is made of iron, has two plates riveted together, the large or upper
plate to be i inch thick, 2J inches wide, and long enough to fit in the box lengthwise,
its end resting on the rabbet cut in the cleat, the small or lower plate to be i inch
thick and 1. inch wide. Twenty holes, 3 inch in diameter, are drilled through the large
plate on a center line from end to end. They should be one inch apart and comnmence
about 6 inches from the ends of the plate. The small plate is then riveted to the large
one, the rivet-holes coming between the large ones. The holes for the cartridges are
then drilled through the small plate, and should be a little larger in diameter than the
cartridge, but not so large as to destroy the shoulder or bearing for the flange of the
shell.

The firing bolt bar is made of wood, white oak, 2½ inches wide, 2 inches thick, and
about 2 inches longer than the magazine. Holes for the bolts should be bored so that
they will come directly olpposite the holes in the magazine. Care must be taken to
have this correct. iron washers are screwed on the under and upper sides of the bar
over each hole, to prevent their wearing by the action of the bolts. (No. 2 washers for
bolts are just the size. See page 71, Ordnance Manual 1861.)

Firing-bolts are made of *-inch round bar steel. They are 7 inches long; about
6 inches are turned off in the lathe to fit the holes in the bar; the other inch forms a
bead, which is the firing end of the bolt. About 2 inches froin the other endl a !hole is
drilled through to receive a pinl. The bolts are then put through the holes in the bar
and pinned. This gives them a play of 4 inches. The firing end of the bolt-head end(
should be hard, and the striking end soft.

The frame upon whllich the box rests is made of 2-inch pine, and is 1 foot hligh
(the box is designed to set inside this). Two sides andl one end are closed. Cleats
are nailed inside, about 1 inch from the top edge. Upon these the box rests. The
other end of the franme is left open tfor the drawer.

The drawuer should be made of -3L-ineh boiler. iron and water-tight, and so constructed
that when it is in its place under the box the top edges, both ends and sides, will extend
as far as possible iuside the lower eidges of the liniig of the box, thus i)reventing the
bullets and pieces of copper froml droplpig e behinl tile drawer.

Three Imene are rtequiret to operate the mnachine: one to load, one to fire, andl one
to tject the fired shells frot- the magazine. An open box 5 feet long (all ordinary
musket-box answers the purlpose) is set at the end of the machine, to the right, across
the opening, aind about 9 ilches from each end. Toward the center a flat strip of'
A-inch bar-iron is attached, the ends projecting about 10 inches over each side of the
I)ox. These are to rest the magazine on when being charged, andl also when the shells
are being ejected. They should be far enough apart to catch the magazine about 2
inches from the ends, so as not to interfere with the holes.

Three or four magazines are required; also, 2 small hammers, punch, &c.
The packages of cartridges should be opened and contetlts eml)tied into a small

box, whiolh should set alongside of the loader.
Everything is now ready to commence operations. The loader (operator No. 1)

seats himself at the front of the shell-box, takes a handful ot caartridges in his right
hand and charges the magazine; passes it to the firing operator (No. 2), who places it
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on its rest in the firing box; takes the firing-bolt bar (which may be placed on the
back cover when not in use), sets it on the magazine so that the heads of the bolts
drop into the holes; throws down tile frolnt cover, that has in the mean time been

lifted, takes the hammer fromt a convenient place and strikes each bolt one sm8art blow

in quick succession. He then lifts the cover and rests it against the front of' the box

inside, takes out the firing-bolt bar, and lays it on the back cover: takes out the Illaga-

zine and passes it to operator No. 3, who sits directly olpplosite tile loader. No. 3 then

examines it, to ascertain if any of the cartridges have misse(l tire; if so, lie takes them
out and ilaces thena iu a smuall box for that purpose, turns the magazine, small holes
up, punches the remaining shells out into the open box, and then slides it across to

No. 1; the other operations in the mean time continuing.
The drawer may contain water or not. There is less smioke, however, when

water is used, as the ignited powder is sooner extinguished.
When about 5,000 cartridges have been exp)loded, tile bullets are removed from

the drawer and washed, and whatever pieces of copper are among theml picked out.

Three men can break 10,000 in 8 hours.
All primed cartridges, rim and center tire, call be broken up by the above l)rotess.

Tile firing ends of the bolts should be pointed for the latter. Of course the larger the

cartridge the more necessary it would be to have the box larger amil strolngel.
NOTE.-An improvellelut is contemplated for the liurl)ose of p)reventing the pie(es

of coppler from dropping amuong the bullets. This implrovement would necessitate the

enlargement of the box, and instead of one drawer three would be required.
The box woull be partitioned off length llise inllto three COialrliltmiltts, the tolp

edges of the two center partitions to be about 2 inc.hes below the points of the bullets

as they hang in the magazine. The plieces of coplper always strike the cover and tly
toward the front and back of the box, and would consequently d(ro l ) down the siloe

comlartments, the bullets dropping down the center one.

BREAKIN(i UP SERVIC1E SMALL-ARIM METALLIC AMM1IUNITION.

UTENSILS.-1 bullet-extractor; 1 wire screen,; I bench; '22 large Iuckets; cylilndricl i
twire screen; tubs or troughs; iro)n pans.

The wire sc(reen is fastenedl to one end of the bench ; onle of t lie buckets is iplaced

under the screen, the other at one side, each two-thirds full oft' water.
The operator, sitting astride the bench, withdraws the bullet with the extractor,

over the wire-screen, which allow;s the loose powder to fall through into the b)ucket.
Thie l)owde is washed froul the cases in the cylinder, which revolves over tilhe tub or

trough, a constant stream of water passing throu.gh the cylinder into thl trough. The
water being drained froml the cases, they are )lace(l ill the iron panlls, which are lpilt

one above the other in a furnace, where the percussion comlposition is burueed out.
The caps of outside primed cartridges are extracted with a hail( instrument de-

vised for the purpose.
PRECAUTIONS.-Allow no accumulation of scattered powder onl benches or floor.

Watch the buckets to see that dry powderl does not accumulate oil tile surface of the

water. The powder of each cartridge should be destroyed as soon as the bullet is wit h-

drawn. Experience has shown that there is no economy in atteimpting to save it.
To prevent carelessness, the work should be done by the .lay and not by the piece.

Five men can break up 10,000 cartridges in 10 hours.
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For safety and economy it is proposed to break up small-arm ammunition by ma-
chinery, arranged to fire the cartridges and save the bullets and cases.

BREAKING UP UNSERVICEABLE STORES.

FIXED AMMUNITION FOR CANNON.-I paulin; . box; 2 barrels; 1 knife; 2 brushes;
1 punch ; 1 hammer; 1 scraper; tow; a tub half full of water, to clean the balls; stools.

One mall holds the cartridge over the box, while another cuts the twine near the
knot, takes off the strapped shot, brushes it, and stands it on the paulin on its sabot;
the first man pours the good powder into a barrel, the caked powder into another, turns
the bag wrong side out and cleans it. The strapped shot are taken to the door of the
laboratory, where the shot which still require cleaning are separated from their sabots
and immersed in the tub of water; after standing some time they are washed and
cleaned; the others remain strapped. The serviceable, reparable, and unserviceable
cartridge-bags are separated from each other; the last are immersed in water and used
for rags; the pieces of twine are tied up in bundles; the shells are put aside to be un-
loaded and cleaned in a like manner.

The breaking up of fixed ammunition requires many precautions, and should
never be done in the magazine. but as much as possible in the open air. Never have
but little powder and a few cartridges in the shop at one time.

CANISTERS.--furn up the slit ends of the canisters by means of a small chisel; take
off the cover and pull out the balls and sawdust into a box by means of a hook; take
out the bottom plate and straighten the cylinder with a mallet on an anvil.

PORT-FIRES.-Split the paper; takeout the comnposition, and pulverize it by rolling
for two hours. It may be made to burn more or less quickly by adding nicaled powder
or sulphur.

UNLOADING SPIIERICAL CASE AND SHELLS-BORMANN FUSE.

FIXTURES consiMst of tables, protector, aterboxes, drll-braces, drills, drill-races, rills, &c.
The table on which the protector is placed is about 3 feet high, and is necessarily

heavy, the top being 6 feet long, 2½ feet wide, and 3 or 4 inches thick.
The protector is composed of iron; the bottom and top plates have bent ends,

thus, [ I I ; they are 41 feet long and 12 inches wide. Near each end, leav-
ing space enough between them and the bent ends for the admission of the endl,plates,
two 1-inch bolt-holes are (lrilled; and eighteen inches from each of these, toward the
center, corresponding sized holes are drilled, making eight bolt holes in each plate
These holes are extended through the table.

The bottom plate is laid on the table, bent ends up, and its front edge flush with
the front edge of the table; the end plates (18 inches long, 12 inches high) are set edge.
wise on the bottom plate against the bent ends; the top plate is laid on, bent ends
(lownward. The bolts are passed through from beneath the table, thread end upl
ward, the nuts are adjusted and screwed (lown to keel) the plates together, and the
middle or partition plates are fixed in position. Two partition plates are necessary iln
consequence of the front plate having a hole in tile center (being an 0. P. 15-inch
pintle-plate), a partition being placed each side of the hole.

Three comnllpirtments are thus formned in the protector, but the middle one being
useless is filled in with a block of wood. A hole 11 inch in diameter is drilled through
the top plate over the center of each of the working compartments for the entrance
of the drills.
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The lower edge of the front plate rests on wooden supports; tile upper edge pro-
jects about one inch above the surfice of the top plate; it is held in position by four

braces, one lower and one upper, at each end, shal)ed thus

The outer ends of the braces are bolted to the corners of the plate, and the inner
elids are clampled together by meanis of a screw-lbolt and nut; the bolt passing through
the table and bolt-braces.

The water-boxes are made strong, about 7 inches deep. They are 16 inches long
and 10 inches wide, outside measurenlelt. The ends are 4 or 5 iimches thick. H;Lving
tile box in the same p)osition in its conll)artuient every time it is replaced is essential;
andl for this purpose stril)s are made fast to the bottom plate to serve as guides for the
box to slide betweell.

The drill-presses ire fixed to the table at each end of the protector and have
slidingi arms. Tle thread-end of the perl)eu(licalar bar passes through the table, and
by mneails of' a nut is firmly fastened. The sliding aralms hiave set-screws, one to make
it fast to the perel)lliclalr bar, and one at the other en( to press onl the d(rill-bra(e:
The press is so attached to the table that the poinlts of the set-screws are in at direct
line above the drill-holes ill the tolp plate. The drill-braces are ironl; one endl having
a socket for the drill, and the other end is countersunk for the point of the set screw.

The (drills are steel anii are about 10) inl( hes Ionll; the small ones are :t inch wide
at the drill-elndl anld pited; the large ones are 1¼ i iiches wi(le andl inch thieik at the
drill-el(nd. The blade has a round bluit point plroje(cting frout its center, and is straight

each side of the point, with slightly Ibeveled ol,,losite edges, thuis j

A smaller table is used in the operationl of remiovingi the iron plugs, the water-
box for this lurplose beiug screwed f'ast to tile surtace of the table; a somall iron wrenlchll
wvith two teeth to lit the holes in the plhig, is used. A bench-vise should be attached
to this table. A small hand-lmnch, monkey-wrench, heavy riveting-hamminer, and a
small .4-inch cold-chisel, are necess;Lry tools.

A tub or irou p)ot, to hold water, in which to pllace the shells after having the
plugs tmoved, is used.

When case-shot are being unloaded a heavy hand-halimmer is needed to strike the
shell oil the outside so as to crack the casing inside.

All spherical pro~jectiles call be unloaded by the above plau; anld if the following
directions are carefully followed explosions cannot possibly occur.

First.-Fix the shell firmly by means of a wooden wedge in the water-box. Be
sure that the quantity of water in the box is sufficient to cover the fuse; then slide
the box in its compartment in the protector so that the location of the fuse is in a

-direct line beueath tile drill-hole.
Second.-Plaee the point of the small drlill ou the center of' the fuse, and set the

other end into the socket of the brace, lower the brace on the drill to avoid displacing
the point; bore tile hole througlh the fuse and iron plug, if a Boruiann fuse; remove
the drill andl work the wvater into the povwder with a brass wire; set the large drill in
the san e nannler as the smlall one, ald remove enough of the fuse to uncover the en-
tire surface of the iron plug; remove the shell from the box and put in the water-tub.

I&
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Third.-The shell is taken from the tub by another operator, who secures it in
the fixed water-box, and with the cold-c-hisel cuts through one side of the fuse; he
then strikes one end of the ring at the cut and drives it in toward the center of the
iron plug; this will detach it frown the thread of the shell. With the toothed wrench
extract the iron plug. The shell is replaced in the tub from whence it is subsequently
taken and the powder removed.

Three men can unload from 100 to 115 shells, Bormanll fuse, in 8 hours; and four
men can unload the same number of case in the same time.

Mem. 21 11



COMPOSITIONS.

Thlle term composition is applied to all mechanical mixtures which, by
combustion, produce the effects sought to be attained in pyrotechny. They
are principally derived from gunpowder by an ad(mixture of sulphur and
niter in proper proportions.

Compositions are prepared in a dry or liquid form. The ingredients
should be pure and thoroughly mixed.

For dry compositions the ingredients are pulverized separately on a

mealing table with at woodenl muller; leather sacks, or mortars and pestles,
may be used. They are then weighed and mixedl with the hands and then

p1 assed through the sieves. For certain purposes, as for sigllal-rockets, the
charcoal should not be an impalpable powder. It is pulverized in a
leather sack.

The sack is filled and closed 1pl); ole manll holds it by the mouth, lays
it-on anl even block, and turns it frequently, while another strikes it with
a billet of wood. After five minutes the charcoal is taken out and passed
over a silk screen to get rid of the dust; what remains is then separated

into three numbers:
No. 1. That which passes through the screen No. 1.
No. 2. 'rhat wlhich passes throug'h the screen No. 2.
No. 3. That which passes throug'h the sc(reen No. 3.
1For the liquid .fbrm.-iWhen it becomes necessary to use fire to melt the

ingredients, the greatest caution is necessary to prevent accidents, particu-
larly when gunpowder enters. lThe (ry part of the composition may be

genlerally mixed together first and put by (legrees into the kettle, when
the other ingredients are fluid, stirring well all the time. When the dry
ingredients are very inflammanl le the kettle mlust nLot only be taken fromll the
fire, but the bottom must })e dipped in water to prevent the possibility of'
accidents.

To give portable form to compositions they are inclosed in cases, cast
in molds, or attached to cotton yarn, rope, &c.



MATCHES, PORT-FIRES AND PRIMERS.

MATCHES.

SLO WV -MATCH.

SLOW-MATC(i is prepared rope which is used to keep and carry fire; it
burns slowly with a firm, llard coal and is not easily extinguished.

MATmInALS.-- Hemp) or. flux rope of three strands, slightly twisted, about

25 yards long, and of a ullifornl diameter of 0.X; inch; acetate of lead
(sugar of lead), water.

UTENSILS.-One kettle; 1 tab ; 2 wooden spatulaJs ; levers; tNwi.tin-w linch

mats or hair cloth.
METHOD WITH ACETATE OF LEAD.--Boil the rope for 1 ( milnutes in

water holding in solution one-twentieth of its weight of acetate of lead ; re-
move it with sl)atulas into the tull, or let it remain in the cold solution until

it is thoroughly saturated. First twist it over the kettle, and then, by

attaching one end to the hlook of a twisting winch, twist it hard, keeping it

stretched by means of' a stick passed through a loop at the other end, at the

samle time rubbing it smartly, always in the same direction firom the hook,

with coarse mats, hair cloth, or cuttings of buff leather, until the diameter

of the match is reduced 0.1 inch, and it has an uniform twist and hardness.

Stretch it on poles or on a fence to dry, and put it up in neat c:oils, well se-

cured.

Match thus prepared burns 4 inches in an hour.
METHOD :BY LEACHING.-If sugar of lead cannot be procured, the rope

may be simply leached. For this purpose it is put into a leach-tub and

steeped in pure water for 12 hours; this water is then drawn off and replaced

by lye prepared in a boiler, with a quantity of ashes equal to half the weight

of the rope, to which 5 per cent. of quicklime is added. This lye, with the
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ashes, is put, aftel' being warmed, into the hopper of the tub, and when it
has run through and remained sonme time in the tubl it is drawn off, heated
again, and( poured back on tile ashes. TI'his operation is repeated several
times in the course of 24 hours, which is the time required for the rope to
be well leached. After being taken out and twisted with sticks, it is steeped
for 5 minutes in hot water, l)eing stirre(l at the salne time, and tile opera-
tion is finished as before. Match prepared in this manner burns 5 inches ill
all hour.

Cotton rope, well twisted, forms a good match without any prepara-
tion.

A slow-match may be made of strong paper by immersing it in a warm
solution of niter, of about 1 pound to 2 gallons of water. When dry, roll each
sheet separately, pressing it firmly, and pasting the last turn.

A hlalf-sheet thus prepared will keep fire for three hlellr's.
Slow-match weiglhs firom 3 to 5 ounc(es to the yard.
I'AcKING.-Slow-nratchl is packed inl tight casks or boxes. A cask 40

inches hig'Ih, 24 inches (diameter (weighing 6() pounds), (ontains 150 po'nds

of' Iaitch. Th'e casks and boxes should l)e marked with the kind and quan-
tity of match, place andl date of fab)rication.

D)imenlsions of a b1ox to ho1(ld 200 poullds of hen|rl) or 22() pounds cot-

tonl match: 44 inches long, 28 inclhes widle, 18 inclles deep; weighlt, 87 pounds.
It is made of boards 1 inch thick, endls 1 1 inch, and lhas corner-pieces of
hlardl wood. 2.25 inches square.

QUICK-MATCH.

Quick-match is cotton yarn, of several strands, saturated and covered
over with an inlflanimable collposition. It is used for communicating fire

firom point to point in fireworks, &c.

MATERIALS.-AIcaled l)owdecr; cotton yarn, wound in loose balls of con-
venient size (say 1 pound, which will measure about 1,000 yards), such as

is used for candle-wick. When doubled and slightly twisted ilt the fingers

it should be about .07 inch in diameter. Gumlnncd branldy or whisky, in the

proportion of 1 ounce of gum to 4 gallon of' spirits. The gum. is first dis-
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solved in the smallest quantity of hot water or vinegar, and afterward mixed
with the whisky. Strips of paper; thread.

One thousand yards of quick-match require 1 pound of cotton yarn, 8
pounds of mealed powder, 1i gallons of spirits, and 2. ounces of gum arabic.
Weight when dried, 9 pounds.

UTENSILS.- Wooden or coppler bowls; 1 quart vneasure; funnel or frame;

reel.
PREPARATION.-Steep the balls of yarn in the gummed whisky until

they are thoroughly saturated. AMake a paste of mealed powder, by mixing
1 quart of gummed whisky to 2 pounds of powder, and put a layer of it
about -, inch deep in the bowl; on this spread a coil of the cotton by un-
rolling the ball and distributing it equally on the surface of the paste until
there are 5 or 6 yarns over one anotherl; put another laver of the paste,
and proceed in this manner until the bowl is fill, taking care not to en-
tangle the strands; the last layer of paste should be a little deeper than the
others. After the cotton has been 3 or 4 hours in the bowl, wind it on a
reel, or stretch it on nails 4() or 50 feet apart, making it pass through a
funnel, or the hland, filled with the paste, and taking care that the several
turns of yarn do not touch each other. Before it is dry dredge it with
mealed powder; let it dry slowly, then cut it off from the reel or nails and
put it in bundles.

During the winter quick-match should be made in a warm room.
Match thus prepared should be hard and stiff; and the composition

should hold firmly on. O)le yard burns, in the open air, 13 seconds.
By using vieeygar, a matchl is made which burns less rapidly, in the

proportion of 4 to 5; and with pure water, in the ratio of 4 to 6. Alcohol
makes a quicker lmatch, but it cannot be gunmmed, and the composition
does not stick.

A slow kind of match is made by adding sulphur to the mealed pow-
der. With of sulphur, one yvard of match burns 22 seconds; with ', 33
seconds; with ., 53 seconds; with &, 162 seconds.

Quick-match inclosed in tubes, burns more rapidly than in tile openl
air, and more so in proportion as the tubes are smaller. To communicate
fire very rapidly, it is inclosed in paper tubes, called leaders.
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PORT-FIRES.

The port-fire consists of a cylindrical paper case filled with a composi-
tion that burns slowly. It is used for firing rockets, &c., and, in cases of
necessity, for discharging cannon.

TO MAKE THE CASES.

MATERIALS.-No. 4 paper; paste.

Requiired for 100 cases, 50 sheets, 13 pounds of paper.
UTENSILS.-Formrers, steel, turned smooth, 22 inches long, 0.5 inch

diameter; a hole .2 inch diameter is made through one end to withdraw it
from the case; hand-rolling board; ruleir; kniv es.

'To MAKE THE CASE.-(CUt the paper into rectanlgles 18 inches long,

and from 10 to 14 inches wide, according to the thickness of the paper, to
make the exterior diameter of the finished case .; 5 ilch. Rloll the rect-
angle on the former, pasting it after the first turnl; press the case firmly by
rolling it on a table wvith a hand-rolling board; withdraw the formier, alld
place the cases in a box to dry.

TO DRIVE PORT-FIRES.

MATERIALS.-CaS('S; corn)position for 100 cases (13 pounds niter, 4.5

p)ounds sulphur, and 2 5 pounds mealed powder); scrap palpr.
UTENSILS.-Port-fire moldl, made of brass in two parts, which are held

together by a socket at bottoml, and by four strong bands. rThe molds are
18 incclles long, 1 incll exterior diameter at top, 1 inch at bottom, with a
bore of .(;5 inch diameter. Three drifts, steel, .4 inch diamllleter, 22, 15,
and 10 inches long, with brass tips, .5 inch long, upon the lower e-nd; 4
spiral grooves, making one-lhalf of a turn in 22 inches, are cut upon the sur-
face of the drifts; the handles of the drifts are C) inlches long, aInd .75 inch
diameter, with a-head 1.25 inch diameter. Mallets, turned of hard wood,
weighing 1 pound; funnels; ladies.

I)RIVING.-Put the case in the mold, and drive on the rings; insert a

piece of paper, and push it to the bottom of the case with the loing drift;
insert in a small fiunnel in the top of the case; pass the long drift through
the funnel to the bottom of the mold; fill the funnel with composition, and
strike the drift about three blows every second, raising the drift about half
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an inch, with the fingers of the left hand, between the blows. In this way
the composition finds its way around the sides and through the grooves of
the drift to the bottom, and is uniformly and compactly driven. The
shorter drifts are used as the case is filled.

Port-fires shotld not be primed with nlealed powder; after they are
driven, the top of the case should be turned in and beaten down; thus both
ends of the comp)osition are secured.

Port-fires made as above described burn 10 minutes each, or 1!- inch
per minute.

A day's work.-A man can drive 120 port-fires in 10 hours.
PAcKINc.-Port-fires are packed in boxes containilg 100 or 200 port-

fires. The contents of the box should be marked ill white letters on each
end, and the place and date of fabrication on the inside of the cover.

Packing-boxes for port-fires.
Length. Width. Depth. Weight.

For 100 port-fires ------------ 18 9.1 5.1 38
For 200 port-fires -1.. ... ..... 1 9.1 10.1 70

FRITIr:ON--PRIMERS FOI(-1t (CAN N( )N.

'The fr'ictioln-pri nler for ca lnn~l1 is ai snmall brass til)e filled vitlt gun-

1)(wdlel-, which is i ignited byv (rawiin a flat wire, with serrated edlges, briskly

through friction composition, contained in a smaller tube inserted into the
first near the top and soldered at right andles to it. A lanyard, with a hook

attached, is used to ignite the prirmerl.

Two kinds are in use in the service: the long primner for heavy and

the short for light cannon.

The friiction-primer is composed of one long tube; i short tuble; 1 wire

igniter; friction composition ; mlinsket-powder; wax, and shellac valrnish.

Tlhe longq fthbe is made from a circular disk of sheet brass, by means of

a series of punches and dies, gradually diminishing to the last, which is of

the required size of the tube. The brass muest be annetaled before eacll

drawing or reducing. 'Tllis is done in open pans, or in a revolving cylin-

der in a special furilace. Thlle brass should not be heated above a dark-red

color. It is then allowed to cool in the air, and afterwards pickled in a



bath of 40 parts of water and one of sulphuric acid to remove the scale,
and then thoroulhly washed to remove all trace of acid.

Thickness of sheet-brass disk, .036" ; diameter, .62" for short, and
.98" for long primers.

Thle tube is cut to the prescril)ed lenlgth, measuring from thle closed
end, by means of a circular saw, and the holes for the short tube and wire
igniter are drilled, and the burs removed.

engtll of long tube for short primlelr, 1.75 incl; for long primer, 2.85
inches; exterior dianleter, maximurm, .195 inchl; miniunm, .187 inch;
interior diameter for short primer, .175 inch; for long primner, .155 inch;
diameter of holes, .15 inch and .06 inch.

The short tube is formed firom the long o)ne by using two additional
punclles and (ldies, reducinlg the size each time. It is cut to tile proper
length by circular saws placed at the required distance ap;art, and the bur
removed by rolling in a barrel. Length of the short tube, .44 inch; exte-
rior diamneter, .15 inch; interior diameter, .133 inch.

One end of the short tube is dip1)ed in a solution of zinc chloride,
inserted in the hlole drilled in the long tube, heated in the flame of a spirit-
lamp, until solder melts, and soldered with soft solder; it is then washed
and dried.

The wire iqlitcr is made of brass wvire .05 inch diameter, annealed,
cut to the proper length, and pressed flat at one end by a nmachine for that
pul1rpose. The flat end is serrated by a pulncll and die with dentated edges,
and the tip is annealed in the flame of a spirit-lamp. Length of wire, 3.4
inches; length of flattened end, .65 inch.

lThe friction composition is made of 55 )parts antinloy trisulphide, 37
parts potassium chlorate, 5 parts flowers of sulphur, and 3 p)arts gmun arabic.

Trhe materials mlust be finely pulverizedl, and mixed thoroughly in a
bowl of stone ware, by stirring with equal quantities of alcohol and water
until the mixture attains the consistency of paste.

CHARGING AND VARNISHING.-The small tube is charged by pressing the
open end in the fi-iction coml)osition spread on a flat piece of zinc, and
brolught to the consistency of soft putty, the long tube being closed its
whole length with a wooden or metal plug.
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A conical hole is made in the composition while yet moist, with a
conical drift, and the surplus composition removed; the wire igniter is
passed through the short tube and through the small hole in the long tube,
the round end first, leaving the annealed tip projecting out of the open end,
which is then closed by pressing the top and bottom together firmly with
pincers, and bending the tip against the bottom.

The end of the wire igniter is doubled on itself and twisted, leaving a
loop .2 inch diameter.

The head of the long tube, including the short tube and the joint, is
dipped into shellac varnish colored with lampblack.

When dry, the long tube is filled with musket-powder (7 or 10 grains,
according to length), and closed with beeswax mixed with tar and rosin.

Both ends are touched with varnish, and the tube thoroughly dried.
The material for closing the ends of the primer is made of 15 parts of

beeswax, 5 rosin, and 8 pile tar, boiled 21 hours oil a slow fire, constantly
stirred to prevent burning, and then allowed to cool.

PACKING.-TO pack the primers, rectangular wooden blocks are macde,
having holes .38 inch, and .57 inch in diameter, bored in two opposite
ends. The primers are placed in the holes, 5 or 10 to each block. Thell
block is covered with a paper wrapper, which is then varnished. A pIrintedl
label states contents, place and year of manufacture. The blocks are
packed in wooden boxes containing 1,000 of five primers each, or 1(00 of
ten each.

For better preservation in sea-coast fortifications, the plrimers are also
packed in rectangular tin cases, containing 5 paper packages of 20 priners
each. The tin cases are hermetically sealed, japanned, and stenciled with
contents, place and year of manlufkcture. Fifty tin cases are packed in a
wooden box.

Dimevnsions and weights.

Length. Width. Depth. Weight

Inches. Inches.Inches. Pounds.
Cases for short primers . .................................................................. 7. 35 2. *2 2.1 1
Cases for long primers ..................... 7 6 2. 65 2.2 1. 56
Box for 1,000 blocks ....................................... 22 12 12.5 83
Box for 100 bloks.. Long primers. ............................... 16 9 6. 125 26

Short primers....................................................... 12 9 6.15 22Box for 50 tin cases, short primers.....................................2 ................... 2 i11.5 7. 5 70
Box for 50 tin cases, long primers ............................................... ........... 27.5 11. 25 7.75 90

Mem. 21-12



Materials required for 10,000 friction primers.

136 pounds sheet-brass, .036" thick, 6.75" wide for long 0.094 pound gum arabic.
primers; 60 pounds sheet brass, .036" thick, 6.75"

'
7.5 pounds beeswax.

wide for short primers; about j returned as scrap. 2.5 pounds rosin.
20 pounds brass wire, .05 inch. 11 pounds musket-powder.

1.25 ponnds solder. 2 quarts pine tar.
1.5 pounds antimony trisulphide. 1.25 quarts varnish (.75 pound shellac, 1 quart alcohol, .25
1 pound potassium chlorate. ounce lampblack).

0.125 pound flowers of sulphur. .5 pint alcohol for friction composition.

ELECTRIC-PRIMERS FOR CANNON.

This primer consists of the long tube of the service friction-primer,
split at one end to receive a large piece of brass tube, to which it is sol-
dered: The larger tube incloses a cylindrical piece of hard wood, slotted
midway of its length, and perforated at each end to receive short pieces of
copper wire, which are connected across the slot lby a coiled piece of fine

platinum wire. The outer ends of the copper wires project a few inches to
connect the wires of the primer with the terminal wires of the battery.
When thus connected, the battery current, by reason of the resistance met
with in passing through the platinum wire, heats this wire sufficiently to
ignite a small piece of loose guln-cotton which, together with the platinum
wire, occupies the slotted portion of the wooden cylinder. The ignited
gun-cotton communicates its flame to the powder in the long tube.

The open ends of the large tube are turned down on the wooden plug
to prevent blowing out. These and the open ends of the small tube are
closed and dipped in varnish, as described for the friction-primers.

The platinum wire is coiled to increase its length between the copper
ends. By this means the absorption of heat by the latter is overcome. The
coil is also less liable to be broken by any slight displacement of the copper
wires.

With the standard length of one inch, and thickness .003 inch for the
platinum wire, the resistance of this primer is about 7 ohm cold and 1.2
ohm at explosion.

Fulminate of mercury may be used instead of gun-cotton. The latter
is preferred, however, as being equally serviceable and less dangerous.



FIREWORKS.

FIREWORKS FOR SIGNALS.

SIGNAL-ROCKETS.

Rockets for signals are composed of a paper case charged with compo-
sition, a pot filled with ornaments, and a light stick to give direction.

Rockets are denominated by the interior diameter of the case. The
most common sizes are the .75-inllh, 1-inch, and 1.5-inch.

TO MAKE THE CASE.

MATERIALS.--N. 4 paper; paste; strong twine.

IMPLEMENTS.-Awl ; rdele; knife; sandstone; rollinq-bench ; press and
crank; chokinzg machine; gauge./or the case; paste-brush.

To CUT THE PAPiR.-Lay Off the paper into rectangles, their width
equal to the length of the case, pricking with the awl the four corners on
several sheets at once; cut tllem with the knife.

A sheet of' No. 4 papler makes two rectangles for a .75-inch or for an
inch rocket, by cutting it parallel to the short or long side, respectively.

To ROLL THE CASE.-Roll the rectangle smoothly on the former, past-
ing the paper after the first turn; put the case and former in one of the
grooves of' the press, and, by means of' the crank slipped on the square end
of the former, turn it, the top of the press bearing on it slightly at first.
Paste the second rectangle, introduce one end under the last rectangle, and
roll it as at first. Gauge the case to see that it is the size of the mold.

If there be no rocket-press at hand, a long hand-rolling board may be
used instead.

To CHOKE TEE CASE.-Wrap a piece of strong paper around the end of
the case to be choked to prevent the cord from chafing it, take a turn around
it with the choking cord, and press on the treadle, turning the case at the
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same time and drawing out the small part of the former as the paper con-
tracts; make the choke fast by wrapping it several times with strong twine,
drawing it firmly, and tie it in a hlardl knot; place the case away to dry in
the shade.

TO DRIVE THE ROCKET

MATERIALS.-EmEptt cases; composition, clay, or plaster qf Paris.

The composition is composed of 26 parts of niter, 5? of sulphur, and
19 of charcoal, which are mixed by- rubbing them in the hand, and passing
them three times through the sieve No. 2; the charcoal is added and mixed
with the hands. If antimony or steel filings be used, they should be
added after the charcoal.

When beginning with a new comllposition or new materials, it is neces-
sary to try the composition by firing two or three rockets made of it, and
regulate the height of the solid If the rockets do not ascend sufficiently
lig(h, increase the quantity of niter, and diminish it if the rockets burst or

blow out the head.
When rockets are well made, they ascend rapidly to a great height,

and throw out their ornaments at the highest point of the curve, after all
the composition has burned out.

L[TENSILS.-One mold and spijdle; 1 block of wvood, settled in the ground;

3 hollonw drifts, bored to admit the spindle; 1 solid drift; mallets; knives;
sand.stones; 1 charqinqI-ladle, of such size that its contents, when driven in
the case, shall be a diameter in height.

To PrIT THE CASE IN 'rllE MOLD.-Ill the first place, cutt off the choked
end of the square end, anid to such a length that when the case is settled
down on the spindle, the choke should fit closely over the nipple, and the
end of the case rest on the base of the spindle.

Place the case on the spindle, the choked end down; settle it with
two or three blows of the mallet; set the mold over the case, and key it
down.

DRIVING TIlE RocKET.-Take a ladleful of composition, strike off the
surplus and pour it into the case. Use first the longest hollow drift, and
give each ladleful 25 or 30 blows with the mallet, keeping the drift down
on the composition.. As the case fills, use the shorter drifts until the com-
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position reaches the top of the spindle; then drive one diameter in height
with the solid drift, cover this with a patch of stiff paper, cut to fit the case,
and over this patch drive a wad A diameter high, of clay, or of plaster of
Paris, slightly moistened with water.

Rockets are sometimes driven solid throughout, and afterward bored
and reamed out with a reamer of the form of the spindle.

The molds for driving are not indispensable. Rockets are often driven

without them. For this purpose, screw the spindle vertically into the top
of a block of wood firmly imbedded in the ground. To the opposite sides
of this block attach two upright strips of plank, and fasten to them a cross-
piece, which has near its center a hole to fit the rocket-case and keep it
steady on the spindle in driving.

To guard against accidents drive rockets in an empty room; particularly,
let no powder be in the room, or composition, except that used at the time,
and let no filled rocket-cases be lying about. In fair weather use a tent for

a driving room.
To PRIME THE ROCKET.-Insert in the bore of the rocket one end of

a piece of quick-match, 2 feet long, a small piece of paper attached, and

push it in securely; coil the rest of the match in the bore and bottom of the
case. To secure it from dampness, paste over the end of the case a circular

cap of strong paper.

TO MAKE THE POTS.

MATERIALS.-NO. 4 paper; paste.

UTENSILs.-Knife; former; rolling-board; bowl for paste; brushes.
MAKING THE POTr.-Cut the rectangle and roll it on the former as

described for port-fire cases.
To ATTACH THE POT.-Paste the pot on the inside the distance of one-

half of a diameter, and also the outside of the case, at the end containing

the clay, for the same length; slip the pot on the pasted end, leaving the
length of the pot above the top of the case one and a half diameter.

To secure the pot in place and give a neat finish, cover the rocket-case
and pot, when dry, with thin paper pasted on.
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TO MAKE THE CONES.

MATERIALS.-NO. 4 paper; paste; thin paper.

UTENSILS.-Compasses; knife; scissors; conical former; bowl for paste;
brushes.

MAKING CONES.-Mark out the No. 4 paper by describing with the com-
passes circles with a radius equal to the length of the cone required. Cut
them out with the scissors, and cut each circle into semi-circles. Paste
each semi-circle and roll it separately on the former; press it firmly, and
put it away to dry. Cut the cones to such length that their bases shall be
of the same diameter as the pot. Make, in the same way, a similar cone of
thin paper one inch longer, and paste it on the first; cut the part of the
cone formed of one thickness of paper into longitudinal slips -1 inch wide.

To LOAD) THE POT AND FIX THE1 CONE.--Put the bursting charge of

150 to 300 grains of powder in the bottom of the pot, and fill it with the
decorations, placing the serpents and streamers on end, the primed ends
down. Fill the cone with tow, and paste the strips of' the cone; place the
cone on the pot, and press the strips on the side of the pot; paste a narrow
band of paper around the rocket close to the base of the cone.

The axes of the rocket-case of the pot and the cone shonll b)e in the
same line.

To ATTACH TIlE STICK.-Tie the stick to tile rocket with strong twine

or annealed iron wire from .04 to .08 inch in diameter, at two places:
first, at the choke of the case and the second notch in the stick, crossing
the ends of the twine under the stick to prevent its moving to the right or
left; the second, in the notch in the end of the stick and near the pot; tie
the twine in a hard knot, and cut the ends close.

If wire be used, twist the ends together with pliers, and flatten the
ends into the notch.

After the stick is attached, the center of gravity of' the rocket should
be from .8 inch to 2 inches from the end of the case, according to the kind
of decorations used. For this purpose, if necessary, reduce the size of the
stick at the end.
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DECORATIONS FOR ROCKETS.

STARS.

MATERIALs.-See table.

UTENSILS.-The necessary utensils for weighing and grinding the mate-

rials, a cylindrical mold with a pin in the axis, and a piston for pushing out

the stars.
To PREPARE THE COMPOSITION.-Reduce the materials to the finest

powder; mix them with the hands; pass them three times through the

sieve, mixing them each time with the hand.
Moisten the composition with whisky in which gum has been dissolved,*

so that the composition shall retain its form when pressed in the hand.
To MOLD THE STARS.-Fill the mold by pressing it in the composition

spread out in a wooden bowl; push out the star with the piston, jetting it
fall lightly on a sheet of paper dusted over with mealed powder.

'Colored stars are made in the same manner as white ones, using the
compositions indicated in the table.

SERPENTS.

Serpents are very small rocket-cases charged with compl)ositionll.
MATERIALS.--Oo. 4 laper; thread; paste; clay.

UTENSILS.--Knife; JIbrvmer, .4 inch in diameter; bowl for paste; brushes;

wooden mold; ntipple; drift; mallet; charqer; hand-rolligy boarld.
To MAKE THE CASE.-The case is made by rolling a rectangle of paper

No. 4 with a hand-rolling board, and choking it at one end.
The cases are driven 2 their length, giving each ladleful of' composi-

tion three blows with the mallet.
The case is choked over the composition, and the remainder of it is

nearly filled with mealed plowder, upon which a small paper wad is placed.

A clay head is then driven on it, and the end of the case turned down to
secure it. The other end is primned with priming paste, or a small strand
of quick-match.

'The use of the gumn is to give consistency to the stars, so that the explosion of the pot may not break theom to
pieces and thereby destroy the effect.
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STREAMERS.

Streamers are small paper cases from .2 to .4 inch diameter, arid from

2 to 4 inches long, made of 4 turns of No. 7 paperl. One end is closed,

and the case is charged and primed like that of a lance.

A number of streamers produce the effect known as rain of fire.

GOLD RAIN.

Gold rain is made of small stars, all of the same size. The stars are

cubes, the length of the side being .5 inch.

MARRONS.

Marrons are small cubic boxes, made of pasteboard, filled with powder,

and wrapped with strong twine. They are used to give a loud report, or

the effect of cannonading.
MATERIALS.-Pasteboard; cartridge-paper; stroiri twine or Imarlinec; paste;

qu(ick-match; powder.

UTENSILS.-Knifer; ruler; pencil; pItnch.

To MAKE TISE MARRONS.-Cut the pasteboard into rectangles, whose

sides shall be 3 and 5 times, respectively, the length of the side of the

marron required. Divide the rectangle into 15 equal squares; cut out the

squares forming the four corners of the rectangle, and divide the three

remaining squares on the long side from each other by a cut the length of

their side and perpendicular to the long side of' the rectangle.

Form a small cubic box with the pasteboard thus cut out; paste the

squares together which cover each other, and paste a band of paper around

the box, leaving the cover open. When dry, fill the box with powder,

paste down the cover, and envelop it with two or three layers of strong
twine. Cover the mnarron with glue or kit, and prime it with quick-match

inserted in a hole punched into the powder at the middle of one of the faces.
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Dimensions and weights of rockets and their ornaments.

Interior diameter of
rockets.

.75-inch. 1-inch. 1.5-inch.

Height of rectangle for cases .......................................................... inches.. 10 11 13
Length of the finished case* ................... ........ ................................. do.... 25 .60 12. 50
Interior diameter of the choke...........................................................do .... 0. 25 0. 42 0.65
Exterior diameter of the case .................................... ...................... do ... 1. 35 1.60 2

Height ............................... 0.................do.... . 25 6. 75 . 0
Spindle .... Diameter at .......... ........................... .......... do.. 0. 25 0. 42 0. 65

Diameter at top ........................................................... do.... 0.13 0. 21 0. 33
Diameter .......................... do .... 0. 75 1.0 1.48

" PP'ee.reHeight.. .. . ....... :..........................do .... 0.65 0.7 1.0
Diameter of cylinder and part of nipple ----.........-.....- ............ do ... 0.75 1.0 1.48

( Diameter ............... do 0..7 0. 97 1.47
I 1st drift................do.... 9.65 10 12.75

Length of cylindrical part ....................... 2d drift ............. do... 7.25 9 10
3d drift .do 4. 5 5.25 7.60

t4th drift ............... do.... 2. 5 3.0 4. 0
~~~~~~Drifts R...... Iise a 1st drift ................ do.... o.27 0.44 0.67

Diameter at bottom or base. 2d drift .............. do.... 0.24 1 0.36 0. 64
I ( 3d drift ............ do....do - .0. 0.33 (. 60

Conical cavity ... Common diameter at top .......... ............ do.... 0. 14 0. 23 0. 33
1st dril ................. do 6.75 7.5 8.50

Length of . ............. 2d drift .......... do 4 25 5.0 6.0
3d drift ................. 3 3 4

Weigrht...... .................................. pounds 1 25 1. 5 2.0
r meiightlo .......... Length of handle................................... 8lnches. i 8 8

DriDing malletelt ............................. do.... 2. 25 2. 75
Charger.........Length of cylindler .................................... do.... 2. 5 2.20 2. 85

Clay in head ......................................................... one. 071................. 1.25nce75.
(Rec Lengt........ ... .inc................ ... inches 12.5 7.25 15

,Height............................................ do. .. 3.10 3.25 .5
Former diameter................... .................. .................. l..... do. AS3 1. 60 2.25

CPot...Sarge...oPo tr 15.....2........ 2.... 1 1.5
LWeight of poit erpn . ....................................... d... 1 .5 3

Hiht oGold rain...............................................do 1 1. 75 2.5
C.Bursting-charge 0 ...................................................... do.... .. o . 5 1 1.25
Conical former... Height ..................... ........................ inches.. 3. 25 3.75 4

Colie ....... ~ Diameter at hase ................................. _ do.... 1. 5 2.0 2. 30
Length of finished cone....................................................:do... 1. 75 4 4.35
Leng th Len-th -............................................. d..1. 80 84 96

Stick Thckn of larg end............................................... .8
Thickness of small end.e ........................................ 0. 35 4 0.5

75-inch rocket. 1tinch rocket. 1.5.inch rocket.

Nnmber. Weight. Number. Weight. iNumber. Weight.

Grains. . Grains. Urains.
Stars .1 40........................................ ....... 490 15 700 20 890
Gold rain .................................................... 10 490 15 700 20 870
Streamers.8 685 12 025 18 1,575

( Without the pot. t Its contents, when driven, should be half a diameter in height.

BLIUE LIGHTS.

MAERIALS.o-For 100 lights: niter, 9 pounds, 10 ounces; sulphur, 2

pounds, 6 1 ounces; ren orpiment, 11 ounces; meaed powder, 11 ounces. The

materials should be pure, well pulverized, and thoroughly inlcorporated, rub-
bing them in the hands, ard passing them several tinies through a fine hair

Mem. 21-13
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sieve. iIemispherical cups, of well-seasoned wood (beeclh, linden, &c.),
with a handle 10 inches long, I inch diameter; qulick-match; p'aper; paste.

UTENSIr,S.-The necessary utenlsils for pulverizing and mixing the
composition.

PREPARATION.-Fill thle cup witl c:omnlositioll, and press it firmly in;
prime the cup with quick-match, and cover the whole with cartridge-paper
pasted to the bottom of the cup.

The brilliancy of the light depends on the purity and thlorouglh incor
poration of the illngrediellts.

The (ormposition may also be driven in a paper case, and afterward
cut off to suit the required time of burnlling. Both ends of the case are
closed witli paper caps and priled with quick-mnatch1, in order that one or
both ends may be lighted at l)le:sllre. A light ill wllich the coml)osition

is 1.5 inch in diameter can be easily distinguished( at a distance of 1.5 miles

ITALE''S WAR-ROCKETS.

Thle general c nstructioni of tIhe 12 and 24 Iollntlelrs atre the saine,
differingll only in grelleral dimensiolls and the nullmlber of' vents and curved
shields or walls, the 12-polnder havingo 3 and the 24-pounder 5.

T'lie rocket conlsists of foiur pieces. A head, coInoidlal in shape, of c{ast
iron, hollow for b)rstingo, havinlg a cylindric(al hole in the base about 6' incll

16

dliameterl, with scwrew-tllread for f'use; there is also a small hole in fiont,
used for filling, shell withl combustible materiall, closed by a screw, but into
which can, if desirable, bIe fitted a nipple and cap for ignition by percus-
sion; the head is turned down at the rearl alout - inch so as to enter the

body of tl-le case abotut , inch, and to which it is secured by 6 pils or
screws. A cylindrical bot1(1 of sheet-iron about I inch thick, 'vith edges
lapped, riveted, and brazed at the lollgituldinal joints. A thick ironi disk or
annular rinlg titted in tlld fixed by screws or pins closes the base. A tail-
piece of cast iron containing- tile vents and shields or walls is screwedl into
the disk which closes the base. T'he vents themselves are :onical, thie apex
of the cone being toward the rear; the gas esc:aping tllrongh the vents and

pressing aagainst the curWve( shlields, each placed in the samne relative posi-
tion to one of the vents, keeps the rocket point foremost in its flight, and
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gives the rotary motion on the turbine principle. The composition which
is separated from contact with the iron by pasteboard to prevent oxidation,
consists of saltpeter, sulphur, and charcoal, in the proportions of 70, 16, and
23, and is introduced into the case in successive pellets and pressed by
hydraulic power; it is afterward bored out in a cone for about two-thirds
of its length.

The war-rockets are fired from a trough mounted on a stand, either
singly or in groups of seven, by means of an ordinary friction tulbe and
lanyard.

THE LIFE-SAVING ROCKET.

I)iffers fiorm the above only in that the headt, instead of being cast iron,
is of wood, and in the addition of' a piece of ch ain about 3 feet long, which
is connected to the center of the bottom of' the tail-piece by a double
swivel; to the chain is attaclled the life-line.

This rocket is fired firom an ordinary V-shaped trough, which may be
given any desired elevation. As the chain is hardly long enough to pre-
vent the burning off of the rope by the gas escapingr froll the vents, it is
safest to wet about two fathomls of rope next to the chain.

MACI)()ONALl)'S I5II'ROV10I) iALE'S WAR-ROCKET.

The case of the improved rocket is of' steel of' great strength, at the
entd of which is soldered a colhala, b, to tihe center of which is screwed a
wrought-iron tube, c; this tublle unites the head to the body of the rocket
and allows the gas to escape through the upper vents.

The head has a cavity, el, conmmnunicating with the exterior by five
openings directed toward the rear. 'Ilhese vents or openings, as in the Hiale
rocket, have semi-cylindrical flanges; the gas escaping acts against the

concave ftce of the flanges atnd imparts a motion of rotation to the rocket.
The lower end of' the case is closed by a disc, also pierced with five

vents corresponding to those in the head, and furnished with similar flanges.
This construction applies the motion of rotation to the head as well as the
rear part of the rocket, and remedies the considerable deviation of the
Hale rocket due to the motion of rotation being applied to the base only;
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as its center of gravity is considerably in firont, the head describes large
and irregular spirals.

The rocket composition consists of 7() parts of niter, 16 parts of sulphur,
and 23 parts of charcoal. It is pressed into the tube a with a pressure of
90 tons. As it is bored throughout its whole length by the channel c, the
surface of inflammation is much more considerable than in the Hale rocket,
and its velocity much greater.

The head has at its front part, in firont of the cavity d, a shell with a
bursting charge, which is ignited by means of a fuse, either percussion or
time.

The rocket thus perfected has given results very superior to those
obtained by war-rockets of other systems.

Five 12-pounder rockets thrown under an angle of 80 15' had a mean
range of 1,870 meters, with a lateral deviation of 2.71 meters only, while
HIale rockets of the same caliber, under the same angle of elevation, had a
range of only 1,200 meters with a lateral deviation of 34-meters.

INCENDIARY FIREWORKS.

ROCK-FIRE.

Rock-fire is a composition which burns slowly, is difficult to extinguish,
and is used to set fire to buildings, ships, &c. That which is put into shells
is cast in cylindrical cases of paper having a priming in their axes.

MIATERIALs.-Rosin, 3 parts; sulphur, 4; naiter, 10; regylus of (lntimony,
1; mutdton-tallow, 1; turpentifle, 1.

UTENSILS.-1 furnZace of second kind, or larqe kettle in the open air;
.spatulas; ladle with long handle; balance and W(,i.qhts; sieves.

PREPARATION OF THE COMPOSITION.-I'ulverize the sulphur, niter, and
antimony separately; mix them with the hands, and pass them through
sieve No. 2; melt the tallow first, then the rosin, stirring the mixture with
spatulas; add'the turpentine, and next the other materials in small quanti-
ties at a time, stirring the whole constantly with large spatulas.

Let one portion of the composition be melted before more is added,

and work with great precaution to prevent it from taking fire. When the
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composition becomes of a brown color, and white vapors are disengaged,
the fire is permitted to go down; and when the composition is sufficiently
fluid the cases are filled with the ladle not more than three-fourths full.

PAPER CASES AND PRIMING TUBES.-The cases are made of rocket-

paper in the manner described for port-fire cases. The priming tubes are
made of cartridge-paper, pasted after the first turn, and rolled hard.

FILLING THE CASES.-The cases are arranged in a frame, the lower
end of each inserted in a socket, in the center of which is a spindle to sup-
port the priming tube.

The upper ends of the cases are held in place by short cylindrical
spouts attached to the lower side of a reservoir which rests on the top of
the frame. The composition is poured into the reservoir, and the frame is
gently shaken to settle the composition in the cases until they are filled.

When the composition has become solid, the cylinders are taken out
of the frame and trimmed; the priming tubes are charged with composition
No. 1 for mortarifuses, driven the same as mortar-fuses; the ends of the
cylinders are last dipped in mealed powder.

When rock-fire cannot be had to put into shells, the paper cases may
be filled with port-fire composition, driven as usual; or pieces of port-fire
may be inserted in the shells.

CARCASS.

A carcass is a hollow cast-iron projectile, filled with burning comi)osi-
tion, the flame of which issues through four fuse-holes to set fire to comn-
bustible objects.

MATERIALS.-A cast-iron shell with four fuse-holes; port-fire composition;

tow; white turpentine; spirits of turpentine and quick-match.
UTENSILS.-One drift; 5 sticks of wood, .5 inches in diameter.

COMPOSITION.-The composition is the same as for port-fires, mixed

with a small quantity of finely-chopped tow, and as much white turpentine
and spirits of turpentine as will give it a compressible consistency.

PREPARATION.-The composition is compactly pressed into the shell
with the drift, so as to fill it entirely; one of the sticks is then inserted into
each fuse-hole with the points touching at the center so that when with-
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drawn corresponding holes shall remain in the composition. In each hole
thus formed three strands of quick-match are inserted and held in place
by dry port-fire composition, which is pressed around them. About three
inches of the quick-match hangs out when the carcass is inserted ill the
piece; previously to that it is coiled up in the fuse-hole, and closed with
a patch of cloth dipped in melted kit.

A common shell may be loaded as a carcass by placing the bursting
charge on the bottom of the cavity, and covering it with carcass composi-
tion driven in until the shell is nearly fill, and then inserting four or five
strands of quick-match, secured by driving mnore composition. This pro-
jectile, after burning as a carcass, explodes as a shell.

INCENDIARY-MATCH.

Incendiary-match is made by boiling slow-match in a saturated solu-
tion of nliter, drying it, cutting it into pieces, and plilnging it into melte(l
fire-stone. It is principally used in loaded shells.

FIREWORKS FOR LIGHrT.

TORCHIES.

Torches are made of a number of strands of twine slightly twistedl, or

old rope, covered with a composition to give light.
MATERIALS.-HCIInp tweinve, slightly twisted, about 0.08 iclh (liameter;

cartridle-thread; nmltton-tallow; yellow wax; rooswin; :le ; qic/:li,: .

ITTENSILS.-Onc ipot; 2 sp9(atalas; 1 ladle; .lte-pot and bath:; klliti; 1

nmold.

PREI'ARATIoN.--Melt in the pot, 1 part of tallow, 2 of yellow wax, and

8 of rosin, stirring it with spatulas. Tlhe twine is formed in hanks of al)out
40 threads, 3 feet long, cut at one end, andl tied with twine, forming a han-
dle at the other.

The hanks are immersed for 10 minutes in the composition, and then
drawn through a, mold of the proIper size. They are suspenlded by the
handle in a shady place to harden; 24 hours after, they are plainted over

with a warm solution of a half pound of quicklime and I of' an ounce of
glue to a quart of water.

WITH OLD ROPE.-Boil the rope, well beaten and untwisted, in a solu
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tion of equal parts of niter and water; when dry, cut it in pieces 4 feet

long; tie three or four of these pieces around a piece of' pine wood, 2 inches

in diameter and 4 feet long; cover the whole with a mixture of equal parts

of sulphur and miealed powder, moistened with brandy; fill the intervals

between the cords with a paste of 3 parts of sulphur and 1 of quicklime.

When it is dry, cover the whole torch with the following composition:

Pitch, 3 parts; Venice turpentine, 3 parts; turlentine, J part.

PITCHE) FASCINES.

Pitched fascines are fagots of dry twigs, covered over with an incendiary

comnlposition, and used to set fire to buildings or to light up a work.

TO MAKE PITCHED FASCINES.

MATERIALS.-IDry branches, about .5 inch diameter, or other light,

combustible wood; iron wire, about .05 inch diameter.

UTENSILS.-FOur jpickets, about 40 inches long and 1 inch diameter;

c(,qlyidricfal sticks, 20 inches long, 1:- inch diameter; 2 trace-ropes ; 1 rope for

a caplstan; 2 levcrs ; 1 small cord ; 1 ftlat panch ; 1 saiw, or bil-lhok:; 1 block.

To MAKPE 'ritE FASCINES.-Fornm two crotches, I'foot apl)art, with the 40-

incli pickets; cut the branches 2() inches long, and tie thenl in tfle mIiddle

of' their length, and about 2 inchles from their ends, with annealed wire,

and p)lace in the axis a cylindrical stick, intended to preserve a vacant space;

draw the branches tightly together, that they may hold the composition

better and cut off the ends square.

TO PIT1H THE FASC1NES.

NTAmTERIALs.-Pitch/1; tar; mlutton-tallow ; linseed-oil, in a bowl; s(aI-dlust,
in a barrel; rock-fire for priming.

UTENSILS.-TWoO )ots, in a furnace of the first kind; 2 spatulas; 1 ladle,

with a long handle; I snaUll iron .fork, with a long wooden handle; 2 tub.'s;
planks.

The fascines receive two coats of composition.

First coat.-Melt 20 parts of pitch and 1 of tallow in the pots, filling

tlem not more than half full. Having first well oiled the cylindrical stick,
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plunge the fascine into the liquid with the fork, first one end then the other,

each time pouring on the upper end two ladlefuls of the composition. Let

the composition harden, holding the fascine over the pot, turning it slowly

and then immerse it in the tub of water. The assistant, with his hands

covered with oil, fashions the fascine, rolling it on the bottom of the tub,

and places it on the planks.

Second coat is put on 24 hours after the first; it is composed of equal

parts of pitch and rosin melted and mixed together in the pot. The cylin-
drical stick is taken out, and the fascine immersed in the composition, as

with the first coat; it is permitted to drip, and is then laid in saw-(lust and

1powoered all over with it. A fascine requires about 1.1 po11und of each com-
position Fascines should be primed only a short time before being used.

For this purpose, dip each end, foir a distance of half an inch, into a kettle

holding melted rock-fire.

When used for incendiary purposes, fascines are placed in piles, and

pieces of quick-match and port-fire scattered over them, to make the whole

mass take fire at once.

TARREDI LINKS.

Tarred links are made of old rope, covered over with a compnosition to

give light.

MATERIALS.-Old slow-match or rope; cartridlge-threadl; ends of rope.

One link requires 2 pound of tow, and I to 1¼ pound of compositioln.

UTENsILS.-Mallet; knife.

To MAKE THE LINKS.-Tlle old rope is well beaten with mallets; the

short ends are tied together with cartridge-thread. The links are formed

by coiling the soft rope around the hand, in coils of 3 inches interior and

6 inches exterior diameter, loosely tied with thread.

To TAR THE LINKS.-Thie links are covered with composition, as described

for fascines.

Tarred links burn one hour in calm weather, half an hour in a high

wind, and are not extinguished in the rain. Two of them are put in a

rampart-grate on a bed of shavings. Tlhe grates are placed about 250

feet apart.
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FIRE-BALLS.

Fire-balls are projectiles of an oval shape, formed of sacks of canvas
filled with combustible composition. Thev are used to light up the enemy's
works, and are loaded with shells to prevent them from being approached.

MATERIALs.--Strony, clOse canvas (sail-cloth); rope; cartridqe-thread; red

chalk; slow-match; loaded shlells; itch. A composition of 8 parts of' saltpeter,

as it comes from the refinery; 2 of' plal eci(cd sulphur, and( 1 of antimony

passed through sieve No. 2. These materials are mixed in the hands, passed

through sieve No. 4, moistened with 0 their weight of water, and passed
again through the salie sieve.

UTE NSIIL,5-- he necessary utensils for gri dlting an(d preparing the coin-

positiol: W'oodeln fattern; red( chalk; 1 pair' .shears; collar-n,eedles; mallet;

small g(atle, of the caliber _,f the fite-l)tls: .coo)p ; tarredt, links; 1 wooden

mold; 2 woolen drift/s 20) inches hlonog, one of theml 14 inch and the other 2.-

to 4 inches in diameter ; 2 WOodT),? pinsn 41 ill(les hmlg, tl' simall (lld tile

size of a paper fuse.

Tro MAKE TILE sACK.-Mark out the pieces by means of tile pattern, l(id

cut them with the shears; baste two or three thicknesses together, accord-
ing to the strengtll of the canvas; sew three or more together, enough to

make the sack ; leave one end ompenl, fornling a mouth for charging; turnl

the bag to bring thile seams Oll the inside. Tlhe mouth may be made fast to
an iron hoo0), large enotugh to admit the shell, with which the fire-ball is

loaded.

To PREPARE TlliE: SI[EIiL.-Charge the shell with powder and i)ut in a

slow fuse. l)ip the tarred link into the melted rosin, pitch, and tallow, and

fasten it with twine to the shell around tile fuse-hole.

To CHARGE THE SACK.-Place the sack in the mold and secure the

mouth to it. Put the shell with the tarred link in the bottom of the sack,

the fuse-hole downward, and fasten the shell down with twine passed

through the sides of the sack, or with a piece of canvas secured to the
sides; put in the comipositio n with a scoop and ramn it, first with the small

drift, and when it is half the height of the projectile, with the large drift,

driving it with the mallet. Continue in this way till the sack is filled to

the top. Close the mouth of the sack, sewing the pieces together.
Mere. 21-14
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THE IRON BOTTOM.-Tlle ball is furnished with an iron bottom to pre-

vent it from. being broken by the force of the charge in the mortar. To

make the bottom, the iron, .2 inch thick, is cut in a circulalr form, heated

and partly shaped with a set-harmmer in a concave wooden former; it is

again heated and finished in an iron former. It is then put into a lathe

where the outer edge is trimmed and (hatlmfered to the thickness of one-

eighth inch.

The iron bottom is attached to the ball with cement; the bottom is
filled about one-third full with the cement, arid the loaded end of the fire-

ball is inserted in it and left to cool.

The ball is next covered and strengthened with a net work made of

spun yarn or cord fromn .25 to .5 inch thick according to the size of the

ball. This net work is commenced at the bottom of the sack and termi-
nates at the top in a strong loop which forlns a handle for carrying the ball.

I'ire-balls are dippedl in a comlposition of equal parts of pitch and rosin

lmade warmi. Tile ball when finishlled should pass through the large shell-

gauge.

To PRIME T'HE BALLS.-Make 4 holes about 3 inches below the top lby

driving in the greased wooden pins 2 inches deep. When the ball is to be

primne(l take out these p)ins and fill the holes with fuses and with two strands
of' quick-match, held fast by tie composition; leave roomn in the priming-

hole for coiling the (quick-match and cover it with a piece of canvas fas-

tenled withl 4 nails.

The balls are not prinled until they are to be fired.

LIGHT-BALLS.

Lighllt-balls are made in the same manner as fire-balls, except that there

is no shell in them, as they are used for lilghting up our own works.

LIGHT-BARRELS.

A light-barrel is a common powder-barrel pierced with numerous

holes, and filled with shavings that have been soaked in a composition of

pitch and rosin; it serves to light up a breach, or a bottom of a ditch.
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ORNAMENTAL FIREWORKS.

LANCES.

Lances are small paper cases, .2 to .4 inch diameter, filled with one
or more compositions, each burning with a flame of a particular color.
They are used to mark the outlines of figures, and are attached to light
frames of wood or sticks of bamboo.

To MAKE THE CASES.-Cut the paper into rectangles of a length equal
to the required length of the case and of such widths as to make the case
three thicknesses of No. 7 paper. The length of the case is generally about
ten times its exterior diameter, depending on the composition with which it
is be filled and the time it is required to burn.

Paste the rectangle and roll it oil an iron former with the hand. When
the cases are dry cut them to their proper length.

To DRIVE THE LANCI.-Place the cases in holes bored in a block of

hard wood, the holes .02 inch larger than the case, and their depth .25
inch less than the length of the case.

Drive in the bottom of each case a, ladleful of clay. Insert in the
to1p of the case a small funnel ; pass the drift through the flnnel into the
case; fill the finnel with composition; raise the drift one inch above the

top of the case; press it to the bottom and give it three light blows with a
rocket-drift; continue in the same way, raising the drift above the top of
the case between each volley until the case is filled to .25 inch of the top.

Prime the lance with mealed powder, moistened with gummlred water,

and dip the end while moist in rifle-powder.
When the case is to be filled with two different compositions, drive the

case with the first composition till it is about .2 inch above the required
height; remove the surpllus to the exact height with a gauge, and proceed
with the second comnlposition as with the first.

To FASTEN THE LANCES rTO TIIE FRAME.--Bore holes .02 inch larger than

the lances, andl .5 inch deep, from 2 to 4 inches apart, according to the
size of lance. 'I'lTe holes should be bored so that the lance shall be hori-
zontal when the frame is in position. Dip the end of the lance in glue, and
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press it firmly in the hole, arranging the lances parallel to each other. Or

they may be fastened to the frame by means of sharp nails or tacks, driven
into the frame and projecting about .4 inch. The end of the lance is
pierced with an awl, dipped in glue and thrust on the point of the nail, ar-
ranging them perpendicularly to the fiame.

SUN-CASES.

Sun-cases are strong cases made like those for rockets, and filled with
a composition which burns more slowly] than rocket composition. They are
attached to wooden frames, to give long rays of sparkling light. The choke
is sometimes ma(le by driving clay in the end of the case, and boring a hole
through it for the escape of the flame; or the clay is driven on a short nip-

ple, forming the choke.
Sun-cases are generally malde fo'(n . 75 inch to 1.5 inch interior diamll-

eter; their exterior diameter about double that of the interior. The length
of the case may vary according to the time they are required to burn.

The diameter of the choke is about - the interior diamleter.
To MAKE THIE (ASES.-TheI cases are madle like rocket-cases.
To DRIVE 'THE CASE.-Set tile case on the nipple, and place it in a

wooden mold; pour in ,a ladlefil of composition andl rive it ten blows with

the mallet: continue in the samlle way till the Case is filled to the required

height; put in a charge of rifle-powder, and over it drive a ladlefulf of clay.

When the eases are filled prime them by inserting in the choke a strand

of quick-match doubled in the middllle and seclred by driving a little com-

position on it with a lance-drift.

Paste on each end of the case a strip of paper 5 inches wide, projecting

3 inches over the end of the case and forming an envelope to inclose the

leaders.

Sun cases are fastened to the frames in the plane of the frame by means

of iron wire, or with strong twine.

LIGHTS.

Lights are made by pressing lance or similar composition in shallow

vessels, or in cases of large diameter. The burning surface being large,

the light attains a great intensity.
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Shallow earthen, wooden, or metal vases or paper cases are used. The
vase or case is filled with dry composition, slightly pressed in; or compo-
sition moistened with gummed water may be used and pressed in the case
more compactly. It is primed by powdering the surface first with a mixture

of equal parts of the composition and mealed powder, and then with powder

alone. Cover the top over with paper, pasted on the sides of the case.
Through the center of the cover pass several strands of quick-match, spread-

ing them over the surface and uniting them on the exterior in a single
strand.

When the light is made with dry composition, the case must be placed
in a vertical position. It may be placed horizontally if moistened composi-

tion be used and firmly packed.
TORCH-LIGHTS for funeral ceremonies are made by impregnating large

strands of cotton with a thin alcoholic pap, the whole arranged in vases like
an oil-lamp, the pap replacing the oil.

PETARDS.

Petards are small paper cases filled with powder. One end is entirely

close(l and the other has only a small hole left for a piece of (iiicik-n;atllh,
to conmmunnicate fire to the p)owder tetards are p)laced at the bottom of
lances; thev are also used to imitate the fire of musketry.

RO()CKETS.

Rockets are made and driven as described for signal-rockets, except
that different compositions are used, giving a more brilliant train of fire.

Rockets miay be made of all sizes; their general dimensions may be
deduced from those given.

Generally, in proportion as the size of the rocket is increased the thick-
ness of the case must be increased and the bore of the rocket diminished,
or the quickness of the composition, or both of them.

The stick should be 8 to 9 times the length of the case, and of such

thickness as to throw the center of gravity about 1.25 inch from the end of
the case.

TOURBILLON.

The tourbillon is a paper case filled with composition, with the holes



for the escape of the gas so disposed as to cause the case to rise vertically
in the air at the same time that it revolves horizontally around its middle
point. It has light wings attached to it to direct its motion.

SHELLS.

Shells are made of light wood or paper, and filled with orniiamiiiets of
different kinds. They are thrown nearly vertically firom a mortar, and
when at their highest point explode and throw out their ornaments, set on
fire by the bursting charge.

To MAKE THE SI[ELL.-TuI'lrl in a lathe, from well-seasone( poplar or
pine, two hemisphleres of the size and thickness required, leaving a rabbet to
unite the two. Cover the shell thus ftorlled with lens-shal)ed pieces of No.
2 paper, pasted on smoothly, two or three tlhicknesses ; or fblrm the shell on
a ball, the size of the cavity of tle shell, by pastillg on it strips of paper of
lens-shape until it is .2 inch thick. Cut the shell into two equal parts, an(tl
take out the core; place the two halves tog'ether, and continue to paste (on

pieces of paper, permitting, ti t t dry perfectly, Iltil the shell is of the
required thickness. This mode requires lmuch time, as the shells (dry slowly,
and each sulccessive layer nmust be thlorouglhly dry before other pieces are
pasted on.

To CHARGE THE SHELL.-Introdlce the stars, serpents, &c., tllrough
the fuise-hole, and then the ullrsting clarge; cover the fuise where it comes
in contact with the shell with glue, and drive it in place.

To insure the fuise taking fire, tie around the shell two pieces of quick-
match, crossing over the fuse.

Cover the fuise with several strips of' paper, pasted to the shell at their
ends. These are removed before the shell is fired.

STARS.

Stars for shells are made as described. Those made of composition
which burn with difficulty must have a hole in their axes, like those used
for Roman candles.

WHEEL-CASES.

Wheel-cases are made and driven like sun-cases. They are used to
give a rotary motion to pieces mounted on an axis, and to produce at the
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the wheel which they are to turn by means of iron wire or strong twine,
and they are inclined to the spoke from 200 to 30 ° to give a larger circle
of fire.

ROMAN CANDLES.

The Roman candle is a long and strong tube charged with stars, which
are thrown out successively by a charge of powder placed under each star.

The ends of gunbarrels, 20 inches long, are used for cases. When
paper cases are used, make them about .65 to .7 inch interior diameter,
and 1-inch exterior diameter; roll them like port-fire cases.

Three drifts of different lengths are used; they are made of hickory or
other hard wood, with brass tips on the lower ends.

To CHARGE THE CASE.-Put in the case a ladleful of clay, and drive it

with ten blows of the mallet; then a ladleful of composition, which is driven
in the same way; next a charger of powder and a star, which is gently
pressed down, then another ladlefil of composition, a second charger of
powder, and another star, driving tile composition and pressing down the
star gently; continue until the ten stars are in, and add a half ladlefnl of
composition.

Prime the candle with a strand of quick-match 6 inches long, held in
place against the side of the case by a little composition driven in on its
ends. Cover the end of the candle with a strip of paper pasted on.

Roman candles are inserted in holes bored in frames, or tied with wire
or twine in the direction in which they are to throw their stars. The stars
used for Roman candles have a hole through their axes communicating the
fire to the charge below, which throws it out.

LEADERS.

Leaders are long paper tubes of small diamneters inclosing a strand of
quick-match. They are used to communicate fire rapidly from one point to
another.

The velocity of combustion is from 1 to 2 yards per second, depending
upon the size of the tube, being more rapid as the tube is smaller.

Leaders are made by rolling a strip of thin paper, 2.5 inches wide, as
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obliquely as possible, on a ramrod, or cut the paper into trapezoids 4 inches
wide at one base and 24 at the other; paste the edges of the strips 0.25
inch, and roll them on a ramrod so that one end shall be enlarged, funnel-
shape. When dry, pass a strand of quick-match through, and let it project
about an inch at each end.

To unite them into a long line, insert the end of one into another a
distance of .7.5 inch, and tie them with a thread.

If the line be long, first stretch a piece of twine, and attach the leader
to it every few feet.

PREPARATION OF COLORED FIRES.

The materials for colored fires should be as pure as can be obtained;
those which crystallize should be p)rocured in the crystalline state. They

should be generally first dried, ground Iine, wei-ghed out and mixed. The
(om'position is then moistened and pressed into shlape. Some of the mate-
rials, such as the flowers of sulphur and lanpblack ougllht to be first well
washed in warm water. Antimnony, glass, copper filings ought, as well as
other materials, to be passed through sieve No. 1.

I)RYING.-All materials should be perfectly dry. rThose which cntain

water of crystallization, as the barium nitrate, strontium nitrate, and copper

sulphate, should have it driven off. For this purl)pse, pla(ce the salt in a

broad, shallow vessel in a water-bath, or on a moderate fire, and stir it till

it be perfectly dry, talking it off the fire some minutes before.

As the copper sulphate is easily decomlposed in this operation, and as

the sulphuric acid set free might occasion a spontanleous explosion when the

copper sulphate was brought in contact. with the chlorates, two parts of

liquid ammnonia are poured by degrees on the copper sulphate powdered

and yet hot. (The amimonia neutralizes the acid, and, instead of injuring

the color, it heightens it. Thle sale process should be adopted with other

decomposable salts.) A thick liquid of an indigo-blue color is obtained;
place it on the fire, and warm it gently until it becomee s a thick paste; then,

leaving only a few coals under it, stir it with a spatula and crush it into a

powder.

GRIND)ING.-The materials are ground in a mortar with a pestle, or on
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a sieve with copper balls 0.4 inch diameter, of equal weight with the com-

position to be ground. All the utensils should be kept perfectly clean.
To pulverize antimony melt it and pour it into a cast-iron mortari pre-

viously warmed; when the metal is on the point of congealing stir it briskly
with the pestle; it is thus reduced to fine grains, which are then pulverized
with a pestle. Zinc and other similar metals are treated in the same way.

To obtain shellac in the state of a fine powder, it is first broken into
pieces and melted with its weight of niter. The mass is then ground as
usual, and the powder thus obtained is washed in pure water till all the
niter is removed.

The resins and other substances insoluble in water and difficult to
pulverize in their pure state are treated in the same mannler.

All materials when pulverized should be passed through hair sieve No
1. They ought, if' possible, to be. sifted when warm, and placed away
immediately in well-stoppered bottles to preserve them tfrom moisture

The chlorates should be pulverized in a marble mortar with a ha;rd-
wood pestle. The mortar, pestle, and sieve, should be used (only for a
single chlorate, and the whole operation be performed in a place apart to
avoid accidents. The chlorate can be g'rountd and manipulated by itself'
without danger; but when it is mixed wvith sulphur, charcoal, &c., it explodes
very readily.

WEIGHING.-Each material should be weighed accurately b)y itself;
according to the proportions laid down in the table.

MIxING.-The materials, after being weighed out, are potured on a shleet

of pasteboard, and mixed as well as possible with the hand; they are then
passed three times through sieve No. 2, keeping the sieve stationary, and
stirring the materials with the hand.

If a chlorate enters into the composition, begin by mixing all the ma-

terials on a pasteboard, except the sulphur, charcoal, lampblack, sugar,
tallow, and shellac. When they are well mixed, add the combustible ma-
terials separately, mix them thoroughly, and then add the chlorate.

Pass the composition three times through sieve No. 2, using a feather

for the purpose.
Mem. 21-15
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All these manipulations with compositions into which a chlorate enters

should be performed in a place aside, and with a small quantity at a time.

Compositions thus prdpared should be preserved in well-stoppered bot-

tles, carefully labeled. Those containing chlorates should be placed away
from the rest, and apart from each other.

DAMPENING.-Compositions are dampened by pouring the pure or

gummed liquid on them, a little at a time, and mixing it well with the hand

or a wooden knife. Comn)ositions should not be dampened until just before

they are to be molded.
lI[oLDING.-All compositions may be firmly compressed, provided care

be taken to avoid friction and blows with those contaiinilg chlorates.

However great the care taken in the choice of materials, their propor-

tions and manipulations, it is difficult always to get uniforml results. It is

necessary, therefore, to try the mixtures and modify tile proportions as may
1)e required.

In every composition there are certain substances which are used to

furnish oxygen for the consuml)tion of the rest; the nitrates and chlorates

are such. T'here are other substances, as sulphur, charcoal, and vegetable
matters, which are burned; and others which are only used to give color to

the flame, as antimony, lead, copper, strontia, *&c.

The same substances may firnish oxygen an(l color the flame at the

same time. Certain materials are usedl only to heighllten the color, as the

mercuric chloride and the ammonium chloride; the action of the latter is

weaker than that of the former.

When a composition burns too slowly, there is an excess of coloring-
matter, or of that which is to be burned, or some other substance (as water,

for example), very rarely of that which fuirnishes oxygen. When the

composition burns too fast, it is necessary to add coloring matter, or such

substances as sugar, rosin, or tallow, which operate by separating the

substances, supplying the oxygen firom those which are burned, and at

the same time keeping up the combustion.

Generally, the quicker the combustion the more will the flame approach
to whiteness, whatever may be the coloring principle; and the slower the

combustion the more certainty there will be of obtaining the desired color
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Dimensions and wei ihts of paper or pop)lar shells.

Ornaments.
Thickness Weight of

of- Weight of- charge.of- I~~~~~~ charge· ui e f
,$ Weight of- Number of

4 P~~~~~~~~~~0 E~rp a a
-~~ a a

P - a 2rE E a

In In. In. Lbs. ozs. Lbs. ozs. Oz. oz. I Sec. Oz. r ,r.
5.8i 0.5 0.62 qks5 2 10 3.5 0.5 1.4 3 0. 40 2 60 60170 32 14
8 0 5 0.62 1 10 7 8 5 0. 5 1 4 3 0o 5 40 210 40 600 40 60

10 0.75 0.1 325 1114 5 1 1. 4 3 0.5 40 210 r 27 00 9 20 1310(
15 1. 5 1.5 14 35 12 1 14 3 0.5 40 -. 210 900 3,400 760 460

iDimensions for sun and wheel cases.

Sln-cases. Wiheel-cases.

Interior diarmeter . ............. ................. .......... inlles.. 0. 75 1. 0 1.5 0. 75 1.0 1.5
ae Extriordiaieter....... .. - -1. 2 1. 2A. 0 1. 20 1.6 2. 0

Case Length .... .............. ....... ... .... ............ do -l'. 11 10.60 .. 8 .7 8.75 8.75l.triiam,,,.... lot..... .................. . . . ....... R9i f Kf
Diamreter a bottom ......................... 0.28 0.55 0.65 0.28 0.i5 0. 65

Spindl fe.Diameterh at op ............ do.... 0.18 0.38 0.400.18 0.38 0.4~:rt top·--- ·.... ·- -- ---... ·-.--. ·-- -· ·---.... 411, o. IS OASc 0. 40 0 . IS P . 38 0. 40

Length ...................................................... do.... 0.35 0.75 0.80 0.35 ( 0.75 0.80

Rate of bvrnlinq of com)positions.

Wheel.fires. Standing fires.

D)irnf1iioins. . a
a a

i ........ ... ...... -ij g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.a a

Length of case ----------- -------------------------------------- ih s 8 75 8.75 8. 75) 11 I 8 J 19
Interior diameter ............... ................ ................... .. 75 0.7 75 .7 0.75 0.75
Weight of compositionl ................... ......................... ounces.. 3.5 i 3.5 i4 5 4 5
Time of burning, per inch ......................................... seconds. 17 17 i 21 22 I 20 45

Lances. Port~fires.

Dim)ensiois.

. a a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i -- :

Leirth of case ...... inches 4 4 4 3 : 3 3 3 3
Interior diameter ........ o. ... 0.:2 . 2 0.132 0.12 0. :32 I I 1 I 1 1 I 0.75
Weightofcolnpositioll grains 141 140 150 15 160 547 560 54 4 560 550 250
Time of bhurning ...... seonds 90 90 90 !)0 90 60 65 45I 65 65 45 60

COMP'OSITIONS FOR FIREWORKS.

(The parts are by weight.)

STARS.-IlVhite.-16 niter; 8 sulphur; 4 mealed powder.

Blue.--69 potassium chlorate ; 24 sulphur; 7 copper sulphate.



Red.-32 strontium nitrate; 9 sulphur; 8 potassium chlorate; 2 lamnp-
black.

Green.--18 bariunl nitrate; (; sulphur; 4 potassium chlorate; 1
lanlpblack.

Pitrple.-24 potassium chlorate; 4 sulphur ; 3 copper sulphate.
Yellow.-1 charcoal; 1 sulphur; 6 sodium nitrate.
Fivepointed.-7 sulphur; 10 mealed powder.
LANCES.-rWhite.-26 nliter; 9 sulphur; 5 nmealed powder.
Yellowl.--16 nitrate of soda; 4 sulphur; 4 mealed powder; 2 lamp-

})lack.

Red.-30 strontium nitrate; 16 niter; 10 sulphur; 7½ mealed powder.
Bline.-8 niter; 2 sulphur; 4 copper sulphate.
Green -96 niter; 64 sulphur ; 8 lanmpblack; 192 bariuml nitrate.
LlGoirs.-White.-16 niter; x sulphur; 4 mealed powder.
Ycllow.-2 niter; 4 sulphur; 20 sodium nitrate; 1 lampblack.

Red.-,5) niter; 6 sulplhur; 20 strontium nitrate; 1 lampblack.
nIlBe.-S- niter; 2 sulphur; 4 copper sulphate.
(;reen.-24 niter; 16 sulphur; 48 barium nitrate ; 1 lampblack.

Benzqal.-2 antimony; 4 sulphur; 4 mealed powder; 16 sodium
nitrate.

WlnEEL-FIRES.-(Ommnon.-6 nitre; 1 sulphur; 16 mealed powder; (;
charcoal.

Brilliant-I niter; 1 sulphur; 16 mealed powder; 7 steel filings.
Chinese.-1 niter; I sulphur; 16 mealed powder; 7 cast-iron filings.

White.-6 niter; 7 sulphur; 16 mealed powder.
SuN-FIREs.-C-Chinese.-1 niter; 1 sulphur; 16 mealed powder; 7 cast-

iron filings.
STREAMERS.-2 niter; 1 sulphur; 16 mealed powder; 4 charcoal.

SERPENTS.-2 charcoal; 16 mealed powder.

ROMAN CANDLES.-6 nitre; 2 sulphur; 16 mealed powder; 6 charcoal.

GOLD RAIN.-16 nitre; 10 sulphur; 4 mealed powder; 3 lampblack;

1 flowers of zinc; 1 gum arabic.
The sodium nitrate may be replaced by the bicarbonate of soda or the

oxalate of soda. The copper sulphate is ammoniated.
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STORAGE AND PRESERVATION OF FIREWORKS.

Storehouses and magazines should be kept in the neatest possible
order, the stores arranged as much as possible by classes, kinds, and cali-
bers, and labeled. They should be ventilated from time to time in the
middle of the day in fine weather, particularly those which contain amml-
nition and fireworks which are injured by moisture.

Provide cloth blinds for all windows exposed to the sun.
Slow-match.-In a dry place, such as a garret, in boxes or barrels, or

piled on the floor.
Quick-match -If not in boxes it may be hung up in bundles on ropes

or pi:ns and covered with paper.
Friction-_primers.-In tin boxes.
I'ort-fires.-Bundles of' ten are placed in boxes or in barrels on end in

safe and dry situations.
IFuses--Packed in boxes, fuses of the same kind, as much as possible,

in the same box, in very dry and well-ventilated stores.
Cylinders qf rock-fire.-In boxes or barrels like fuses.
Fire-balls.-In cool but dry and airy places, suspended by the handllle,

the bottom resting on a board or floor that they may not become deformned.
Each ball should be labeled, stating its caliber, weight, andl year of fab-
rication.

Signal-rockets.-Packed in boxes, the sticks tied together. Each box
should contain rockets of but one caliber, and should be marked with the
size and the kind of decoration. If the sticks be attached they are tied in
bundles of 5 according to the kind of decoration.

War-rockets.-Preserved in dry places with the same precautions as
loaded shells.

Tarred links.-Strung on a rope and hung up. For transportation
they are packed in barrels with straw between the tiers.

Fascines and torches.-Packed like the preceding.
The parts of ornamental fireworks, owing to their liability to deterio-

rate in store, are generally made as required. They may be packed in the
same manner as port-fires.
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TOOLS ANDI IMPLEMENTS.

The following list of laboratory tools anlldl implements shows the kinds
alnd prol)ortionls whlich may be required for a large laboratory and fbr a
park of artillery:

Quantity.

Kind

a

Awls, brad ................................... 3................................................ 3 1
Adzne, copper, weighing 5 pounds . .......................................... 1
Bench, for drawing the loads of shells............ ......... ......................

Bencill-hookstake ............................................................Bick-iron ................................... . .......................................... .......... . I
Bill-hooks .......... ......... _ ................... ........................................ ..... .............. ....

f For driving fiuses of different calibers ... ........................ 20

IBlocks. - For driving signal-rockets and port-fires .................. .......................... ..........
For punces .....p...........................................................................
For cutting on .............................................................................

Bottles, with ground-glass stoppers ........... ................................................ .... ...... 4
Boxes, for 12 workmen making cartridges-3 to each ...........................................................

Wooden, various sizes ................... ............................... ..... ............
Bl. Earthen, glazed, large ... .......... ........ ............... 6

B W ooe n variou bizes ........ . . . ........ ...................................... ...... ...................... I
Brusaces ofand arits kinds1 4.. ............. ----------.- -... .................... ................. ~ 4
t~rusnhe of variousn kinlds .......... ................... ............~..... ..~ ......~ ................... 14
Buckets . ..... .................. .................. ....................... ............. .......... --
(Callipers, various sizes .. ................. ......... 1............................ 1

F~or fus-ies-t 1Chargers, copper For fursetfr- ................... ...... ....... ................................ 5
For portsignal-rocketses ................... ................... 2Chargers, copper ' ' -For signal-rockets ........ ............. ........................................... ]... a ....]
For cartridges for.small-arms (revolving .............s l.....r............................. 4 I

Brass, fr unloading shells ......... .......- .................. ....... ...... .............. 6 3
Chisels ....... ................. .. ................. ..ol-3...... ..... 2

("on) j$ Com m on ...................................................................................... . .
Compasses .. Spring ....................n-3----- -.............. ........................ 1
Coopers' drivers, copper and wood ..................-.....................- .............................- 2
Crow-bar ................................................. _-.. ............................... I
Cutting-boards -... 6............. ................ ................... ................ .... ........
Cylinders for gauging balls .........................-......... ........ 2... _.......................... 6
Dippers ...... ................ ............ ...... .................. ....................................... 6 ...
Dredging-boxes . ......................... ............................ 2... .......... ........ 6 2

Of iron, pointed with copper or brass, for driving port-fires- ....................................... ...
For driving fuses for 13-inch and 10-inch shells-long and short- ................... _ ....... ...4

f For driving fiuses for 8-inch shells and howitzers-long and short. .......... . ............... 24 .
r For driving signal-rockets--sets for 1 inch ....... ............. ..........................
For driving signal rockets-sets for 0.76-inch ....... 1-........ ....... . ........... ...... "
For driving serpents, iron ................ .............................. _........................ .

Drills. assorted ............ ......................... ....................................... 6 3
Half-round-6 .... 4....................................................... 6 4

Files -Saw........... .......... ............ 4 2
Rat-tail ........................................................................................... 2

I Large ................... .................... ......... ....... ........... ................. 4 2
Of iron or wood, for port-fire cases- ..................................... 2 - --...................-.
For rocket-cases-sets for each caliber ..- 2.............................................. 2 1

t For serpents ............. _................ --- __ ............ ....... ..................... 2
For leaers-.......... .. ................ ................ .....

Forrmers.. For small-arm cartridges, of each caliber, one to each workmaln ...................-.........-..... 20 20
For cylinders and caps, for each caliber ................... 2 ..... 1... ....... ........ 1
For pot for rockets, for each caliber .................-........................
For cutting pots on, for each caliber ................. ................... 1... _.................. 1
For cones for rockets, for each caliber ..........-.. ..........-......-..... ..................... I
For w ads ....... .. ............................... ...........................

Fork, iron, for dipping pitched fascines .................................... 1 . ......................... .. . 1
Funnels of copper and tin, various kinds -20 5
Fuse-cutters .................................. 2................................... 2
Fuse-setters -...................---.................................................... 5
Fuse-extractors .... 1............. .............................

Steel, for shot and shells, for each caliber- ............... 2................................. 2 2
Double, for grape and canister, for each2 caliber- .......... .................... ...... .... i
Double, for cartridge-borrmers for each caliber............................. 1

Gauges .. Of sheet-iron, for sabots, lfor each caliber .............................. ......
Of sheet-iron for canister-bottoms, for each caliber ........................-..... ..... -- - .: I
Of sheet-ironi for canisters, for each caliber ..............- ........ ......... .............
Of copper or wood, for cannon-cartridges ..... .................. ............ .............]][]I[[ 1
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Tools and implements-Continued.

Quantity.

Kind.

d i

Gimlets ................. ................................................................................. 2
Gimlets, for priming rookets ................................................ ................................... 3
Glue-pot and brush ................. ............................................................................. I....
Gunners' callipers ................... 1................................................................................
Gunners' pincers ............................................................................ 3
Hammers Iron hand, for strapping shot, &c .......................... .....................................13 4

Hand-barrows, with rope bot lomrs, for powder-barrels ............. .................. ........... 2
Hatchet ................... 1...................--........--:--'---:-' . .................... .1
Hooks for unnacking ammunition-boxes ....................................................................... 6
Implements or making paper fuses, sets ....................................... ................. ............. 1

Iron, for melting lead ............................................................................... 2
Iron, forr rock-tire, &e ........ 2I..................................................................2 ....
Iron, for pitch......................................................................... ........... 1 1
Copper, for paste ...... 2.......................................................................

Knives . For cutting paper, large and small ....................... .................... ................. 12 6
lms.. Block .......131ock ........................... ...................................................... ... I _

LadIes... jron, for lead, pitch, &c.--1 ......................................................... ....... .
Copper, for saltpeter, &c. ................................................... .. ............. .

Lanterns.--------- 5-- ------ ................... ....................................... 5
Letter-punches (stencils), set . ........................................ ............ .... ........... 1

For driving fuses and port-fires .............................................. ........... ........ 20 5
Mallets . For driving rockets .- 4...................................

Carpenters ....... ................................... ..................... ............... ...........
easurnes. For powder, from 8 pounds to 4 ounces .......... ... ........................................ 22 12

Gallon, quart, pint, half pint, and gill ................... ......................................
Mortar and pestle, bronze ..................................... ...........................................
Mortar, marble, with pestle of lard wood ................................................................... ....

(For balls and buckshot, sets ......................................................... 2.......... . 2
M I For incendiary-balls, dilfferent calibers ..- 4_......................... ..............................

] Brass, for port-fires . ...................................... ............................. '
For rockets of each caliber .......................................................................... 2 : 1

Mullers, wooden4 ................... ..... .............. .......................... .............. ... 2
Needles of various kinds ... .............................. 0 .................... ................ I

·'rIFor cuttin~ wire- 2.....For cutting wire ................... ................................................................. 1
Nipp-ers. For trimming ball-s 1............... _-........................................................ I
Palms for sewing canvas ............................ ....................................... .................... 2
Paste-brushes1 l-- --...................................................... ------- 2 12

For cartridg e-papers for small-arnms ....... _. .. . ................. ............. 4 2
Tin, for each kind and caliber, for paper cartridges ................................................. I

Patterns Tin, for each kind and caliber for flanel cartridges ............................................... I
Tin, for each kind and caliber for canisters-1 ......... . .................-- -----.............. .

Pans, copper, various sizes - ............... ..... ................................

Plithers, lt, for twisting wire ................ ....... .... .................. ..... 2............ ....
'logs, pointed, for loading spherical ......................................................................... Ia-

Press for papet, for twisting wire ............ ....... ................... ........................... 4Puigs, p ointed for loading spherical c~se .............. _._ .......... .......................... ................
Press ior paper and pasteboard ----....... _.......................................... ......................... I
Profihes ot sheet-iron i for sabots, for each caliber ................ ....... ................... ..................... I
Punches-6---- .................................................................... ----.............

For piercing shot-straps-1 2................................................................. 2
Punches Centr ...... . ........ ... ..................................... 4

for fuse-caps, for 13, 10, and 8 inch, 2 each-... .......-.........- "...... .................... 8
Rasos for wood ............................. ................... - .................. ...................... 6
Reels or frames for quick-match -.............................................................................. 2....
Rocket-stand -.... 1.............1............................................................................. ...
Rolling-boards for port-fire-cases, &c ..................................................... ....................... ....

Rules. apnes.Sand es Carl enarpenters'. .... ................................................................................. ...... Iron, for cutting by .................................................................... .......
Sandstones for sharpening knives ................................................................. 2.............. '
S a w s ------------ ---------- -- --- -------- ------------ ----------- ------------ ----------- ------------ --------- 1
Scale, of one foot (diagonal), divided into inches and 100ths .................. .................................... 1
Scales, copper, large, small, and medium ......................................................... ...... .. 2
Scissors and shears, of different sizes ................... ....................................................... 12 12
Scoops, copper, for taking up materials ........................................................................... 6 4
Screw-drivers ...................................... ........................................................... 2
Scribers ........................................................................................ 4 2
Shell-hooks ..................................................................................................... ...
Shell-plug screws -----.................................................................................... 4 2

Hair, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, with frames .................. ................ ............................ 4 4
Syes . Bolting-clotloth ................................................. ................................ 2 2
Screens, for demolition of cartridges for small-arms ...................................................... .... . 2 .
Shovels ................................................................................ 2
Skinmmer, copper, for saltpeter .......... 1 ........................................................................ ....
Soldering-furnaces and irons ................. ................. ........................................... 2 1
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Tools and implements-Continued.

Quantity

Kind. C

Socks, pairs ........................................................ ............................................ 60 ----
( Steel, for saltpeter, &c ..................................... ............... 1........... 3 1

Spatulas - For rock-fire ........... ...................... ................ 3 ......... ....................
( Por packing ammunition-boxes ...................... .............................. 24 2

Spoke-shave ................... .................. ................ .... ......................... I
Sponges- .................. ...................................................................
Spools for twiue ... ............. ............................. .... ... 40
Squares.. IWooden .................................. 2......................................... ............ 6 2

S Iron .............................. ............. ......................................................
Stamps, for flannel cartridges, for each caliber ................... ................... ............................ ....
Paulins .... .............. ...................................... 4................................ 4 2
Thimbles ...................................................................... 6 ............................ 6 6
Tiner's creaser .................. ............. ............... ....................
Tinner's shears ..................................... 1..... ..... ... ; ... 2 1
Trestles, pairs .................. ......... .......... ... ..... .. .............................. 2 ....
Trivets, iron .................. 2..................... ............ 2
Tubs -... - For the demolition of cartridges for' small-arms, common ...........................................

For making slow-match, &c. (casks sawed in two) .. ....... .............- 6 . ... ..... - .i
T'wisting-machine, for slow-match, &c ........................ .... ..... ................ I
Watering-pots ...... ............. ............ . .... .. ....
Weights, set for each balance or pair of scales ...................................
WVhetstoues .......... ..... ......................................................

Wrenchaes Screw ...................................... ..................................
Fuse ...... ...... .................. 1.......................

Yard-.stick ........................................................... ............... .......................
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PILATE III.

OPERATIONS OF CARTRIDGE MANUFACTURE.
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PLATE IV.

GAUGES FOR INSPECTION OF CARTRIDGES.
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PLATE Y.

CLASSES OF CENTRE FIRE CARTRIDGES

FOLDED HEAD. ATTACHED
HEAD.

5 LID HEAD.
F0 LDED HEAD.

RELOADER

5 OLID HEAD.

FOLDED.HEAD
REI NFORIED.

RELOADER IRE LEOADER.

I , ., .I



PLATE VI.

SERVICE CARTRIDGES.

BLANK

X PISTOL

BLANK



PLATE VII.

BALL & CANISTER FOR GATLING GUN CAL. 1.
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PLATE VIIL

PAPER PACKING BOXES FOR CARTRIDGES.

20

CAIRT RIDGES
Calibre, .45:

Chargerams mst powder. Weight of bllet, 40 greails.

Explanatiox. of Characters on Cartridge Head.
F. F rtnkford Arsenal. R Rifle. 5, Month. 77,Year.



PLATE IX.

PAPER PACKING B(XES FOlR CARTRIDGES.

12

ford rsena, 1'.

lank Gartridges

Revolver, Bal: .45

BLANK CARTRIDGES,
or RILE and CARBINE Cal: .45.

After 6ring with blank cartridges, the chamber of the gun must be cleaned before using ball cartridges.

FraEnkfDrrd ABrenEal .A~rfiig ih lnkcrtige}th habrofte u ms b lend eioeusn bl arige.



PLATE X.

PAPER PACKING BOXES FOR CARTRIDGES.

CEENT:EE-PI=EILE3D, EETALLIC '

BALL CARTRIDGES,
FOR GATLING GUN,

CALIBRE, 1 Inch.

CHARGE,.75 OUNCE MORTAR POWDER.

WEIGHT OF BULLET, 8 OUNCES.

FRANK FORD ARSENAIL,

O:TdNTR=E -PRI2¢ED, 2METALLIC

CANISTE:R CARTRIDGES,
FOR GATLING G]U[N,

CALIBRE, 1 Inch.

CHARGE, .75 OUNCE MORTAR POWDER.

15 .45 -INCH BULLETS..

FRAN-FORD ARSENAL,

1868.



PLAITE XI.

WOOD PACKING BOXES FOR CARTRIDGES.
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PLATE XIL.

PAPER TIME FUZE & IMPLEMENTS.
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PLATE XIII.

TIME FUZES,
BORMANN

' '

F4 l---" ';WATER CAP
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PLATE XIV.
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PLATE XV.
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PL4ATE XVI.
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PLATE XVII.
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PLATE XVIII.
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PLATE XIX.

INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT OF FIELD AMMUNITION CHEST
For 31. Rifle Prjettlej.

ELEVATION
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PLAN LIE
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END > 7 PLAN
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PLATE XX.

AMMUNITION FOR 12 par. FIELD GUN.

Rouwtd NJ.Vo! Fiawed. Ca'/i.ter, Fixed.

$hell Al-.rqppye .

wahr Crtiti6te. For ,Shtot.

Ammaucn tiout (fie&s.



PLATE XXI.

SAWYER'S CANISTER SHOT.
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PLATE XXII.
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PLATE XXIII.

MACHINE FOR BREAKING UP

GALLAGHER METALLIC AMMUNITION.

side ll~ew Znd, /ew'

Top ,eu'

,cale.
i () I t r i 4 6 pfriel'iE'S



PLATE XXIV.
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PLATE XXV.
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